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NEW YORK, MAY 23, 1913.

No. 553.

YOUNG WILD WEST SWINGING ALARIAT
-OR-

ARIETTA AND THE WILD HORSES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I. ·
THE TIMBER PA'rCH AND WHAT HAPPENED THERE.

It was high noon on a day in summer a few years ago when'
Young Wile! West and his friends might have been seen riding
briskly over the prairie in northwestern Texas, close to the
line that divided the Lone Star State from the territory of
New Mexico.
The short gras., had turned to a dirty brown from the lack
of rain, and with the fierce heat of the sun shining down upon
them, the members of the party could not help feeling the necessity of getting into the shade somewhere as quickly as possible.
Something lilrn two miles ahead of them a long strip of timber could be seen, and for this they were making, knowing full
well that they would not only find the cooling shade there, but
water also.
For the benefit of those-those few they must be-who have
never heard or read of Young Wild West, we will state that he
was the recognized Champion Deadshot of the West and an
'
ideal boy hero.
He was simply on one of his horseback trips through the
wildest parts of the \Vest in search of excitement and adventure, and with him were those who usually accompanied him.
They consisted of Arietta Murdock, the charming goldenhaired sweetheart of Young Wild West; Cheyenne Charlie, the
government scout, and his wife Anna; Jim Dart and Eloise
Gardner, his sweetheart; and two Chinamen who were
brothers, named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, and who were employed by the young deadshot and his friends as servants.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were well known as Young
Wild West·s two partners, not only in mining ventures and
other business matters, but virtually in all things.
Though the scout was considerable older than the two boys,
he did not consider himself as their superior in anyt)ling but
age.
The fact was that he was more than pleased to let people
know that Young Wild West was his leader.
Both Charlie and Jim were dead shots, but even though they
had copied their dashing young leader in his manner and style
of shooting, they could not come up to him.
He was perfect in the art, and as quick as lightning, and
hence he had been able to hold the title of Champion Deadshot
against all comers.
Mounted on his superb sorrel stallion Spitfire, Young Wild
West certainly made a true picture of the young Western hero.
His buckskin trousers and leggings and bright-colored silk
shirt, with a wide sombrero topping a wealth of light chestnut
hair that hung down over his shoulders, gave him a striking
as well as handsome appearance.

Arietta, his sweetheart, mounted on her cream-white broncho and riding at his side, was attired in a costume that well
suited her purpose, and being a beautiful girl and a true Western one, at that, she certainly made a fitting companion for
the young deadshot.
The rest were attired in similar fashion, with the exception
of the two Chinamen, who wore the typical garb common to
their race.
Hop and Wing were leading a pair of well-loaded packhorses, for they always had with them a comfortable camping
outfit and plei!ty \f provisions.
Even though-,the\p,eat· from the sun was intense, our friends
did not mind it half'.as much as those not accustomed to all
sort of c~mates might have done.
each the timber, and so they kept
Still, t~y were
·namen having all they could do
on at a \;allop, the twb
fast enough.
to keep the pack-horse
I .much in that part of the country,
A couple of miles
especially when those covering the distance are well mounted
and used to the saddle.
Hence it did not seem very long to them before the timber
'
was reached.
"Here we are!" Young Wild West exclaimed, as he leaped
lightly to the groung.._ '" Come on, Et. I can smell the odor of
wild flowers, and if"!,·' am not mistaken there is a bubbling
brook close at hand, Listen! you can hear it trickling down
upon the rocks."
"I smell the flowers and hear the running water, Wild," the
girl answered, smiling at him, as she dismounted with a skill
and grace that only one long accustomed to horseback riding
would be capable of.
The rest of the party were not long in dismounting, though
the two Chinamen had been left somewhat in the rear and
were the last to do it.
When the horses had all been led up close to the edge of the
woods, where there was plenty of green grass, Young Wild
West turned to the heathens and said:
"Now then, you fellows can unload the pack-horses and give
them a good rest. I reckon we'll stay here a while, for I don't
like the idea of riding any farther in the hot sun to-day. Anyhow, we are in no particular hurry, since we have no destination in view. It is rather lonesome around here, I'll admit,
but something may turn up to create a little excitement before
night."
"Goin' to stay here till to-morrow mornin', then, Wild?"
Cheyenne Charlie asked, showing surprise as he turned to the
boy questioningly .
"We may as well, Charlie. We need a little something in
the way of fresh meat or fowl. This strip of woods is wider
than I had any idea of, and it strikes me that there OU&"ht to
be something worth shooting here. After we have taken a
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rest of an hour or two we'll strike out and see what we can
find."
"Good enough!" the scout exclaimed, perfectly satisfied with
the arrangement.
Jim Dart did not say anything.
He never did have much to say, but this did not mean that
he was not ready at all times to do his part.
.
When the horses had been unsaddled and the pack-horses
had beE:n hobbled so they might not stray away, Wing-, the
cook, at once proceeded to gather up dry twigs and branches
for the purpose of kindling a fire to cook the noond2.y meal.
The spot our hero had selected to camp upon was within a
few yards of a little brook that trickled down from a high
rocky bank and formed a pool from which the stream continued on th rough. the woods.
.
.. I reckon we'll have dinner first, Wing," the young deadshot
said, as he nodded to the cook. .. You will have plenty of time
during the afternoon to put up the tents and make things
ready for the night."
.. Allee light, M:isler Wild," the cook answered. "l\Iaybe my
blother allee samee gittee some more wood. He no do somethling. He velly muchee lazy, sp be."
''Whattee you talkee 'boutee, my fool blother?" Hop, the
other heathen, spoke up, looking disdainfully at the cook.
"Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee. You allee sameP- fool
Chinee. You go to sleep, and no lmowee velly muchee. Me
keepee wakee and lrnowee evelyth!ing. Pletty soonee me
smackee you in you snoot.··
.. Hold on, there! '' spoke up the young deadshot sharply.
"It's a1togethcr too warm for anything like this. Just quit
your quarreling at once. Hop, you go ahead and gather some
wood. While you're at it you can pick up enough to last us
until we leave this place."
.. He, he, he!·• giggled Wing, as he saw his brother's face fall
as he turned away to do the young deadshot's bidding. Velly
muchee lazy. No 11),ee workee.'·
Hop might have retorted something if Wild had not been
looking.
As it was he did do a little muttering, but hastened to
gather up the wood.
This W1J.S not. a great task, since there was plenty of it lying
in the near vicinity.
All hands )lad tasted the cooling water •from the brook, and
they now felt greatly refreshed.
Pails were brought into uEe and soon they were enjoying
the privilege of washing the dirt and dust from their faces and
hands.
The girls were very light-hearted, and they bustled about,
showing how anxious they were to do something to help along
matters.
The scout's wife soon persuaded the cook to let her assist
him, and the result was that it was not· long before the noonday meal was well under way, a.a far as the cooking process
was concerned.
Hop Wah, we may as well state right here, was all that he
claimed to be when he said he was a ·•velly smartee Chinee."
The fa.ct was that he wa.s a clever sleight-of-hand performer,
a nd was always ready in the case of an emergency, though
he had never distinguished himself as a fighter.
But he had a great knowledge of chemicals, and did things
that were deemed mysterious by the majority of the people,
and being a born practical joker, he was bound to make lots of
fun for Young Wild West and his friends.
It really was not necessary for them to employ two Chinamen, but Wing had been there first, and when Hop came and
showed his valne he soon became a fixture to the party.
Very often the two heathens had disputes, and sometimes
they came to blows, though they had never injured one another
very much , since the young deadshot and his partners would
not permit such a thing.
When Hop had gathered what he thought was a. sufficient
supply of firewood, he got out a fishing line and then proceeded
to hunt for grasshoppers and bugs for bait.
There were plenty of such insects at hand, so it was not long
before he had a tomato can partly filled with them.
Then cutting a small sapling to use as a pole, he affixed his
line to it and started up the course of the brook.
No one said anything while he was making his preparations,
but when he started to go fishing Wild glanced at the fire and
judged that it would be P-asily ten or fifteen minutes before
the dinner would be ready, so nodding to his sweetheart, he
said:
"Come, Et, we'll go and see what Hop intends to do. He is
t he luckiest fisherman I ever saw, anyhow, and he must have
8.ll ide~ tha~ there are s~me in the br~ k."

Ianswered
"He acts as if he knew there were fish here, Wild," the girl
with a nod, and then she promptly started after
him.
Hop picked his way through the bushes along the bank of
the little stream, and when he had gone about fifty yards he
turned and saw the boy and girl following him.
..Lat light, Misler Wild," he said. ..You watchee me. Me
ketcheo plenty fish, so be. Me velly smartee Ohinee."
He wa~ not long in finding a suitable place to sit down, and
then baiting his hook he cast it out into the water, where there
was a swift current moving over the stones.
The bait had scarcely disappeared beneath the water when
the Chinaman got a bite, and just as Wild and Arietta came
up he landed a speckled beauty that was easily eight inches
in length .
.. M:y!" exclaimed Arietta, her eyes opening wide. "He's got
one &lready, Wild."
"There is nothing surprising in that, little girl," the boy
answered, with a smile. "Hop knows his business pretty well.
If it were not that he had some very bad faults I suppose he
would be about the best Chinaman living. But his good qi.;.alities more than offset his bad ones, so we'll have to let it go at
that. I haYe clone my best to break him of drinking whisky
and gambling, and I have failed, so all I try to do now is to
keep him within bounds."
·· Hop ls a very funny fellow, and a wonderful one, too, when
you come to think of It," the girl answered, in a low tone of
voice, showing that she did not wish the heathen to hear her
words of praise.
Hop looked around and smiled blandly at them, and then
proceeded to put another grasshopper on his hook.
The two sat down near him and watched with interest.
The cast was made again into the brook, and in less than a
minute another fish was landed on the bank.
"Allee samee plenty fishee, Misler Wild," the Chinaman said,
nodding his head in a matter-of-fact way.
"How did you know they were here?'" the boy queried.
··Me see nicee fishee jumpee outP-e water when me pickee
uppee um wood, Misler Vvild."
..Oh, I thought it rather strange that you should make preparations right on the dinner hour to go fishing.''
--Me likee fishee, Misler Wild. Misler Charlie likee fishee,
too, so be. Maybe he wantee cleanee fishee, and we havee
some flied · for dinner."
.. Maybe he does. I reckon I'll go and a.sk him about it.
3tay here, Et, I'll be back in a minute."
The boy at once left the spot, picking his way through the
bushes, and was soon out of sight.
Hop went on fishing, and landed another good-sized one.
Arletta took charge of it, placing it by the other two, which
were still alive and kicking.
At that moment a crashing in the bushes sounded behind
her, and turning quickly she saw a rough-looking man coming
toward the spot.
"Hello, gal!" tho fellow called out, a broad grin showing
on his rather ugly-looking face. ''What are you doin' here?"
Before Arietta could make a reply two more men appeared,
and then she simply arose to her feet and looked at them inquiringly.
·
Hop ]anded another fish just then, after which he sprang to
his feet and called out sharply:
"Whattee you wantee?"
"Shut up, heathen!" the fellow who had first appeared retorted. "'"\1/hat are you an' the gal doin' here, anyhow?"
"What's the trouble here?"
The voice came from further along the bank, and then Young
Wild West hurriedly came through the bushes.
He was followed by Cheyenne Charlie, whose face was the
picture of surprise at the sight of the three strangers.
"Well, boys," the fellow who was apparently the leader of
the trio observed, as he turned to his companions, "there's a
reguiar party of 'em here. A heathen fishin', a gal watchin'
him, an' now here comes a kid an' a big galoot. Maybe there·s
more of 'em somewhere."
··What is the matter with you fellows?" Young Wild West
asked, in the cool and easy way that had helped make him famous. .. You sboul.dn't be surprised at meeting any one here
any more than we should be surprised at seeiD.g you.·•
·'Oh, we ain't a whole lot surprised, kid," came the reply.
"But when we seen sich a nice-loo kin' gal sittin' here we
sorter couldn't make out what It all meant."
Hop Wah smiled blandly, and proceeded with his fishing,
for he knew pretty well that he was not !il{ely to be troubled
so long as Young Wild West was present.
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The three men now came a little closer to where Wild and
Charlie were standing with Arie tta.
One of tl:).em even s tooped and piclted up one of tbe fish the
Chinaman had caught.
"Look as though they're fit to eat, don't they, boys?" he
asked, turning to hls compa nions.
Just theu Hop hauled up another fish, and whether he did
it intentionally or not, the line swung around and the fish
caught the speaker squarely on the side of his face.
"Hey, the_re, you yaller heathen!" h e shouted, angrily, "I'll
chuck you m the brook for doin' that. What are you tryin'
to do, an yhow?"
He made a move as if he really meant to carry out his
threat, but just then Young Wild We£t stepped. in his way, and,
pushing him back with his left hand, exclaimed:
"You let the Chinaman alone. If you happened to get in the
way it's your own fault. Now t hen , I am going to tell you
plainly that I don't like the looks of yon or the others, either.
Just tell us what you want here, and be quick about it."
·· What's that, kid?., and the man started back and made an
involuntary move as if to pull his gun. ''You talk to me like
that! I reckon you don't know who I am, do yer?"
"I don't know, and I don't care. But si nce you are showing
yourself to be an out-and-out rascal, I'll tell yo u now that you
have got just two minutes to get away from here. If you
don't go in that time, I'll flll y ou full of holes."
Then out came the ready revolver that Young Wild West was
so proficient in the use of.
The deadly tube flew on a line, the muzzle pointing straight
at the man's breast, and he at once stepped back, his face
turning pale.
"I have an idea. " the young deadshot went on, coolly, "that
you fellows came here for no good purpose. I just told you I
didn't know who you are. But that makes no difference. Now
then, about fact, and hustle away from here."
CHAPTER II.
cownoY.
There was no mistaking Young Wild West's meaning.
The three villains knew it only too well, and they lost no
time in obeying his command.
As they were disappearing in the bushes, Jim Dart came
running to the spot, followed by Arietta.
"What's the matter, ·wild?" Dart called out. "I heard you
talking to some one, and I knew it could not be Hop or Arietta."
°ኤCcme with me, and I'll show you who I was talking to,"
was the reply.
Then the young deadsbot started after the three men.
Both Jim and Charlie followed him, and, bound to see what
tlle villains looked like, Arietta went wilh them.
They only had to go a short distance through the bushes
when they came to a rather open spot in the woods.
The th ree men were to be seen running toward four horses
that were tied to trees something like two hundred feet away.
Wild now started on a run, too, and as he neared the spot
he was just in time to see the three mount and ride away,
leaving one of the horses behind.
He wondered what this was for, and bent upon finding out,
he made his way quickly to the horse.
'l'hen it was that he discovered a man lying upon the ground,
tied hand and foot.
"Hello!" the boy . exclaimed, in surprise. "What are you
doing here, my friend?"
"Cut me loose, won't yer?" was the excited request. "I want
to glt at them r.ascals. They've robbed me."
"Oh!" Wild exclaimed, and then he quickly drew his huntJng-kn!fe and liberated the man, who promptly got upon his
feet and- looked around as if searching for his weapons..
But there was nothing in the line of a gun or knife on the
ground.
" Say! .. he exclaimed, pointing excitedly in the direction the
three had taken, "they're a mighty bad lot, · I kin tell you.
'l'hey've got my old silver watch an' all the money ~ had.
'!'hey took my gun an' lmife, too. I met 'em last night, an' I
thought they was all right. But about an hour ago when we
got to the woods here they suddenly turned on me, an' afore I
knowecl it they all knockecl me down an' tied me. 'l'hen they
went through me an' got all I had that was worth takin'. But
they did leave me my horse, though," and he turned and patted
the animal upon the neck, showing no little satisfaction.
"Here's a gun," Cheyenne Cbn.rlie said, handing over one of
his.
"We'll help yer git the sneakin' coyotes, you kin bet."
DILL FELTER. THE
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''Hold on a minute, Charlie, .. spoke up Young Wild West, in
his cool and easy way. "You seem to forget that we have no
horses here. This man JJ.as a horse, but if h e attempts to ride
after them they will probably shoot him before he gets a
chance. r '.ow then, the best thing to do is to bide your time,
stranger. I have been sizing ~-ou up while yoa were talldng,
and I take 1t that you are a pretty decent sort of fellow."
.. I'".e always tried to be putty square," was the reply. "I'm
a cowboy, an' I'm lookin' fer work. There don't s-eem to be a
ranch v:ithin a hundred miles, though, 'cause I've beeu two
days in the saddle without strikin' any. When I met them
three iellers last night I was mighty glad, but I'm sorry now,
'cause [ ain't got a reel cent."
'''l'hat's all right, stranger. You n eedn't wony one bit about
that. Vv'e'll let those fellows go now. I have an idea that
t hey'll come snealfr1g back before long, for they are not apt
to feel kindly tow ard me for what I did to t:C.em a Hale while
ago.~'

"I heard your volc.e, young feller, an' it clone me a pile of
good when I heard you tell 'em to sne2k an' be mighty quick
about doin' it. I'm awful glad you fol!rn huppened to come
along. "
'·Fetch your horse and come with us to the camp. We'll fit
you out all right so you will be ready in case you get a chance
at the three scoundrels who robbed you. Bi.;t a3 I said before,
I am pretty sure they won't go very far. They look to me
just like fellows who feel like getting revenge, No doubt they
are pretty sore because they couldn't have their own way
when they tl1ought they had everything just right. Come on,
stranger."
"My name is Bill F elter," the cowboy answered, quickly.
"I'm a whole lot obliged to yer, ,an' I hope I'll git a chance to
return the favor some time."
·'Never mind about that. You don't feel much better about
it i.han we do. You'll get your money and watch back, too,
you can be sure of that. "
"The v!llains!" Arietta exclaimed, as she turned from looking in the direction the three had gone. "I believe I could
shoot such fellows clown without giving them a chance. The
idea of them acting the way they did.·•
.. Never mind, little girl," the young deadshot spoke up,
laughingly. "They gave you quite a scare for the moment, I
suppose, but I reckon even if I had no t come up just as I did
,
you and Hop could have taken care of them."
"Well, lt would not have tak en me very long to shoot," the
girl answered, with a shake of the head.
"Yes, an' it wouldn't have taken Hop a great while to blaze
away at 'em with that big old-fashioned six-shooter of bis,"
the scout added with a shrug o{ the shoulders. "H6 don't load
the old thing with bullets, but he has sometbin' ·that's just
as good, only there ain't no killin' done when be fires a shot.
He's got the chambers of the c:rlinder loaded with colored fire,
an' he kin blaze away an' make a different color each time he
shoots. it ain't likely them sneakin' coyotes would have stood
much of that kind of business if he once got started."
They all turned back and made their way to the brook, the
cowboy following and leading his horse.
When they got there Hop was sitting calmly upon a rock
fishing, just as if nothing had happened to interrupt him.
He landed a good-sized one just as they got to him.
"Evelythling allee light, :Mlsler Wild,·• he called out, as he
hastened to remove the hook from the fish's mouth. "Me vclly
smartee Chinee. Gittee plenty fishee, so be. If Misler Charlie
allee samee fixee we fly some for dinner. Maybe my fool
blother no likee, but lat allee light."
"I reckon Wing will be quite willin' to cook the fish, Hop,"
the scout answered, as he quickly drew his hunting-knife and
started to scale and dean the fish. "If he don't want to do it
Anna will, that's sartin, an' if she don't want to do it, blamed
if I don't do it myself, 'cause I kin fry fish jest about as well as
any person livin'."
The cowboy listened and showed astonishment as well as delight.
"I've told you my name, young feller," he said, "but I ain't
heard yours yet."
"Oh, I forgot that. EJ<cuse me, won't you? My name is
Young Wild West."
''Great wildcats!" the man exclaimed, his eyes opening wide
in amazement. "You ain't Young Wild West, the boy they
call the Champion Deadshot, are you?"
Yes, I believe a few call me somet,hing like that. So you
have heard of me, eh?"
"Heard of you? Why, I know the man you have got workln'
for yer down on Buckhorn Ranch. Hoss Thompson is his
I name. I was thinkin' if I could hold out long enough to get
0

I
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that far I might strike a job. I used to know Hoss about foi:r
years ago when he was workin' in the central part of old
Texas. It was only about three months ago that I heard
where he was, an' one day I happened to meet him when he
was up to Austin doin' a little business there about some cattle.
Then he told me where he was located an' who he was workin'
for. Well, it does me a power of good to meet the Champion
Deadshot of the West."
He put out his hand, and Wild laughingly shook it.
"That's all right, Bill" the boy retorted. "Let me make
you acquaiuted with my two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart."
.. I heard about them, too, an' I reckon the gal must be your
weethea;t. Let me see, her name is--"
.. Arietta,·· the boy interrupted. ·· Shake hands with her.
She is the bravest little girl living west of the Mississippi,
and don't make any mistake :10out it."
Lea•..-ing Charlie and Hop to prepare the fish, the rest went
~!! to the camp.
.. ii:velythling allee light, Misler Wild," Wing called out,
cnet,fu!!y. .. Me gottee um dinner !eddy."
.. V::i.it a ~while, Wing," was the reply. "I reckon you have
got somethi11g else to cook . Your brother has l.Jeen lucky
enough to ratch a nice mess of fish.•·
"Allee light, Misle!' Wild ."
Anna and Bloise looked eage1'ly when they saw a stranger
leading his horse and walking along with the others.
.. ,Ve heard voices up there aud we knew something was
Wl'ung," Anna declared, shaking her head. "We were expectin;; every minute to hear r;ome shooting."
.. We didn 't quite co me to tl1at," the young deadshot ans» eretl, with a Iaa:;h. ·· But I reckon there may be some done
before the day is over."
'I'hen he quickly introduced them to Bill Felter, who showed
his admiration and delight at having the privilege of shaking
hands with them.
"How about tile heathen?" the cowboy asked, after he had
lied his horse to a tree. .. Ain't you goin' to introduce me to
him?''
.. Oh, tllat's our <'OOk. His name is Wing," Wild answered,
quickly.
" You haYe got two of 'em . One of 'em is quite a fisherman,
too, ain't he?''
"Yes, he's pretty clever at anything. His name is Hop."
"Well, I swan'. Even though I've lost all the money I had,
an' my old silYer watch, I reckon I'm putty lucky after all,
'cause any one as falls in w:th Young Wild Wes t an' his pards
an' the gals is mighty fortunate, as they say."
This caused a 1ipple of laughter, and llle cowboy showed
iurprlse at. it.
"l meau every word I say,·• he declared, earnestly, "Don't
think I'm sayin' annhing to make yer laugh, 'cause I ain't."
.. Bill, •· our hero said, pointing to the horse, .. l reckon you
had better take . the 'saddle from your nag and tie him out
there wllcre he can get something to eat. He don't look to be
in the best oi condition, anyhow."
.. That horse is somethin' like myself. He don't eat regular,"
and Bill laughed and cast a longing look at the steaming meal
th e cook had prepared.
By the time lhe cowboy had seen to his horse Charlie and
Hop came in with about a dozen fish that were all prepared
for cooking.
Wing had not Qeen idle after hearing that he had some fish
to fry.
He had the pan ready and some bacon in it sizzling away.
He at once took the fish, and after giving them another
washing, salted them and piaced them in the pan, or as many
as he could of them, for there were too many to be fried at
one time.
"Me havee evelythling !eddy in fifteen minutes, Misler
Wild," h e called ont, cheerfully.
"Hully uppce!" Hop spoke up. ''Me velly muchee hungly.
-Me ketchee fishee and me wan tee eatee."
'' Shuttee uppec!" Wing answered, angrily.
"Me no shuttee uppee. Me smackee you in um face."
''Stop! " commanded Cheyenne Charlie. "Wait till after
we've had dinne:· an' then you kin go back in the woods an'
fight it out."
.. Me no wan tee fightee, '' Wing declared.
''You allee samee 'flaid," Hop spoke up .
"Stop it, I say!" cried the scout, making out that he was
.
very ang1·y.
The cowboy grinned broadly.
"Say," he said, turning to Wild, "they're a couple of funny
heathens, all right, ain't they?"

"Rather," was the reply. "They're always quarreling, it
seems. But still I reckon they would be willing to die for
each other if it came to the point..,
Both Hop and Wing sneered at this, but neither said anything more.
The process of frying the fish went ahead swiftly, for there
was a good fire and nothing to cause any unnecessary delay.
Bill Feller went to the brook and toolc a good wash, and
then he showed plainly that he was about as hungry as a bear.
When everything was in readiness Wild found a place for
him to sit upon a rock and told Wing to go ahead and suppl y
him with all he wanted .
The rest gathered about, and soon they were enjoying the
noon-day meal, which had been delayed a little, but was all
the more enjoyable for it.
The young deadshot did not neglect to keep an occasional
watch around, for his experience had taught him that it was
neYcr safe lo be off his guard, especially when he knew he had
enemies in the v!ci11ity .
Charlie aud Jim were like him in this respect, and though
they kept lheil' eyes and ears open, nothing was seen or heard
of the three villains who had been compelled to leave the place
so hastily.
Bill Felter ate unti l he could not possibly hold any more.
Then with a sigh of relief Ile arose and felt in his pockets
as if in search of something.
Presently he shook his head sadly and said:
"The sneakin' rascals even took my pipe an' a little tobacker I had."
.. I reckon I kin fix you up, pard," the scout spoke up. "I've
got an extra pipe, an' plenty of tobacker."
"While you'1 e at it, Charlie, just see to it that he gets a revolver. You had better keep the one you gave him, for you
are more used to it."
"Tha'-'s so. I was thinkin' about that when I was cleanin'
them fish. I'll fix him up all right. We've got lots of cartridges, an' we've always got three or four extra guns with us."
"You're altogether too good to me," declared the cowboy,
shaking his head. ·• I don't know how I'm ever goin' to pay
you back for your kindness."
"~l tY nothing abou. it and consider it as au paid now,•· Wild
assured.
It was not long before Bill was puffing away contentedly, his
back against a tree, and a revolver hanging from his belt, as
well as a keen-edged hunting-knife which the scout had also
given him.
It was quite cool in the shade of the trees, and everyone
seemed to have a feeling of contentment just then.
There was quite a long silence, and then the cowboy suddenly broke it by saying:
"You folks are bound down to the Rio Grande for Buckhorn Ranch, I s'posc, ain't yer?"
·'We had an idea of reaching there in three or four weeks,"
Wild answered.
"l suppose so. You like to get to the old place once in a
while."
" Yes, we ger.erally drop down there for the purpose of taking a rest for a week or two. But it seldom happens that we
are able to get it, for there is always something lively happening down that way when we're there."
··r s'pose so. I wish I had met yer about three days ago.
If I had I could have showed yer somethin' that would make
things lively if you had wanted to take a chance at it."
"What was it, Felter?" the young deadshot asked, looking at
him sharply,
''Wild horses. As fine a herd of 'em as you ever seen. There
ain't many sich herds in these here parts these days. Wben
I was a young feller somethin' like twenty years ago there
was plenty of wild horses runnin' about over the plains. But
now they've most all been gobbled up. But this her6 herd
I'm tellin' you about must have numbered about forty, an'
there was some of the tinest lookin' animals in lt you ever
set eyes on."
"Wild horses, eh?" and the young deadshot turned to his
sweetheart. "'What do you think of that, Et? How would
you like to catch a wild horse with a rope?.,
"Nothing would please me better," the girl answered, her
eyes brightening.
"I know jest where to go to look for that herd, an' it wouldn't
take us more than a day or two to git there," declared the
cowboy earnestly. "Say, if you want me to, I'll be mighty
glad Lo show you where I seen 'em."
"Wha.'t do you think of it, boys?" and Wild turned to Charlie
and Jim. "Do you suppose there would be enough excitement
about hunting wild horses to warn us to try it?"
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the time tellin' how smart he is, too, 'and that's what makes
me mad, 'cause he don't have to tell it. Any one wouldn't be
long in findin' it out for themselves."
"Me velly sma1-tee Ghinee, ·• chirped Hop just then, showing
that he had overheard the scout's remarks.
"Shet up," was the retort.
All the horses were saddled and in readiness, so they mcunu.~
and at once rode off, keeping close to the edge of the woods so
CHAPTER III.
the hot sun's rays would not strike them.
"I reckon we'll do a little hunting on the way, Bill,'' the
OUR FRIENDS SET OUT TO FIND THE WILD HORSES.
For over an hour Young Wild West and his friends sat lis- young deadshot said to the cowboy. "We haven't much of a
tening to Bill Felter as he told of the herd of beautiful wild supply of game on hand just now, and it's always a good thing
horses that he had come upon on his way south through to have some of it a.round."
"I reckon you folks kin shoot all the ga:-ne you want.
Texas.
Not one of them doubted his truthfulness, for he even went 'I'here's plenty of it up this way. If I had had a rifle or a
shot-gun I could have loaded myself down with it. I did shoot
so far as to mention the colors of some of the animals.
He told them of the big bay stallion that was the leader of a jack-rabbit the day afore yisterday with my gun. He was on
the herd, and what a bea11tiful specimen of horse flesh he was. I the jump, too, an' it was a mighty lucky shot, 'cause I dropped
Of course, the animals were very timid, and it would require · him at about two hundred feet."
"That is pretty good shooting, Bill. When a man can hit a
no small amount of caution to get near enough to rope any of
jack-rabbit on the run at two hundred feet, and with a rethem.
While Young Wild West and hls friends did not need any- volver at tl:rat, he certainly knows his business."
"Oh, it was only luck, as I jest said. I couldn't do it ag'in
thing in the way of horse flesh, since they were well equipped
in that line, the novelty of the thing suggested that they once out of ten times, maybe."
"I don't fancy jack-rabbits much, but if we happen to come
should go and hunt the wild horses and capture one or two of
across one I am going to try a shot at him. I want to see
them if it were possible.
·'What do you think about it, boys?" the young deadshot if I can do as well as you did."
"All right, I'll watch yer. But I reckon you kin do it all
said, as he walked over to where his two partners were sitting. "If we are going after this herd of horses I can't see right. You'll have plenty of chances afore long, 'cause the
why we should hang around here all day. According to what bushes is full of 'em up this way."
The cowboy was about right in what he said, for they had
Bill says, we could start off right now and keep in the shade
of the trees until night. The strip of timber runs due north, not gone more than half a mile before a big jack-rabbit
jumped from behind a bush and ran with mighty leaps off to
and that is the direction we must go."
.
.. I say go right away, then," Chey~nne Charlie answered, the right.
Wild saw the animal, and as quick as a flash he pulled his
quickly.
,
gun and, taking a quick aim, fired.
"We might as well, Wild," Jim added.
As the report rang out the rabbit turned a somersault, land"All right, if the girls are willing we'll break camp at once."
The girls overheard the conversation, and it is needless to ing upon its side, where it lay kicking for a few seconds and
sar that they were quite willing, for whatever Young Wild then became quite still.
"Hooray!" Bill Felter cried, waving his hat. "That's what I
West suggested always satisfied them.
.. Come, you two heathens," the young deadshot called out, as call shootin'. You done it the first time you tried, Young
he looked over and saw Hop working away with some little Wild West.•·
"Maybe I couldn't do it the second time I tried, though,"
packages he had before him and Wing sound asleep on the
ground under a bush. "Just load the pack-horses, for we are the boy answered, with a laugh.
"That's all right," and Bill rode off and, dismounting, picked
going to move right away."
'· Allee light, Misler Wild," Hop answered, as he quickly put up the rabbit, which he brought bade with him.
A little further two more rabbits were started.
away his belongings.
Arietta happened to have her rifle in readiness, and she
But Wing did not hear the boy's words. He went right on
promptly shot one of them.
sleeping.
Then Wild shot a quick glance at the cowboy, who was
"Hop,'' the scout said, a broad grin showing on his face as
he walked over to the Chinaman, "I reclcon you had better watching him, and, pulling his gun, aimed quickly and fired.
Crack!
'sorte:- wake up your brother."
As the sharp report rang out the second rabbit bit the dust.
·' Allee light, Misler Charlie, me fixee lat uppee ve!ly muchee
"There you go ag'in!" Felter exclaimed. "I lmowerl it. Tallt
quickee."
As soon as he got his stuff put away Hop shot a glance at about me shootin'. I wouldn't hit <;me Qf them things ag'in in
Wild, who ,vas watching, and then walked over to where the I fifty times."
He went and got the two rabbits, and seemed proud to get
cook was lying.
He reached over and, getting a grip upon Wing's ankles, possession of them.
"That mal,es three. They ain'.t sich bad eatin', after all.
gave a sudden pull, and then started to run across a strip of
When we go in camp to-night I'll skin 'em an' hang 'em up .
g1"ass with him.
.. Hip hi!" yelled the awakened heathen, excitedly. "Whattee May be we kin have a rabbit stew to-morrow, or somethin'
like that."
rnattee? Stoppee lat."
"Me makee velly nicee stew," Wing declared. "Me Jikeo
Then he began kicking so furiously that Hop was forced to
lab bit allee light."
release his hold.
Wild knew that if the three villains had not gone very far
But Wing had been aroused all right, and he was very angry,
they would certainly hear the shooting, and this might cause
at that.
them to draw nearer for the purpose of getting revenge.
"Me smackee you face," he yelled, as he got upon his feet.
He advised that a watch be kept for the men as well as any
"Hold on, there!" called out the young deadshot sternly.
"We are going to leave here at once. Stop your fooling and game that might be around.
They kept on riding, taking it along easy, and when just
get the pack-horses loaded."
The cook at once became very meek, and with a bow an- about five miles had been covered they came upon fresh hoofprints.
swered:
"Ah!" the young deadshot exclaimed, as he reined in his
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
Hop took care to keep out of his brother's reach during the sorrel stallion. "I reckon somebody has gone this way quite
work that followed, but by the time they were ready to leave recently. We'JJ just see how many there were of them."
He dismounted and began looking over the ground.
Wing seemed quite pacified.
"Three horses," he declared, noel ding to his companions.
·· Dlamed if they ain't the funniest pair of heathens I ever
see, •· Bill Felter declared, as he buckled the saddle-girths of "They came out of the woods there and went on straight
his horse. "I'll bet there's more fun to b~ got out of them ahead. There is no doubt but that they are the fellows who
wanted to make trouble for us."
than would fill a good-sized book."
"That's jest who they are!" the cowboy exclaimed. "That's
··wou'll see some of it if you stay with us long enough," the
scout declared. ··Wing is a heathen what minds his own busi- Sam Bender an' his two pards, Chuck an' Mills. I wonder
ness, an' Hop's jest the other way. He's always mindin' some- what they're goin' up this way for? I happen to know that
body else's business. But there's lots of fun in him, an' he's there ain't a ranch or settlement in fifty miles of here."
"Perhaps they don't know that," Jim Dart remarked.
about the smartest heathen that ever wore a pigtail. He's all
"Most likely between the herd of wild horses an' them three
measly coyotes, which is bound to foller us, we could have a
lively time of it," Charlie answered, quickly.
.. I think so, too, Wild," Jim added.
"All right, then. I agree with you. We'll go after the wild
horses."
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"Maybe they don't. The~· told me they wasn't much used to i and hls partners were standing. "The trail we was follerln'
this hern country. Well, I s'pose we'll be comin' upon 'em I went off to the right about six miles below here. But that
afore dar'.:, unless they're rid in' mlghty fast.··
don't say they couldn't have turned ag'in an' ain't close by. "
The p:,.rty rode along leisurely the rest of the afternoon,
.. Most likely they've come to a halt l,y this time,., Wild anhalting now and then to gi ':e the horses a breathing spell.
swered. "But I don't care whethe,· they did or not. I! they
When the sun was getting close to the line of the horizon in happen to see the s'l1oke from our fire and tatrn a notion to
the west, Wild thought it advisable to look for a suitable place come over this way they are welcome to do so. They will get
to camp.
all they want it' they do, and you can bet on that."
They had reached a part of the country where the timber
.. }Io re than they w:J,nt, I reckon,,. and the cowboy grinned.
spread out, though it was sparse in sorne places, and hills
While Wing was cooking the supper Hop walked along the
could be :>ee1i. on every hand.
bank of the creek.
Ten miles beyond there was quite a high elevation which
He came back presently, and, with a shake of his head,
was covered with a thick growth of ti:nb'}r.
said:
"There's a little creek up this way, I'm putty sure," Felter
--No ketchee fishee Jere. No fishee in um cleek."
explained. ·· I didn't come down e:rnctly this way. I s'pose I
"How do you know that, heathen?'' Cheyenne Charlie asked,
must have been four or five miles ol'f to the right. But the looking at him sharply.
creek must run this way, 'cause that's the way it looted to me
.. Me tellee lat velly muchee quickee, Misler Charlie.··
when I crosse'.l it. Maybe we had better look for it, 'cause
··well, I reckon we kin git along without any fish to-night,
there ain't nothln' iike plenty of water when you go into anyhow. vVe had what we wan led for dinner."
camp .. ,
This caused them all to go to the bank of the stream and
"That's right, Bill,'' the young deadshot answered, with a tal:e a look around.
nod. ···we'll 6 0 on for half an hour more, anyhow, and then
'·Looks a::i though t11ere cughter be fish there," Bill Felter
ff we don't strike water we'll pitch our camp and make the dedared. "The water's putty deep in some places, an' the1.e's
best of it. But," he added, "it's mighty strange if we don't quite a current over at the other side . ,.
find water inside of halt' an hour. 'l'his is the sort of country
Hop grinned, and winl,ing at Cheyenne Charlle, said:
where there's plenty of it.··
"Maybe you try kett:hec fishee atter supee, Misler Bill."
"We're 1.Jound to strike a. brook or- £Pring among these here
"Blamed if 1 won't try," was the reply, ''I know a little
hills," Clleyenne Charlie declared. "I wouldn't be afraid to bet bit about ketchin' 1isb, 't:ause r've done lots of It in my day.
a chaw of tcbacl,er that ti:e~e's ,yater rignt o\·er there where If you'll lent! me the tackle I'll ketch the fish if there's any
them b,;eu-es with the bright green leaves showin' on 'em there."
stands."
.. Allee light. Me fixee you upee velly n1uchee quickee."
The spot he pointed to wr.s about a couple of hundred yards
They all harl their supper a little later, and then the fire
ahead of them and Youn°· Wild West with Arietta at his was promptly extinguished.
.
side, promptly ;·ode on, the°rest following.
This ,~as not done for the purp?se of preventing nnyone
When the boy and girl came to the bunch of green foliage from_ seemg the blaze, but because 1t was so warm tha~ evc:i
1
they disc:ovefed that Cheye:rne Charlie was right in his con- the l!ttle heat that would come from a campfire made 1t perjet:ture.
fectly unbee.rable to those clo~e by_ it.
'l'here was water there, and plsnty of it.
Hop hastened to fix a fishing lme for the cowboy, and he
The fa~t was that it was a shallow creek that was easily had just about got him ready when the sounds of horses'
twenty feet wide flowing ::ilong between the lulls in a snake- 110.?fs came to \he ear:5 of our !ri_end1s.;
"
.
like course.
Somebody 1s com mg, I r~ckon. Youn., Wild >Vest ex.. Bill,·· the young deadshot called out, as he brought his claimed. "Most likely the t~ree rascals have seen tne smoke
horse to a halt, ·· r reckon this must be the creek you were from our fire, and are com1nP over to clean us up. Keep
speaking ot'. ''
ro,.r e;: c.1 open, all hands."
'Ille co,:boy galloped up, and as soon as he got sight of the
stream he gave a nod and answered:
CHAPTER IV.
· "That's it as sure as anything. Looks as though it would
THE TnnEE \ lL[.AlXS snow rp,
be all right to put up here for the night, don't it?''
·· It certainly does, Bill. We'll stop right here. My! Look
T,. :: ,:t, ,.(.sphere. being quite clear, sounds could be heard for
at the rich grass, too. Well, the horses can stand eating some a. i'ather !cl!g distance.
of it, that's sure.,.
Young \Vild West and his companions listened, and as the
Thern were no end of level spots to be found, and selecting hollf-beats came nearer they locatt:!d the direction and kept on
one of them that was close to a steep banlr, the young dead- the watch.
shot at once gave orders for the two Chinamen to proceed to
It was not many seconds before a horseman appeared upon
unload the pack-horJe::; and erect the tents.
a hlll.
"We'll get everything ready before we have supper tonight, ..
After him came two more, and it was easy fer them to reche said to them. "Just get a hustle on yourselves and show ognize the three men they had met that day.
Bill what you know about putting up a couple ol tents."
The horseman ahead no sooner saw that he was observed
"Allee light, Mlsler Wild," came from the two heathens, than he took off hls llat and waved it, at the same time cail!ng
almost as if ln one voice, and then the cowboy dismounted out at the top of his voice:
.. Don't shoot at us. We've come here to g! ve Bil'. Felter what
and stood by his horse watching them as they went to work
belongs to him. We ain't lookin' fer no trouble, so don't think
In a systematic fashion.
He did not attempt to ilake care of his horse until they had we are., .
.. All right,., the young deadshot answere,d, in h!s cool and
unloaded the pack-horses, and when he saw how quickly they
easy way . ··come en. We won't shoot you."
did it he gaYe a nod and exclaimed:
"Thunder! No one would ever think that · a couple of
Then in a low voice Wild said to his companions:
.. Those lellows are up to something, so just watch them
heathens could work as lively as that. But it's their business,
I s'pose, so that explains it."
closely. I'll mr.ke them think that 1 believe all they say."
No one made a reply to this, but they were all on Lheir
Tbe horses were all tied or hobbled, and then the-.giTls lent
their assistance to putting the camp in shape.
guard, as might be supposed.
In a surprisingly short time the tents were up an'cl ti'.ankets
Sam Bender, for he was tlie man in the lead, rode up, his
and clothing were hanging upon a. line that had been stretched horse at a walk, and when he was within a few yards of the
bet.ween a couple of trees, so they might get the necessary camn he came to a halt and appeared rather timid.
airing l}efore they were again put in use.
His two companions qulclrly joined him, and they acted as
There was an abundant supply o.1 dry wood to be had, and it if they were afraid they might be shot down at any moment.
was not necessary to tell Hop that he was supposed to gather
But tile sr:1!l!ng face of Young Wild West soon reassured
what thev would need to cook supper and breakfast with.
them, anu they dismounted.
·:Now tllen, wliat did you come here for?" 'Wild asked, look-'
When he had done this his labors for the day were done,
and after having washed himself frQm a pail of water which inla' at thom keenly,
he brought from the C!'E\el;:, he sat down and proceeded rn comb
t. I s'1Jose Felter told yon that we robbed him, didn't he?"
bis hair and replait his queue.
Bender aflked 1 in a hesitating sort of way,
The cowboy seemed to e.njoy it all hur;ely, but the China'· Yes, he told us all about it."
men attracted his attention above-anything else .
"All right, then. After you sent us away an' found Felter
.. I wonder it' Sam Bendel' an' bis pards ain't camped some- tied so he couldn't move, it ditln't take us long to make up our
where around here," he said, as he waik!ld ove;· to whe!'e ',\'ild minds that °l':e had done WTong. The more we thought about
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"I'm mighty sorry you think this way, Young Wild West,"
it the more we felt as though we oughter give him back the
·• I did think that m a ybe you
things we took from him. Everybody kin make a mistake Bender declared, after a pause.
meal an' some salt. We're out
an'
flour
little
a
us
spare
could
But
one.
big
a
made
had
we
that
felt
we
an'
while,
a
in
once
plenty of game, it
since we're willin' to right it, I s'pose it won't be so bad.,. of them things, an' though we kinor shoot
anything to eat with It."
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no
without
good
very
go
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what
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give
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"You
"That's all right, Bender. We're not the people who would
did yer?" the cowboy asked, showing consider:ible anger.
cook look over our sup··Don't git mad about it, Bill," Bender spoke up. "We found see any one go hungry. I'll let the
things you have menthe
of
any
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can
he
if
and
plies,
our
of
much
have
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jest
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But
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well
drels, and I know it. You would just like to get a sly shot at
was a mistake, an' we're wi!lin' to rectify it."
you happen t o
.. All right, give me my money an' watch an' don't forgit my me, too, but you had better not try it, for If
shot."
another
take
never
you'll
miss
too."
pipe an' tobacker,
The three then began to declare how innocent they were an d
"Can't give you the tobacker, 'cause we've used that all up,
unjust it was for the boy to say anything like that.
how
pipe."
your
but you kin have
Wild paid no further attention t-o them, and, calling
But
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he held it up for them
"Now then, you have squared yourself with B11\ Felter, and
family for somethin' lilte a hundred years, so I've been told,
you have got what you asked for," Young Wild West said,
an' that's why I'm glad to git it back."
out."
He put the watch in his pocket, and then accepted the pipe coolly, '· Just get on your horses and light
"You're bound to feel hard against us, then, Young Wild
that Bender tendered birn.
.. There ain't nothin' else, is there, Bill?'' the villain asked. West?" Sam Bender asked .
"Never mind about that. There's no need of any unneces·'Nothin' but the tobacker. Oh, yes, there is," he added,
quickly. "You've got my gun an' knife an' forty or fifty cart- sary talk. You heard what I said."
·• All right. We'll go, and we are much obliged to yer for
ridges that I had."
We can't say no
''That's right, Sam," one of the other fellows 3poke up. "I've lettin' us have the flour an' meal an' salt.
more than that, kin we?"
got -the cartridges an' the knife. Mills has got the gun."
Our hero made no reply, but the look he gave the villain
"Hand 'em over to him, then," Bender retorted. ··we don't
was quite enough to make him turn to his horse and quickly
want nothin' that don·t belong to us."
Wild had not said a word while this was all taking place, mount.
Chuc}: and Mills, his two pards, lost no time in getting upon
nor bad any one else but the cowboy.
their horses, and then the three turned , and ro e away,
Now ho turned to the three villains and said:
were quite out of sight Hop Wah, who had been
"it seems rather stra,nge that you fellows could have Befoie they
sitting on a rock, hurried to the cowboy, fishing tackle In
changed your minds so quickly. What made you do it?"
"Maybe it was you," suggested the man called Chuck. "You hand.
''Now !en," he said, "you velly smartee Melican man, Misler
sartinly took the starch out of us, an' no mistake."
"You're the one as started it, Young Wild West," Bender Bill. Yon wantee fishee."
Bill looked toward the sun, which had all but disappeared
added, quickly. .. You sorter made us· wake up an' feel as if we
in the west.
hadn't been doln' jest the right thing."
"I reckon I 'oughter ketch a fish afore it gits dark," he an"I am very glad to hear that, if you really mean it," the boy
swered, as he took the line from the Chinaman. "Come on.
retcrted, coolly.
·we'll see what we kin do."
"We mean it all right."
Hop had some bait for him, too, so there was nothing to
"I don't believe you do. I think you came here for some
cause delay.
other purpose."
The cowboy led the way to the bank of the creek, which
"What other purpose could we come here for?" Bender
overlcoked a deep part of the water.
asked, feigning surprise.
Wild could tell pretty, well that the clever Chinee was bent
"Well, ii you want me to tell you, I'll .do so. My idea of
it is tlmt ycu saw tne smoke 1rom our campfire, and th,,t you npon playing a trick on Bill, so he nodded to the girls and
decided to come 01·er here and make out that you would reform Jim, and they all left the camp.
Wing was the only one who remained, but whether he waa
and give back what you had stolen from l!'elter. By doing this
you expect0d that we would believe you were sincere, and too Eleepy to Lake any interest, or he thought he had better
having gained that much, you would lat 1· on rob :>.11 of us, remain in charge of the camp, is hard to say, but anyhow he
and not orrly get bar:k what you returned to Felter, but all the show~d no inclin:ition of going.
Howevl'r, none of them went any further than a couple ot
money and valuables the rest of us had as weli."
·
.. Boys,·· Bender exclaimed, sha,dng his hend as he turned to hundred feet from the tents.
Bill nodded in a way that told that he was pretty sure ot
his two pards. ·· what do you think of that? That's the thanks
catching some.
we g!t f01· tryin' to be honest.''
He sat upon the bank, baited his hook, and cast out his line.
"It's too bad, Sam," Chuck answered, sadly. "If I had
The rest sat down and prepared to wait.
knowed it was goin' to turn 01 t this way I wouldn't have been
At the expiration of five minutes the cowboy pulled in his
for co, in' back here to give Felter what we tool, from him., .
lir:e nnd put on a new bait.
.. I f;ouldn't, either,., declared Millf,, half angrily.
Then he casr, it out aga'in, and there was another wait.
"Don't talk that way, boys," Bender said, warningly. "You
Hop had not saiu a word up till no"· but suddenly he turned
know as well as l do thnt we talked it over jest as 200n as we
exclaimed:
got on our horses an' got away, after Young Wild West tolcl us and, pointing to tbe camp,
"My fool blcther allee samee go to sleep, so be. M
to light out. We knowecl we had clone wrong, an' we all felt
It was but natural that all bands should turn and look that
mighty sorry for it."
,;·ay, a11d the instant they did the clever Chinee leaned over the
"Oh, of course we felt sorry," Chuc!, admitted.
into the water .
.. Yes, but what's the se of havin' !t piled on us after we bRn!, and lo,.-ered nornethipg gently
It was nothlng more or lcs, than one of a pair of shoes that
dld feel sorry an' tried to straighten out the wrong we had
Cheyenne Charlje had discarded that morning.
done?" chipped in Mills.
Just why Hop had l)cssessed himself of such a thing ls hard
Wild broke into a laugh.
on playing a joke with It.
"You three fellows are the rankest liars I have met. in quite to say, but probably he figuredi11to
the water he gave his hand
When he let the shoe down
a long time," he declared. "You know as well as anything
attached a sma.11 stone
that what I just told you is correct. You came hen, hoping to a twist, and a string- to which was
get in our confidence, and theu wait for the chance to rob us. caught about Bill's line.
Bsing a sleight-cf-han d performer, it was quite easy fo r the
Now you might just as well admit that I am right ...
beinf\ o!:rnerved by any one .
There was no doubt in the boy's mind 'but that h~ had hit Chinaman to do this without exclaimed,
as he looked at h im
.. Huh'·• Cheyenne Charlie
t he nail upon the head, so to speak.
when you was
The looks of ti10 t)lree men signified their characters pretty after glanring toward the camp. .. I thought
J;)ointin' that way that there was somethin' there worth lookln' I
well, much les,s the actions they had shown previou_sly.
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at. There ain't nothin' strange about "\Ving bein' asleep, as I reaches the foothills of the mountains away over there. Maybe
: the horses go 01·er there sometimes."
know of."
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. My fool blother allee samee, "Well, you had better take us right to tee spot where you
' saw them. Then we m\ght pick up a fresh trail and follow
go to sleep.''
The cowboy grinned broadly, for if no one else could see them so we'll be able to catch one of them."
I .. It'll be mighty hard ropln' a real wild horse. It ain't so
anything funny in it, he certainly could.
"You had better hurry up, Bill," Wild said, nodding to him . 1 bad when you're after bronchos that's been raised on a ranch.
"If you're going to catch a fish before dark you haven't much 'l'hey're wild enough, but it's a putty sure thing that them
time left. The sun has gone down, and though there is a red horses I've told you about is wilder."
''Oh, they were born in the natural wildness of the country,
glow in the west yet, it won't be very long before darkness will
come. But I suppose fish will bite in the dark as well as in that's all. It isn't likely they W0Llld act much worse than
those which are raised on a ranch."
th& light."
'· I don't Jrnow about that,,. and Bill shook his head. "They
"Yes, if there's any in the creek they'll bite any time, I
, ain't in the habit of seein' any tame horses or havin' men ride
s·pose, '' was the reply.
Then Bill lifted his line slightly, and feeling something that 'cm. They'll go lil,e lightnin' the minute they git a smell of
Iyer."
be took to be a bite, he gave a start.
·'Yet you say you saw them several times."
"Hully uppee, Misler Bill!" Hop exclaimed. "You gottee
"I did see 'em as many as half a dozen times. I felt almost
bite.·•
.. Blamed if I ain 't,~ came the reply, and then Dill swung bis like takin ' a shot at one of 'em one time."
It would be a shame lo shoot a horse, Bill," Arietta spoke
pole upward.
The line taughtened with a snap, and every one but Hop : up.
r know that, miss, an' that's why I didn't shoot. But I was
thought he had hooked a fish.
But when the shoe swung u~ward and landed upon the bank rid in' along at the foot of a cliff along toward night loo kin', ,,
for a good place to stop ti ll mornin', when a young colt that
there was a loud laugh, and Bill turned very red.
"That's a mighty funny fish," he said, trying to make out was whiter even than your broncho kicked up his heels and lit
th~t he apprec,i~ted the joke. ··.r :wonder what the blamed / out like a streak or chained Jightnin' right ahead of me. I
tlung was dam m the creek. This is a funny place to find a didn't know whaL it was first, an' I had my gun in my hand
almost afor_e I knowe~ it. But I didn 't s~oot, though," and
man's shoe."
·' A mighty funny place, I should_ i;:ay." Cheyenne Charlie : he shook his head as if he wanted to convmce them that he
spoke up, as he stepped over and picked up the shoe. .. That was telling the truth.
looks lil,e one of the shoes I chucked away this mornin' when 1 "Well," and the scout shook his head as if he doubted the
we started out. How in thunder could it git here an' be in this : possibility of il, ''if I could git hold 01 a fine beast I wouldn't
care how wild it was. My h orse is a mighty good one, but
creek'?"
"I don't know Charlie," Wild answered with a laugh, "un- he's gettin' too fat, an' bein' putty old, I s'pose he won't hang
out a whole lot longer an' do what I want him . to do. I might
less Hop put it there on purpose for Bill to catch it."
"That's it," and the scout turned and shook his finger at the 1 break ,,one of these wild horses, an' if I couldn't I know who
Chinaman'. ''You measly heathen, you. You took a whole lot could.
. ~e turned and nodded to:ward the young deadshot, who was
of trouble to carr y that old shoe all day, didn't you?"
'·Me no undelstand, Misler Charlie. Me never see lat shoe s1ttmg on a rock close to his sweetheart.
"Wild could do it, eh?" the cowboy asked.
before, so be. Me tellee you um tluth."
"Well, I sorter reckon he could. You have took putty goed
He looked so innocent that Bill was inclined to believe him,
but the rest with the exception of Charlie were laughing notice of Spitfire, I s'pose?"
"I reckon I have. I don't know as there was a horse in the
h ear tily now.
Charlie thr ew the shoe with the intention of hitting Hop, whole herd of t~e wild ones that could beat him any, when it
. . ,
. .
.
,
but it was cleverly dodged, and the heathen quickly made his co;:-ies to _looks.
Most likely not. I d,o~ t ~hmk thei es ano!her ~orse Ii ".I~
way back to the camp, where he lost no time in rousing his
::,pitfi i_e. Bu~ let me t:,I Y~I somethm ,
w~at coul~ come up
sleepin;; brother by throwing a blanket over his head.
The cowboy gave it up, for he was now satisfied that Hop's Bil_! Felte1. That so11 el }talllon which Wild _,,,ave the name of
judgment was correct when he said there were no fish in the Spitfire was a colt once.
"I ain't ~oubtin' that,",, and Bill laughed in hearty rash ion.
stream.
"That's what I call pntty funny," he declared, as he turn ed 1.. was ~ llttle boy ~nee. .
;hats all rlg_ht~ c,~arl!e !·et?rted, when he sa~v O th_e rest
to Cheyenne Charlie. "The heathen sartinly got that shoe
You didn t let me ~o on an °aJ w~at
laubhing at the J?l,e.
fast to my line, but I don't see how he could do it."
"He's a magician, " was the reply. "That heathen kin do , I _wanted to: Sp_1tfire was a colt once, an he w3:s a genume
wild horse, Jest like t~~m wh~t you ~ave been tellm' 1;1s about.
most anything."
"Well, I like him all the more for it. It made the rest of yer 1 hap pen~d t o ketch him .. I ioped h,1ru from a her~ of _about a
on to him,,~?~· a7: :nan:1g;d _to git him back
laugh, an' it sartinly did surprise me when I pulled up that dozen, a~ I h eld
at the time. I done my
·hoe I thought I had hooked an ei"'ht-pound fish blamed if I to th e ai my P0st , where I "a~ ~taymfour
months, an· one day
best to tame that colt for three or
'
b
~id ;t ,,
him, an' I star ted in
break
to
time
was
it
I made up my mind
n ·
to do it."
"But you didn 't succeed, did you, Charlie?" Anna spcke up.
CHAPTER V.
"Hold on, gal. Let me tell this here story. As I wai; sayin',
THE H ER D OF WILD HORSES Hl SEEN.
Bill,., he went on, nodding to the cowboy, "I unde:·took lo
Bender and his pards did not show up again that night, , break the sorrel. He chucked me the first iime I tried , but I
had a loug rope to him with one end of it tied to a tree, an·
though a watch was kept for them.
To pass the time away before turning in, Hop gave an exhl- he r.ouldn't git away. After I round out I couldn't do not!Jin'
bition of his sleight-of-hand, and though Young Wild West with him alone, I got two fellers to help nw. We buckled on a
and bis friends had seen him perform the same tricks many saddle an' then held him till I got in to it. 'I'h<'n one of 'em
tin:es, they thoroughly enjoyed it, for Bill Felter laughed so hitched a rope to the horn of his saddle an' rode off, when they
heartily ~t the funny things, even though he was the victim let the sorrel go. I didn't go very fa:·, though, an' I always
thought I was about as good a man with a horse as ever lived.
of one or two jokes, that they could not help it.
'rhe i:sual watch was kept during the night, and the nflxt Spitfire chucked me afore he had gone a hundred [ect, and r
thought my neck was broke. That was enough for roe that
morning aH bands were up bright and early.
·'Now t hen, Bill," Young Wild West said, as they were wait- day, so I waited until I thought r bad him a little more tame,
iug for breakfast, "we ought to come pretty near to reaching an' then I tried it ag·in. It was the same thing. I couldn't
th e place where the wild horses do their grazing between now ride the sorrel stallion, nor could any one else what tried it.
After a while I made up my mind to take him down to the
and sunset.
"I reckon we oughter," was the reply. "Most likely them fort an' put him up for a pr ize, meanin' by that that the one
horses travels a good many miles in a day. There's a putty as could ride him was welcome to have him as a present from
rich grazln' country the other side of them hills over there. me. I was goin' to Jet the horse go, if no one couldn't master
It's a long level stretch of the prairie, mostly covered with him. Well, that sorrel stallion, which Wild calls Spitfire
short grass that's mighty thick. But there's plenty of sage killed one man, broke the leg of another, an' jest as r wa~
brush an' bushes srattered about, too. There's a big bunch of thinkin' of turnin' him loose an' lettin' him go back to his old
chaparral running off to the left which . keeps on goin' till it friends, the wild horses, along comes a boy ridin' a horse that
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was jest about able to move. The boy an' horse was covered
with blood, 'cause the Injuns had been after him. But the boy
wasn't hurt much, an' it wasn't very long afore he found out
what was goin' on. I told him that th e sorrel stallion couldn't
be tamed, an' he allowed that he could. He waited a little
while an' told how the Injuns had come near gittin' him, an'
then asked for a chance to ride the sorrel. Everybody was
willin' to give him the chance, but no one expected he was
goin' to make out very good. But he made out all right, Bill.
There he is now. Young Wild West is the boy what tamed the
sorrel stallion, an' he named him Spitfire. When he come gallo pin' back up close to the fort twenty minutes after the sorrel took a notion to light out, wavin' both hands an' the reins
h angin' loose, it was so surprisln' that everybody stood steel,
still for nearly a minute. Then somebody let out a yell an'
the rest join ed in. Young Wild West was the boy what tamed
the wild horse, an' Spitfire is the animal."
"That's what I call mighty interestin'," the cowboy declared, loo1,ing in admiration at the young deadshot, who said
not a word but smiled in his modest way.
Bill insisted on going to have a good look at Spitfire, so
Charlie went with him, and when he came back he shook his
head and, looking at our hero, said:
·'Well, Wild, maybe there ain't a horse In this herd that
I've been tellin' you about that kin quite come up to Spitfire.
But there's some putty good ones there, an' that big bay stallion I was tellin' you about might make somewhat of a match
for you.,.
"That will be Charlie's horse, then," was the reply. "If he
can't break him, I will undertake the task."
"Hooray!" ye!led the scout, throwing his hat in the air. "I
feel as if I've got that horse alread y. He's goin' to be mine lf
he's worth havin', an' you kin bet all you're worth on it."
Breakfast was eaten, and it was not long afterward when
the y were ready to set out.
They mounteil and kept on in the direction Bill pointed
.out.
It was near ly noon before they got to the other side of the
r ange of hills, and then, just as the cowboy had stated, they
saw a vast stretch of prairie ahead, with the short grass and
the sage-brush as plain as could be.
To the right a long stretch of timber showed, while away off
to the left were the foothills of a mountain range.
Finally just about the time they wanted to stop and rest for
an hour or so they came to a spring, and it being in a wideopen spot, the horses were all turned loose.
Young Wild West was never afraid to turn the sorrel stallion
loose, anyhow, for he had trained the steed so it would come
when he wbjstled.
But none of them were apt to stray very far, so no attention
was paid to them, and the work of kindling a fire and cooking
the noon-day meal was begun.
There was no shad e there except what Jlttle might be obtain ed from lying behind a bunch of sagebrush .
But they stuck it out all right, and after a rest of an hour
mounted and resumed their way,
A few miles further on and the prairie became undulating.
Sometimes they would be in a hollow, and could not see very
far ahead.
'l'hen again they would reach the top of a rise and their eyesight wou ld reach several miles.
Along about the middle of the afternoon as they reached a
part of the high ground the sharp eyes of Young Wild West
caught sight of some moving animals in the distance.
"Horses, by jingo! " he exclaimed, turning to Arietta, who
was riding close at his side.
"I wonder if they can be the wild ones, Wild?" the girl
asked, eage!'ly.
"Well, if there are no ranches in this section, most likely
they are. If what Bill has been telling us about is true, I
have no reason to doubt that that is a herd of wild horses we
are now looking at.•·
The rest rode up hurriedly, for they had caught a glimpse
of the herd.
"That's them! " exclaimed the cowboy, excitedly, "I kin see
the white one from here."
Sure enough, one of the horses was of a snow white in color,
and ~ven at the distance, which must have been three miles,
·
it was plainly discernible.
.. Let's git after 'em, Wild," the scout exclaimed, showing
great eagerness.
"Charlie," the boy answered, in his cool and easy way, "do
you think we would stand any chance of roping those horses
if we were to start right after them?"
"That's so," and the scout shrugged his shoulders. "They
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would see u s comin', that's sartin, an' most likely they would
light out like greased Jightnin'."
" Of coarse the y would. We h~ve got to be very foxy if we
expect to catch that bay stallion."
Charlie looked at his own horse and patted him on the neclc
"He's been a good old feller," he said, with a shake of the
head. "I'd hate to part with him, but I know he would be all
right if I left him down at Buckhorn Ran ch in the charge of
Hoss Thompson. That's what I'll do with him after I git this
bay stallion."
"Charlie," his wife remarked, with a smile, "I'm afraid that
you won't be able to part with your horse very soon. If you
are depending upon catchi'ng a wild one from that herd over
th ere, I fear you will never have another horse."
·'Hold on, gal," and Charlie shook his hand at her. "I ain't
sayin' that I'm goin' to ketch the horse. But if you have got
any ears, yo u must have heard what Wild said about it this
mornin'."
"Yes, I heard what Wild said. But if I understood him
r ightly he didn't guarantee that he was going to catch the bay
stallion."
"He would be a fool if he did. How kin he guarantee anything afore he knows it kin be done?"
The young deadshot and Al'ietta laughed lightly at the conversation, but Wild neve r once said a word as to what he
really expected to do.
However, it was quite plain that both Charlie and the cowboy we re confident that the bay stallion would be caught and
tamed.After remaining at a halt a few minutes and looking around
the country, Wild decided to turn off to the right and reach
the timber.
He knew t hat wild horses were in the habit of taking to the
woods when they were startled.
if they could manage to reach the timber without the horses
seeing them they might stand a pretty good <lhance of getting
close to them before night.
"Come on," he said, as he turned and rode away at a canter.
"We'll find a good place to camp over there, anyhow. It's
getting late in the afternoon, aud since we are in the wild
horse country we needn't be in a hurry about covering too
much ground."
"It was quite some miles north of this where I seen them
horses the first time," the cowboy declared. "But as I was
sayin' afore, t hey'll cover miles in two or three days, an' there
ain't no t ellin' jest where you're apt to find 'em."
It was quite a long ride to the timber, and before they had
been long on the way they got into a sort of hollow and the
herd of horses was lost to view.
When they finally reached the woods the cooling shade appealed to them so much that when the young deadshot suggested that they halt and go into camp, no one dissented.
·'We have got to have a headquarters if we are going to
hunt wild horses, so I don't know but that t bis will be just as
good a place as any," the boy declared. '·Here is the mouth
of a ravine, and it is just the place for us to stop, for that
niche to the left would afford us a lot of protection in ca,se
any one attacked us."
"You ain't thinkin' that Bender an ' his pards will make an
open attack on us, are yer, Wild?" Bill asked.
" I hardly thrnk they would do that unless they had some one
to help them," was the reply. "There is no telling bu that
they might fall in with a few bad redskins. Then if a hole
lot of them came up this way and took a notion to attack us,
it would be all the better if we were in a place, that was somewhat shielded."
"I see. I s'pose there may be bad redskins around these
parts. Redskins is always lookin' for a -::hance to ketch wild
horses, as I happen to know."
"I happen to know that, too, Bill. That's why I am going to
take this precaution. Sam Bender would have little trouble ill
inducing Indians to help him out, even though they might be
on peaceable terms with the whites at the present time. We'll
stop here, anyhow, and take our chances at catching a wild
horse or two to-morrow."
CHAPTER VI.
REA.DY FOR THE WILD HORSES •

There were times when Hop Wah took extra pains to perform a sleight-of-hand trick.
He knew that Bill Felter, the cowboy, had a very high opinion of him, and he felt it his duty to do something that would
·
surprise him.
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was born after you come to this
After the supper was eaten the Chinaman got busy and made uncle of you two heathens don't
know nothin' about him."
country. That's why yon
preparations for a little entertainmen t.
"Allee samee baby, so be, !en," Wing answered, acting yery
He well knew that he would be invited to give a little permuch as if he was in the humor to keep on talking.
formanc e, so he meant to be ready when the time came.
Hop sneered at this, and there was a ripple of laughter.
Unknown to any one, he made his preparations while he was
'rhe Chinaman now stepped to tb.e side of the larger of the
apparently walking about enjoying his cigar.
he was holding a gaudyWhen it had grown dark Hop came and took a seat near two tents and when he came back
looking robe of a fleecy material.
where a lantern was suspended from the limb of a tree.
"You see this, Misler B!ll?" and he spread out the robe so
This did not afford a great deal of light, but it was more
he could have a good look at It.
t han sufficient for what was required.
.. I reckon I do," was the reply.
"Misler Wild," the Chinaman said, as he looked up at the
.. Allee light. Now yo u watchec."
lantern, "um thlee bad Melican men see um light, and maybe
Having made all his preparations, Hop went right straight
ley shootee pletty soonee."
.. Shoot out the light, eh, Hop?" the young deadshot retorted, ahead .
He walked over close to a ro ck and lay ing the rob e upon it,
with a laugh.
said:
"Maybe ley shootee you, so be. Ley no likee you."
.. Evelybody watchee. Me makee my uncle comee ve lly
"I know that, Hop. But I'll take my chances on them doing
anything like that. E.ven though it is dark they can't get very muchee quickee."
Then he proceeded to sprinkle a handful of browniah-look close to us without being seen. But if you want to, we'll put
lng powder on the ground at his feet.
out the light."
Having done this without anyone knowing it, he piclred up
"No, Misler Wild. Me likee havee lillee more light, so be."
_ "Ah! I suppose you feel as if you would like to give us a the long robe, and said:
"My uncle will be velly muchee cold when he gittee hers.
l ittle sleight-of-han d, Is that it?"
haveo comee velly long way, ii:nd he wantee putee !is on,
He
."
Wild
Misler
to,
'' Maybe you no wan tee me
You watchee. •·
be.
so
eagup,
spoke
cowboy
the
d?"
"Wltat's that, sleight-of-han
quite a ventriloquist, as Wiid and the rest knew
was
Hop
never
I
trick.
magic
a
us
erly. "Go ahead, Hop, an' show
well.
pretty
when
once
remember
I
s&en much of that business, though
But it was seldom. he brought the gift into play.
I was in Austin I went to a show an' there was a fe ller on
Now he meant to use his ventriloquism to deceive and
He
things.
funny
awful
the stage there what done some
the cowboy.
i:imaze
put
then
an'
it,
in
/took a feller's hat an' broke a Jot of eggs
He gave a few puffs upon the cigar he wa3 smoking, and
the hat over a lamp an' made what he called an omelette.
it drop at his feet.
But it wasn't no omdette. When he got the eggs cooked he then Jetlive coal came i11 con.tact wilh the powder he had
The
turned the hat upside down an' two live pigeons flew out.
i;prinkled there, and instantly there was a flash and a burst
What do you think of that, Hop?"
of sulphurou::; smoke shot UJ;lwarc.l.
·'Velly niece tlick, so be,·• the Chinaman admitted. "Me no
"Hip hi! " came from behind the dense smoke. "My uncle
do lat. Me no gottee um th lings to make tlick liltee lat."
comee."
.. I don't s'pose you could do anything like that. But show
Having said this, the China:J1an picked up a stone and
us what you kin do, won't yer?"
hurled it 'upon the bank b hind the cowboy and the others.
tlick."
lillee
nicee
showee
Me
"Allee light.
The stone rolled down, making quite a litt],! noise, and
Ther e wr.s r(;ally nothing new that Hop could show Young when the sounds ceased a voice that apparently came from
Wild West and his friends, but they were always tnterestecl directly behind him said:
1n what he did, just the same .
''Misler Bill, you watchee and pletty soonee you see my
However, they all felt that Hop would surely show the cow- uncle."
to
told
was
he
so
before,
seen
never
had
boy something he
·• How in thunder did the heathen git around here so quick?"
go ri ght ahead.
the cowboy asked, turning in amazement.
cowboy.
the
at
blandly
smiling
·'Misler Bill,•· Hop said,
··Lat allee light, Misler Bill," came the voice. "Me stay
"me got tee velly smartee uncle in China."
light here.,.
bit."
a
that
doubtin'
.. You have, eh? Well, I ain't
All hands looked in the direction the voice appeared to
''Me wantee my uncl e to comee flam China so you see h im, cc,me from, and they saw what appeared to be a human figu re
so be."
sitting on a rock someth ing like fifty feet away.
·• You want your uncle to come frqm China, eh? Well, I
Even Young vVild West was deceived, for he thought the
r eckon it will take a mighty long time for him to git here."
Chinaman had taken advantage of the smoke to run qu ickly
" No, Misler Bill. Me rnakee my uncle comee flom China to the spot.
velly muchee quiekee. Me velly s!nartee Chinee. Me allee
But in making his preparations Hop had put a dummy
samee likee my uncl e.,.
figure th ere, and as no one had gone to look in that direc''What's he t ry in' to say, anyhow? ''I the cowboy asked, turn- tion, he had remaiH ed unobserved until now.
ing to vVild. " The idea of him sayin' he's goin' to make his
"All right, Hop," the cowboy called out, as he arose to his
uncle come all the way from China, so he kin show him feet and waved his hand to the supposed Chinaman. ·· I'm
to me. "
waitin' to see your uncle.·•
"If Hop tells you he can do it, most likely h e' ll come pretty
The smoke lasted for nearly a min ute, !'or lt was caused
by a pect1iiar mixture of chemi als that Hop was capable of
tear it," Wild answered.
'
"Maybe he'll rig up his brother an' make out he's the preparing.
un cle.·•
When it finally died away the figure of a man was seen
"No," Hop declared, as he turned and looked sneeringly at sitting upon the rock upon which Hop hau thrown the robe.
Wing. ''Me no wantee my blather, so be. He no goodee. He
Curious to see the thing through, the cowboy stepped up
allee samee fool Chinee."
little closer, and then the man arose and began 'talkin g rapidly i n Chinese.
·' Shuttee uppee!" snapped Wing.
It was not too dark to see the face, which was decorated
"'l'hat will do," Cheyenne Charlie called out, warningly.
"We don't want no wranglin' jest now. We want that trick with r ed and yellow paint, while a. headgear such as is wo rn
to go right ahead. Go ahead an' fetch your ur. cle here, Hop. by the nobility of China adorned the head.
In a squeaky voice the Chinaman, for it surely was a native
J ain't never seen him myself, though I've heard a whole lot
about him. Wing says you ain't got no uncle, but if you kin of the Flowery Kingdom, rattled oft' a lot of lingo, at the
fetch him here an' prove that you have, Wing will be a liar, same time making gesticulatious and pointing in every dir ection .
t hat's all."
.. Well, what do you think of that?'" Bill Felter exclaimed,
"No gottee un cle,·· declared Wing. "Gottee allee sarnee
looked at the rest. '· 'rhis is a real Chi nee,
two aunts, so be. Plenty cousins and um old glandfather. a:; he turned andan'
there sets Hop over there jest the same
an' no mistake,
Lat allee."
a minute ago. There's the other
.. Mv blather no knov,'ee 'boutee my uncle," spoke up Hop, as he was when we seentohim
·wing, who was showing little or no
pointing
slraking his head as if he felt sad over Wing's ignorance. heathen, too,·•
Wing come to Melica before me. After Wing comee my uncle interest. ri ght, Bill," Wild answered, and then he stepped
"That's
allee samee bcrn, so be. He velly smartee man. Velly gleat
up pretty close to the alleged uncle and took a. look at him.
mandarin ...
Once more a lot of gibberish came from the Chinaman, and
.. That setties it, I reckon!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
excited ove r something.
with a laugh. "Wing,' you ain't got nothin' more to say. The he. seemed to be growing
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"vVing, comC' here, and talk to him," the boy said, nodding
to the cook.
"What tee mat tee, Mis Ier Wild?" Wing answered, as h e
arose and started toward him. "Lis allee samee velly muchee
foolee. Me no gottee uncle.·•
"Never mind about that. What is this fellow talking
&.tout?"'
'·He say he wantee findee Hop.''
"Well, Hop is over there. Come here, and I'll show him to
you."
Wing suffered himself to be led toward the spot where the
dummy was sitting high upon a rock.
He showed no little surprise when he saw the dummy, for
Im seemed to think that it really was Hop.
··whattee mattee, my blather?" he called out.
"Tellee :ny uncle to comee here?" came the reply.
"You allee samee foolce, Hop. You makec velly muchee
Uick.''
·· Tellee my uncle comee here.•·
As the words were repeated \Ving shook his h ead, and then
walking over to the Chinaman who was still gesticulating and
talking rapidly, he looked at him :(pr a moment in silence and
then said:
"You wantee Hop you go Jere."
But he was not understood, so he translated his words into
genuine Chinese.
Then the alleged uncle gave a nod of satisfaction and started
toward the hill, limping in both legs as he did so.
·· sorter spavined, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie ventured.
'"Most likely he got chilled through comin' over the Pacific
Ocean. I wonder where his wings is? He sartinly must have
flew, or else maybe they shot him out of a big cannon."
"He gittee here allee light, Misler Charlie," came from
above. .. My uncle velly smartee man, so be."
Up the bank the "uncle" climbed, and the next minute those
below could hear a lively conversation being carried on in
Chinese.
This did not last over a minute, however, and then both
figures disappeared.
After a short silence the conversation was heard again, and
tLis time Tiop could be heard talking excitedly.
A loud report sounded, and then Hop came running down
the bank.
"Too bad, Misler Bill!" he exclaimed, as If apologizing.
"My uncle no wan tee stay. He go back to China."
It was Hop in his usual costume now, and the cowboy was
tompletely deceived.
"Say! " he exclaimed, "that's the most wonderful thing I
ever seen in all my life. It's too bad, as you say, but I don't
know as It makes much difference. That blamed uncle of
yours couldn't talk anything but the Chinee language."
The clever Chinee coolly took a cigar from his pocket and
llghted it.
Then he sat down upon a rock and appeared at his ease.
Wing proceeded to clean up the remains of the breakfast,
singing a Chinese song softly as he did so.
Hop always had something to do, especially when he was
alone, and now he considered that he was, for he cared nothing for the presence of the cook.
He kept at it for over twenty minutes, and then having
nothing more to do he arose to his feet and went over to the
bank of the creek, where the cowboy had been fishing the
night before.
"You wantee ketchee fishee?·• Wing asked, as he looked over
at him.
·· No, my fool blather," was the reply. "No fishee in um
cleek. Me tellee you lat last night."
"What tee you do, !en?"
•· Me do allee samee nothing."
"Allee light. Me go sleepee, Jen."
Hop grinned, for he kn€w that his brother was a very
drowsy Individual, Indeed.
It was not necessary for Wlld to tell Hop to keep a watch.
He knew well enough that he ha.d been left there for that
purpose, !:<O he kept looking around occasionally.
Be walked up and down the bank of the creek, peering Into
the water occasionally, as If he thought there really might be
fish there, after all, and then becoming thoroughly satisfied
that such was not the case, he turned and went back to the
camp.
By this time Wing was dozing away in his old-time fashion.
It was hard for Hop to resist the temptation to play a joke
en his brother, but just as he made up his mind not to do so,
after having promised Wild that they would not quarrel, he
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glanced off to the left and saw something that caused him to
give a viole.nt start.
Three horsemen were riding swiftly toward the camp.
As they were coming from a direction that was almost directly opposite to thn way Wild and his friends had gone, the
Chinaman guessed readily that they had not be~n seen by
them.
He knew that the three were Sam Bender ancl his pards,
a.r.d this meant that there was , going to be trouble at the
camp.
As has often been stated, Hop was not very much on
1'ghting.
Dut he had other ways of taking care of himself and anything he was left in charge of.
Realizing that he must hurry to be ready for the villains
when they arrived, he quickly awoke his brother and said:
··wing, urn bad Melican men allee samee comee. Lookee
cuttec. Maybe you shootee pletty stlaight. Gittee you !Ifie
and go in um tent. Hully uppee!"
Wing leaped to the ground in a startled way, and glanced
(·ff in the direction his brother pointed.
He managed to get a glimpse of the three horsemen as ·they
v<:ere disappearing behind a clump of trees .
But that was sufficient to arouse him to a sense c,f his duty.
"Allee light, Hop," he said, cheerfully. "Me fixee. Me
shootee velly muchee straight. Misler Wild showee me how
and me no 'fraid. If um bad Melican men makee tlouble mG
killee one, two, thlee ..,
.. Me makee bigee bang and plenty led fire," Hop answered,
showing not the least sign of fear.
Then as his brother went inside the tent, rifle in hand, he
proceeded to make his preparations.
First he took an oblong package and laid it upon the ground
about thirty feet from the tents.
To this he quickly attached a long, thin fus e that would
burn very 11uickly.
··How did he clo that, anyhow?'' B111 asked, turning to Wild.
"I might be able to explain it pretty well," was the reply,
"but you wanted to see something that was real good. Now
the question is, have you seen it?"
··Have I seen it? 'fhat beats anything I seen on the stage
c1cv: n in Austin. Why, even if it wasn't Hop's uncle it was a
Chinaman, an' where did he come from, I'd like to know.·,
"Hop allee samee makee talkec up lerc, ., spoke up Wing.
'·No Chinee comee. He um Chinee."
··Hold on, cook! .. the cowboy exclaimed. "You can't make
me believe nothin' like that. I seen Hop up there an' I heard
him talkin'. I seen the other feller down here at the same
t:me, an' he was talkin' tco. Your brother couldn't have been
up there an' down here at the same time. There was another
Chinee here, but where he is now I can't understand."
"My uncle allee samee go back to China,·• Hop observed,
blandly. "He no likee stay here. He wantee go to um tea
garden and havee llllee sleep."
The cowboy coaxed the Chinaman to tell him how he had
performed the trick, but Hop would not give the information.
He performed a few ordinary tricks, however, and as they
were all very good, Bill enjoyed them hugely.
But before he retired for the night he insisted on Wild
t€lling all about it, and when he learned that probably it was
a dummy that had been sitting upon the top of the bank and
that Hop, being a ventriloquist, had made it appear as If it
was a real person, he began to understand.
"It's all right, anyhow. I don't care how it was done, it was
a mighty good trick," he declared.
The usual watch was kept during the night, but nothing
occurred to interfere with the camp, and before sunrise a ll
hands were up and stirring and ready to go on a hunt for the
wild horses.
While the breakfast was being prepared Arietta mounted
the bank and took a look around.
She had hardly got there when she called out, excitedly :
.. Come here, Wild, quick! The wild horses are very near."
The young deadshot lost no time In climbing to her side.
Sure enough, a score or more horses could be seen peacefully grazing upon a little grass plot less than a quarter of a
mile up the creek.
CHAPTEJR VII.
HOP AXD WIXG PROTECT THE CA:\IP,

Wlld beckoned to those below to come up and have a look
at the herd of horses.
Immediately there was a scrambling as if they were anxious
to see who would get there first.
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his
There was a red glow in the east, though the sun had not smile on the face of the leader as he rode up and brought
<iuite appeared, and the horses showed up stately and beau- h,1rse to a halt.
"Mornin', heathen," he said, bowing in mock politeness.
tifu l.
The majority of them were what might be called bays, but ·'Where's Young Wild West?"
'';He allee samee sleepee in um tent, so be," Hop answered,
h ere and there a jet-black one could be seen and a couple of
r..ot even attempting to rise to his feet.
dappled grays.
"That's a lie, heathen."
There was a white one, too, and when he picked it out Bill
"Ha, ha, ha!" the other two laughed, as they qui ckly dizF'elter caught Wild by the arm and exclaimed:
''There! What do you think of that for a white nag? mounted and started toward the Chinaman.
"Wait a minute, boys," Bender said, as he slipped from the
Couldn't be mu ch whiter, could he?''
should
"Hardly, Bill," was the reply, "but ·r am looking for the back of his horse. "It's only natural that the heathen
whole crowd
big bay s taliion you was telling us about. I don't happen to Ue about it. He don't know that we seen the
of 'em ride off up along the bank of the creek some little time
see him."
a lucky thing
·•I a.in't seen him yet, either, but you kin bet he's there or ago. We was watchin' at the time, an' it wasthings
our own
thla.t we was. Now, then, I reckon' we've got
else close by."
in the way of
The words were scarcely out of the cowboy's mouth when way. Maybe we won't make much of a haul
money, but there's · sartinly a lot of things iu this here camp
tram around a clump of trees a steed came trotting.
that will come in mighty handy forus."
None of them doubted that it was the stallion.
"Whattee you wantee do?" Hop asked, affecting dismay.
With a stately mien and arched neck, the beautiful crea"S'pose you ain't got no idea, heathen," and Bender laughed
ture surveyed the scene, his nostrils distended.
"Th.at feller sorted smells danger, I reckon," Cheyenne harshly.
"You wantee stealee evelything?", the Chinaman quesCharlie observed. "I wonder il' he kin see us here?"
"Keep down low. There is no need of frightening them tioned.
"No, we ain't gain' to steal nothin'. We're jest gain' to take
away, I just told Arietta I expected •to have one or two of
what we want, an' if you try to stop us we'll cut you up an'
them before very long,., the young deadshot answered.
ain't yer?"
But the stallion evidently must have thought everything chuck yer in the creek. You're here all alone, Chinee.
Velly
''Lat light. Me allee 'lone, so be. Me poor
was all right, for he was soon mixed in '¥ith the herd and
muchee 'flaid of bad Melican men."
cropping the grass along with the rest.
Hop took a puff at his cigar, and then glanced at one of the
"I reckon we'll let them alone for th0 present," our hero
packages h0 had placed upon the ground.
"We
explosive
bank.
the
of
foot
the
to
down
go
to
began
he
as
said,
He saw that the man called Mills was standing right near
ought to m~nage to get up pretty close to them before they
know it. What little wind there is is from the southwest, it, th9ugh -apparently he had not noticed it.
The other package was right close to Bender's horse.
and if we keep to the left of the creek they won't know we're
Evidently they thoMght they were going to have an easy
here. We'll eat our breakfast as if there was no such thing
thing of it, for none of the three villains took the trouble to
as a herd of wild horses within a dozen miJes M us."
But in spite of what he said there was an eagerness shown 11ull a gun.
"Heathen," the leader said, as he started toward the China·
by some of them, Arietta and the cowboy being the most proman, "the easiest way is the best, I reckon. ' You might jest
·
ncunced.
let us pick out
Howeve r, the morning meal was dispatched in the usual as well show us what you have got here, an'
everything, 'cause
way, and then the young deadshot gave the cue to his com- what we want. It ain't likely we'll take
we wouldn"t be able to carry it with us. We ain't no horse
panions by picking up his saddle and starting for Spitfire.
feller than to steal
Five minutes later the horses were saddled , and the camp thieves, you know. Nothin' is worse for atake
the horses you
a horse. If it wasn't for that we might
left in charge of Hop and Wing.
But we're goill'
For a wond er Hop showed no inclination to go and hunt have got here an' carry ofl' the whole outfit.
to leave the horses, so Young Wild West kin fee l thankful for
wild horses.
go in these
''Me slay her0 and helpee my blather," he said, as Wild it when he comes back. Now, then, I reckon we'll
loc.kcd at hi,11 questioningly when he was ready to start. "He here tents an' see what's to be found." resigned to the worst,
·· Allee light," Hop said, as if he was
go to sleep pletty soonee, and maybe um bad Melican men
and then as he started to rise to his feet he touched the fuse
comee."
on his left.
"All right, Hop, maybe it's a good idea for you to stay here.
In doing it he made out that he dropped his cigar accidentand
you
of
tell
hear
I
if
that
understand
to
But l want you
ally, and quickly picking it up he lighted the other fuse.
you
with
out
it
have
I'll
away
are
we
while
Wing quarrelling
The men could not help seeing the sparks as the fuse burned
when I come back, and the chances are you will lose a few rapidly.
pigtail..,
inches of your
"What's that?" cried Bender, with a start.
"Me be velly gcodee," the Chinaman protested. "You go
samee lillee snakes, so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
"Allee
takee
Charlie
Misler
see
wantee
ketchee um wild horses. Me
eh?"
"Snakes,
li do and gittee chuckee to um glound."
"Me makee fireworks," Hop exclaimed, and then he sud"Yer do, eh, heathen? All right. If we happen to ketch aenly pulled his big pistol from under his coat and fired a
one of them horses I'll try an' ride it all right, an' if it hap- shot in the air.
pens to throw me I'll make you try it. That's how I'll git
A streak of green fire shot out for fully ten feet, and the
r,quare with yer for laughin' at me."
There was a laugh all around at this, and then the party villains were astounded for the time being.
But they had no time to recover themselves before-·ro de off, following the course of the crek, and leaving the two
Bang!
Chinamen in charg0 of the camp.
The first explosive package went ofl'.
Hop really meant to treat his brother right, so as soon as
Bang!
they w1;re out of sight he went at work looking for his stock
The other one followed in a second, and the whole camp
in trade, as it might be called.
Then he got another object that was similar in shape, and was wrapped in a dense smoke.
Yelling and cursing in fear and dismay, the three men ran
placed it twenty feet to the left of the first one, attaching to
as if to find shelter.
it ai-.other fuse.
Hop heard the horses snort with terror, and he knew that
Both fnses led to the tent, and with a satisfied nod the
not be on the
Chinan::an lighted ' a big black cigar and sat down so he when the smoke cleared away they would
premises.
cou ld be in easy reach of them.
"Come outtee, my blather," he said, softly. "Maybe you
It was not long after this when the clatter of hoofs sounded
ehootee lillee bit now, so be."
close at hand.
Out of the tent sprang Wing, the rifle at his shoulder, and
Wiug could hear them as well as Hop, and he peered out of
waiting until the smoke cleared sufficiently for him to see
th e tent and said:
the three villains, he called out sharply:
.. Ley come, my blather."
"Holdee uppee y"ou hands! Me allee samee Young Wild
.. Allee light, me knowee. You keepee still. Me makee beWest."
lieve me hern allee alone."
Confused as much as they were dismayed, Bender and his
·· Allee light, Hop," and Wing dropped back into the tent.
their eyes fell upon
A few aeconds later Sam Bender and his ~wo villainous pards looked angrily around them, until
the Chinaman who had so suddenly appeared on the scene.
comr anions came in sight.
Their horses were gone, and there they stood close to- the
It was qu'it13 evident that they knew that Young Wild West
and the r est had left the camp, for there was an exultant bank of the creek.
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Seeing the rifle pointed at them, they promptly gave in, and
t:p went their hands.
·'Don't shoot, heathen," Mills called out excitedly. "There's
been enough of that goin' on for a while, I reckon. What in
thunder done it, anyhow? First we see sparks shootin' over
the ground like lightnin' an' then it seemed as if l!ghtin'
struck the place."
"You gittee outtee velly mucbee quickee," Hop cried, pointing bis pistol at them.
Bang!
He fired a shot, and this time it was blue fire.
Bender stepped back toward the bank of the creek a little
too far, and the next instant he fell and went floundering in
the water.
"Glttee outtee, •· shouted Hop, and then he fired a second
time.
Chuck and Mills dropped their bands, but did not attempt
to put up a fight.
Then ran rapidly in the direction taken by their horses,
and were quickly out of sight behind the bank that sloped
down close to the edge of the creek.
Hop and Wing ran to the water's edge and kept Bender
covered as be tremblingly climbed out of the creek.
"Hully uppee!" Wing sal(J, his eyes gleaming with triumph.
"You velly bad Melican man. Me likee shootee you."
Bang!
Hop fired at a distance of only about six feet, and the red
f.re that shot from the muzzle of the old weapon burned the
back of the villain's neck, causing him to let out a yell that
could have been heard half a mile.
But he did not forget to run, however, and away he dashed
and quickly disappeared from view.
.. Shake hands, my blother," Hop said, turning to Wing.
.. You velly smartee Chinee. Allee samee Iikee me."
"Lat allee light, Hop," Wing answered, smilingly. "Me
makee um Melican men holdee uppee hands velly muchee
quickee."
"But you no slJ,ootee, my bl other."
"Me no wantee klllee, if me no havee to. Lat whattee Misler Wild say."
"Lat allee light. Mlsler Wild velly smartee Mellcan boy.
Me velly smartee Cbinee. You pletty smartee Chlnee, but no
smartee likee you blother."
"Me sbootee velly muchee stlaight," declared .Wing, as he
looked at the rifle and grinned.
Just then they saw one of the horses the men were now
pursuing.
So they stood there and saw the man, who was Chuck,
catch the horse and mount and ride away.
A few minutes later they saw the other two riding in the
same direction, so they knew they had caught the frightened
horses.
Hop was so delighted over having successfully repulsed the
villains that he turned to his sa,ddle-bag and produced a pink
flask.
"Now, Jen, my blother, me givee you lillee dlink of tanglefGot," he said.
"Allee light, Hop," was the reply. "Me no glttee dlunk, but
me feelee Jlkee dlinkee now."
Then each took a drink from the flask, and then again
shook hands, and if Young Wild West and his friends could
have been near enough to see them they would have been
surprised for never had the two Chinamen showed such a
friendliness before.
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smce the wind was blowing that way and the horses would
not be able to scent them.
A.t length Wild and Ari€tta, who were in the lead, came to
the top of a rise and they both brought their horses to a
halt.
A patch of woods showed up on the other side of the stream
al/out three hundred yards away, and behind this was the
spot where the horses had been seen.
But the woods obstructed their view, and there was no
telling whether they were still there or not.
"Et," said the young deadshot, as he proceeded to dismount, "I reckon you had better stay here with. the rest while
1 take a scout around."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, readily, and she
r,romptly turned her horse, and catching the bridle of Spitfire, led the animal after her to where the rest of the party
had halted.
This was but a hundred feet below, but they all felt that it
was best to stay there, since they would be sure not to be
seen by the wild horses should they happen to come around
the patch of woods.
Wild crept on off to the left, going away from the creek.
There was some high ground in that direction, and It was
very rocky, so he knew he would have a chance to keep concealed.
It took him about three minutes to get where he wanted
to, and then he cautiously peered above a rock and had the
satisfaction of seeing the herd, which had moved slightly,
no doubt for the purpose of finding the best of the grass.
"By jove!" he exclaimed, under his breath, "I think we
can manage to get across the creek, and then by going slowly
we should be able to get close enough to rope one or two
c,f them. But I suppose it would be a better plan to let
someone go on up for a mile and then come down from the
other way. We might scatter ourselves and lie in wait. I
think that will be the best." ·
Having decided upon this plan of action, the boy turned
and hurriedly made his way back to his waiting companions.
"Are they there yet, Wild?" Arietta asked, eagerly.
"Yes, Et,·• was the reply. "They're taking things quietly,
too. They haven't finished their breakfast yet. We'll have
one or two of them shortly, I'm sure."
"Oh, I want to have the chance to rope a real wild horse!"
the girl exclaimed, clapping her hands lightly.
"All right, little girl, you shall have the chance."
Then the boy turned to the scout and said:
"Now, then, Charlie, I reckon you had better take Anna
and Eloise with you and ride on a little to the left. Keep on
for a mile or so. Then cross the creek and ride straight
dcwn. By the time the horses see you coming we'll be stationed where we'll be sure to have a chance at them as they
start to flee."
"Right yer are, Wild. Anything you say I'm more than
willin' to do. Of course I'd like to git a chance to rope one of
them nags myself. Maybe I will, though, 'cause you can't
tell what way they'll run when they find they're putty nigh
surrounded."
"Bill," the young deadshot observed, as he nodded to the
cowboy, "you will go with me and so will Arietta and Jim.
Just see to it that your rope is ready. You ought to be able
to lasso a wild horse easily enough."
"I reckon I kin lasso one of 'em if I got a good chance," was
the reply. "But the thing of it Is," he added, with a shake
of the head, "that a feller ain't likely to git a good chance.
Tbem horses is jest about as foxy as antelopes."
Charlie went on with Anna and Eloise, and waiting until
CHAPTER VIII.
they had disappeared from view Wild mounted Spitfire, and
YOUNG WILD WEST SWINGING .A LARI.AT.
started on down the bank of the creek.
Young Wild West hardly thought the three villains would
He had noticed a very shallow spot as they came up, and
come back to the camp after what had happened the night it was there he lnt'ended to cross.
before.
It was not more than a couple of hundred yards away, and
But he did think, however, that if they should happen to reaching it he nodded for his companions to follow him, and
ran across more men of their own kind they might seek put his steed to the water.
revenge.
·
But it was not more than two feet deep anyway, and by
rt was possible for them to meet a roving band of Indians, going slowly they made little or no noise In crossing to the
and if such a thing happened the Indians could be Induced other side.
to join with them and share the results of the raid.
Once there the young deadshot came to a halt and, nodding
But it was hardly likely that anything would happen while to his companions, said:
thev were gone on the hunt for the wild horses, so the boy\ "Now, then, the horses are just the other side of that patch
tur~ed his whole attention to wh1tt he felt was now ahead e,f woods. We are pretty close to them, so It won't do to go
of him.
any nearer until we have spread out a little. Jim, you keep
'l'he party rode on up along the bank of the creek.
along close to the creek. Bill, you strike off to the right and
The animals were on the other side of the crek, but the don't stop till you have covered about three hundred yards.
young deadshot deemed it wise to keep on the side opposite, I Arietta will go to the right, too, and I'll keep on this side. We
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"ant to be about the same distance apart from each other.
Now, then, I reckon you all understand."
·· I do, any ho ·," the cowboy declared, and without a moment's delay he started his horse ahead and rode straight
cff to the right.
Arietta fol!o"l':ed him, and when she saw Dill bring his
horse to a halt she measured the distance between him and
Wild and took a position about half way.
Then the young deadshot gave the signal for them to ride
s:owly toward the patch of woods.
With their horses at a w:ilk they gradually neared it.
It was not a very dense patch, after all, and not bein 6 over
a hundred yards in width, they had no difficulty in soon
catching sight of the herd of beautiful wild horses.
Things ,·,ere working nicely, and the ycung dcacishot gave
a nod of sat!sfaction.
I-le ha<l his eye on the big bay •stallion, for he knew that this
beast would probabiy be the first one to scent danger, and
once he reared his head and gave the alarm the whole herd
would be off like a shot.
As he got close to .the woods he wave<l his hand for Arietta
and Bill to stop.
Jim was watching him, so it was hardly neces.sary to give
him the signal.
All four halted ar.d remained in the saddle, their eyes fixed
In the direction of the herd.
After waiting what seemed to be a long time, though It v.•as
really but a very few minutes, Wild saw the stallion suddenly
raise his b.end in the air.
Then the animal gave a loud snort, and Instantly every
head was raised.
Tho boy knew that Charlie was coming with Anna and
Eloise, and he felt that now was the time to act.
As the hors:is made a bolt straight into the woods the
young deadshot began swinging his lariat.
Through the wooc!s the bay stallion dashed, the rest following at a mad gallop.
Wild made a swing to catch the stallion, for he thought he
had a pretty good chance.
Bui he misjudged his throw, and the stallion went on.
Then he happened to look toward Arietta, and he was just
in time io see her make a beautiful swing with her lariat and
catch the snow-white Gte:c:d about the neck.
Her well-trained horse stopped stock-still, and the sudden
jerk caused the wild creature to rear high in the air and
then roll over upon the ground.
Wild knew that his sweethe::rt would hardly be able to
handle the horse alcne, so he turned and rode swiftly toward
her.
But he c;ulckly saw Bill Felter coming, and then he shot a
glance around and much to his surprise saw the stallion dashl11g straight toward the fallen hors:i, as if it was his desire
to rander aid Lo it.
Like so many sheep the rest of the herd followed the
JPader.
The cowboy happened to be a great deal closer to Arletta
than Wild was at the time she made the capture.
He got to her shortly after the white sbed got upon its
fEet, and he let go bis lariat and succeeded in noosing it about
the horse s neck.
Wild knew it was a dead sure thing1 that Arietta was going
to keep the steed now, so he turned his attention to the stallion.
Meanwhile Arietta, finding that she had assistance, dismounted.
For some reason or other her horse became frightened and
ran away, leaving her upon the ground.
Th~ girl hnd loosened a rope from the horn of the saddle
and she was hanging on to It, trying her best to assist Bill
in holding her capture.
The thunder of hoofs so close to her caused her to look
around, and when she saw the rest of the herd galloping almost straight toward her her face turned pale, and letting go
1he rope she startd to run .
·
"Look out, gal," the cowboy called out, as the white horse
started away at a gallop, almost pulllng the cowboy's horse
with It.
"Don't let that horse got o.way from you," .Arietta cried, and
tben ehe turned and looked over her shoulder ngaln.
While she bad been frightened a little, she bad no 1dea
ti.tat the wil,1 h1n;es would trampie her und&r their feet,
But when bfil> Haw the stall!on danserouniy clo:ia to her now,
she gave a startled cry and ~ta\'ted to run all th,o fnster.
Unfortunately her feet caught upon 11, stone ar.d she foll
b eav!l;y to the ground.

Snorting viciously, his ears thrown back and long tall
swinging in the air, the big bay reared and plunged in his
onward flight.
Young Wild West, having made a short cut, was now almost near enough to malte a swing with his lariat.
Arietta scrambled to her feet, but fell again just as the
wild stallion dashr:A toward her.
But Wild wo.s in time.
His lariat settled over the animal's head, and then the
rope tightened and Arietta was saved.
As if they understood that they no longer had a leader,
the wild horses in the herd turned and galloped in every
direction.
One of them headed straight back for the woods, and as
Wild was using all his tact and skill to hold the big bay
Cheyenne Charlie's voice was h ard in a yell of triumph.
"I reckon Charlie has got one of them," was the thought
that flashed through the boy's mind.
But he had no time to speculate upon It, for he felt that
he had all he could do to subdue the big stallion.
Having ca:i.ght tbe animal about the neck, It was free to
run, kick and buck as it chose.
Even if his lariat swing had not actually saved his sweetheart's l!fe, the boy no doubt wo~ld have been proud of it,
for it was really the greatest feat he had ever accomplished
in that line. since he had to let the rope go almost to its full
length in order to catch the horse.
Spitfire was well trained, though It was really the first time
the young deadshot had ever lassoed a wild horse wh!le upon
his back.
But never once did the sorrel balk or show signs of fear.
'fhe bay was going at a gallop now, and with the rope tight
enough for a performer to walk upon it, Spitfire was follcwing.
Fortunately the stallion had not turned toward the trees.
If be had done so there would haYe been a chance of either
one of the horses having its neck broken.
It was a· wide-open spot, and Wild figured that in order to
get control or the wild horse he must start it going in a
circle.
Seizing the rope, Wild gave a sudden jerk, and at tho same
time turned c:,pitfire a llttle to the right.
The effect was all right, tor the maddened beast turned.
As the rope slackened a little Wild pulled it in and made
an extra turn about the horn of the saddle.
''I'll. have you, my beauty!•· he exclaimed, his eyes flashing
with pleasure and excitement. ''Charlie said he wanted you,
s0 he could break you for use. He is going to h::i.ve the chance

to do it.•·

Around in a half circle they went, Wild gathering In the
rope at every chance he got.
It was tiresome work, of course, but bent upon being the
victor, the boy used all hiii tact and skill, and just as Jim
IJart came riding up to as3lst him, he had succeeded in getting 'the wild horse to within ten feet of him.
"I reckon I have about got him now, Jim," the boy called
out, without even looking at Dart.
But whether he heard him or not, Jim threw his rope and
caught the beast about the forelegs.
Then down went the bay stallion, and almost as quickly
as he landed Young W!ld West was pon the ground and
running to him.
The boy promptly sat upon the horse's bead, and then Jim
ran up and disengaged his rope, put It about the stallion's
IJ.Eock, and then passed It under one of his forelegs.
"Now we've got him, Wild. Let him up,'' he said.
"All right, Jim,·• was the reply, and up jumped the horse,
only to fall back again, for he found that he could not very
well run on three legs.
Anna and Eloise were not long in reaching the spot.
Their cheeks glowed with excitement, and Anna called
cut loudly:
"Charlie ls having an awful time back there at the edge ot
the woods. And Arietta and the cowboy seemed to have had
more than they can take care of."
"That's all right, Anna.," Wild called out. "It can't be
lielped. As soon as we get this one all right we'll go and
help them."
"I reclron he's all rlgbt now, Wilu,'' Jim spoke up. "I'll go
snd help Charl!e."
The boy qulc •1y mounted hlo horse nnd turned to"·ard the
liatch of woods.
Then W!ld gave Anne. one or the ropee and bade her ride
toward the woods.
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She did just as he directed, Eloise following her and taking sc·o_ut had easily roped by being lucky enough to run right, ·
upon it.
care io keep out of danger.
It took half an hour to get the three _h orses fixed right, so
The young deadshot then, after some little difficulty, got
the stallion limping along, and by pulling ancl driving, man- tney could be led or driven, and before that time Arietta came
aged to get him close enough to a tree so that the ropes could back riding her horse, which she had found the other side
cf the woods quite docile and nibbling ::iway at the grass.
be made fast.
'·Now, then, Young Wild West said, "I reckon we'll go back
"There!" he exclaimed. "Now, then, I recl:on I'll go and
to the camp. It may take quite a little while to get there,
see how Arietta ancl Bill are making out.·•
He found there was no need of him as far as subduing the l'ut we'll reach it all right, and these wild horses will be
captured white steed wr.s concerned, for with the assistancP w 1th us, too, and don't you forget it."
or the brave girl who had so narrowly missed being trampled
to death by the bay stall1on, the cowb.oy had hobbled Ar ietta's
CHAPTER IX.
capture, and trembling like a leaf the white horse stood there
1· a1:1 Wild galloped up.
T.HE CHill'A)lEX co~rn OUT O:--i TOP AGAIN.
"Oh, Wild! " Arietta exclaimPd, as she ran to meet her dashSam Bender and his two pards had been frightened half out
lng young lover. ''vVhat a narrow escape I had. I saw you as
you swung your lariat, but I never thought it would reach. of their wits, and they were very glad when they at length
l believe that ugly beast would have taken delight in tram- got their horses and had the chance to ride away.
But once they got to the hollow they had camped in during
pling the life from me.··
night, which was not more than a mile from Young ·wild
the
he
as
answered,
boy
the
·' It looked that way, little girl,"
camp, they began to feel a little different about it.
West's
likFl
lt
fe
he
suppose
"I
re:ined in the sorrel and dismounted.
been fools, I think, •· Chuck declared. looking at the
'·We've
of
one
catch
you
saw
he
Maybe
being revenged upon you.
shaking his head. '· Them Chinamen couldn't have
and
l0ader
tlle herd, an d it might have been his pet."
tried. There couldn't have been no '
"It's a fine little horse, Wild, isn't it?" and the girl turned hurt us any if they had
bullet . in that pistol one of them was. shoot.in'."
and looked proudly at the white steed.
"There wasn't no bullet in it, that's sartin, but there was
"Yes, I don't know as I ever saw a prettier one. But you
neck is burnin' yet," Bender declared, as
can't tell anything about the looks. Maybe after he's broken a lot of fire, an' myindicated.
he felt of the part
h i'! won't be as fast as your Snokfiake."
"Then heathens put up a job on us. They must have seen
"Snowfl;;,,ke went back on me," and the girl looked around
us comin' an' they fixed up things so they could scare us,"
as she spoke. ·' I don't kno w what made him run away."
for runnin' away. Why, if
"Oh, he got frightened, I suppose. But that's all right. Chuck went on. "We was fools
socn as we got our horses we
Don't blame the horse for tlw,t. It isn't everyone that will be wP had went back there asrn2y.
Jest 'cause one of 'em had
could have shot 'em mighty
gen.lie under such circumstances."
a rifle don't say that he could hit anything with it."
had
ain't
I
"If
then.
just
cowboy
the
exclaimed
"
''Phew!
"That's all right, Chuck," Mills said, with a shake of the
u hard time of it my name ain't Bill Felter. This ain't sich a head. .. I e.in't takin' my chances when a rifle is pointed toA
ox.
an
as
strong
.
as
she·s
reckon
I
but
beast,
Lig
:c.,ighty
ward me, whether the one what's got it knows how to shoot
tJne little mare, Wild. Ain't more than three years old, either, straight or not. We was close enough for him to hit us, an'
an' I'll bet on it."
if we had gone back you kin bet he would have done some
"Hardly that, by the looks of her, B111," and the boy shot a shoot.in'. Maybe the other one might have done somethin'
critical glance at the steed.
else, too."
"You got the bay, I see," and Bill turned and looked toward
"Take it easy, boys," Bender observed, with a wave of the
the wood where the big stallion was now standing quietly.
hand. "This thing ain't done yet. Don't t11ink for a minute
··Yes, but I suppose I would have been at him yet if Jim that I'm goin' to let it go. If we was fools enough to give
hadn't come up and given me a hand."
back the money an' things we took from that cowboy it don't '
"Well, it's all right. We've go t two, anyhow. That's a say that we've got to be fools as long as we live. There's that
whole lot more than I expected ."
camp over there an' there's only two Chinamen i11 it. What
"I reckon we've got three, Bill. Charlie rop ed one, you we want to do now is to sneak up close to it so we can't be
"
know.
seen. That's where we made a mistake the other time. We
"What?"
let 'em see us comin', an' they got r eady for us. "
The cowboy was amazed.
·'Then you're goin' back agin, are you, Sam?" Chuck asked.
"Yes, that's a fact. Jim went to help him. H e was having
"Sartin, I am."
a big time of it back th1ore, so his wife said."
"Good! That's what I'd like ter do."
.. Well, that beats me. When I first seen this herd of
"If you take my advice you'll let 'em alone. If them Chinahorses the other day I never believed tha:t any of 'em would P.:!en was smart enough to git the best of us that time, they'll
i.,i; ketched very soon. But jest think of it, three of 'em has be smart enough to do it agin! " Mills exclaimed.
teen roped ! ,,"Huh!" sneered Bend er. "You have lost all the sand yo u
.. And if one of them hadn't been roped I wouldn't be alive had in you, I reckon . You ain 't afraid of a couple of heathens,
now,•· Arietta spoke up, as she looked proudly at her boy are yer?"
"Not if they would act like white men. But they ain't been
lover.
"That's so. I seen that. I never seen sich a swing afore in actin' that way. Yer can't tell what they're goin' to do.
my life. Why, the distan ce looked too much for the rope You oughter know that. You like to got the back of your •
to reach. But it went stra ight over that bay stallion's head, head burned off.''
"That's all right. It singed some of my hair off when
an' the first thing I knew he was rearin' up in the air lookin'
as big as a house. You wasn't many feet away from him, the heathen fired at me. But it sorter looks to me as tho ugh
gal, that's sartin. Two more jumps an' he would have been he's good at shootin' off fireworks, an' that he don't know
nothin' about any other kind of shoot!n'. We'll sneak back
right on yer. ·•
Wild knew that the best way to take care of the wild t11ere this time, an' we'll ketch 'em nappin'. The1 things in
hcrses wou.ld be to tie them close together and use halters that there camp is goin' to be ours."
.. S'pose jest about the time we git there Yowig Wild West
upon them so a jerlc would hurt their noses and subdue them
an' the rest comes back," · Mills said, with a shake of the
in case they became vicious.
"Well, little girl, " he said, :.>.s he patted his sweetheart on head.
"You don't s'pose they'll be_ comin' back so soon, do yer?
the head, "I reckon you're all ri ght. You just go and look
they
for your horse. T am imre he didn't go very far away. You'll They've gone out to do some huntin', most likely. If have
wouldn't
they
soon
very
back
cpme
to
intended
bad
has
herd
the
of
rest
The
think.
I
woods,
the
in
him
find
g0ne, so we'll get this one over to where the bay is and then gone on horseback. 'f·here ain't no tellin' where they're gone
see how Charlie is making out. Bill, come on. We'll see or jest how soon they'll come back. But it don't make no
difference to me as long as they wait about an hour, for by
what we can do with this fellow.''
"Oh, she'll go all right if you git a half hitch about her that time we'll have things flxecl up just the way we want
'em."
nose, I r eckon," was th e reply.
"All right," and Mills appeared to be resigned. "If you say
The rope was fixed the way they wanted it, and then with
the cc,• ;vboy leading and Wild driving, they managed to get we're goin' back we'll go. Don't think I'm goin' to go back
on you."
over to the tree to which the bay was ti ed.
"That's the way to talk!'" Chuck exclaimed. " You ain't no
Then just as if . it had all been timed for the occasion, Charlie and Jim came along with a stocky roan mare which the coward, an' I knowed it, Mills. Me an' you has been together
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fiften minutes after he started at work he had everything
ioo· Jeng for me to make a mistake in the kind of a man yer
i ,1 readiness.
are."
"Now, Jen, my blother," he said, smiling at Wing in a paBender again rubbed the back of his neck.
rt smarted him a whole lot, and at leµgth he went to a tronizing way, "maybe you bettee stoppee walkee. You sittee
(!own by um tents. Me go uppee um hill and takee lookee."
P<JOl and proceeded to soak it well with water.
"Allee light, Hop," was the cheerful reply, and Wing did
Having done this he looked for his weapons, and satisfying himself that they were all right and r eady · for use, he exactly as was suggested.
Hop went around to the back of the tent, and moving along
turn ed to his pards and said:
'·Well, boys, there ain't no use of waitin' any longer. The the foot of the bank, soon came to the place where he had
quicker we git over there the quicker the thing will be over made the ascent the night before when he arranged the
dummy to imitate himself in the "wonderful uncle" trick.
with. Come on."
From the spot where the dummy had been he moved along
Untying his horse, which he had hitched to a tree, he
n,ounted and at once started away in a direction almost oppo- a little to the right, and then climbed to the top of the high
bank.
site to that in which lay the camp of our friends.
Lying flat on his stomach he looked across the stretch of
His r,ards were not long In getting into the saddle, and
knowing well that Bender was going that way, they made land that lay between the camp and some hills a mile or so
away.
no comment.
Nothing could be seen of anything human.
They rode on around below a rise of ground, and then
A few birds such as are to be found in that region were
headed straight for the creek.
.. As soon as we' git close enough we'll tie our horses an' flying about, but that was all.
However, Hop had come up there to watch, and he settled
sneak up an' take them two heathens by surprise, au' don't
you forgit it, .. Bender declared. "There ain't goin' to be no cown to remain for a while.
He knew as well as anything that since the three men had
f0olin' this time, either. We'll jest make short work of
gone that way they would certainly show up if they underem."
" S'pose Young Wild West an' the rest heard the shootin' took to come back.
Before half an hour had elapsed he had the satisfaction of
when we was there afore. They'll be back, most likely, if
th ey uid," Mills suggested, shrugg'-=::-:::. his shoulders uneasily. seeing them riding from around a small hill.
But they were not heading directly toward the camp, but
··well, that's all right. We oughter be able to keep ourself
from bein' seen if they do come back. But I don't believe they were going a little to the south.
However, the clever Chinee guessed that they meant to
r,eard the shootin'. They was too far away when it haprcme there, just the same, so he watched and waited .
p6ned."
In a very short time he saw the three riding swiftly along,
Mills said no more.
to go ahead, taking a course that was parallel with the creek.
It was evident it was anything but to his liking
1
''Lat allee light," he muttered. "Ley comee pletty soonee.
but he was asl!amed to hang back .
The three kept on riding until they were probably an eighth Maybe velly muchee figbtee !is time. Me fixee."
He was just high enough to be able to see the villains as
cf a mile from the camp where they had left the two Chinathey came to a halt, and when they dismounted and tied their
men.
Then they dismountel'.l., and tying their horses, set out on horses be knew their intentions were to creep up to the camp
fcot, treading along as carefully as if they knew there was unobserved.
When they left the horses he could no longer sec them,
a camp very close to them .
In this way they proceeded until at length they came in J,ut feeling sure that they were coming that wa,y, he descended
and quickly made his way to the side of his brother.
sight of the tops of the two tents.
"Wing," he said, nodding his head and looking rather
Bender stopped and leaning over · close to his companions,
grave, "um bad Melican men allee samee comee. Ley lide
said, in a whisper:
·' Now, then, we'll jest sneak off to the right a little an' over Jere, so be."
"You velly muchee sure, Hop?" the cook asked, looking
git behind that big rock, which ain't more than forty feet
from the tents. Then we'll wait for a chance to fill the two rnmewhat alarmed.
"Lat light. Ley .tie um hor1:;es and Jen me no see som e
h eathens full of holes. Come on, now, an' clon't fire a shot
want you to shoot straight, too, more. Ley be here pletty muchee quickee."
till I tell you to do It.
"Allee light, me shootee !em . Mc no stoppee !is timee. ''
'cause we've got to make a good job out of this. What's In
"Lat allee light, Wing. You shootee velly muchee stlaight.
that camp that's wo rth takin' away is goin' to be ours, as I
said afore. There ain't goin' to be no mistake about it this.. I,ut we no stay here. We go behind um tent and watchee."
Wing was quite agreeable to this, so he followed Hop betime, boys. You kin depend on me tellin' the truth, an' you
!:.ind the larger of the two tents, where there was just about
oughter know it yourselves. Now, then, here we go."
Creeping upon their hands and knees, they soon reached room for the two to secrete themselves, since the foot of the
bank was very close to it.
tb e ro ck the leader hacl pointed out.
Once there they listened with all the car s they had, and
Then they all took a look, but could see nothing of either of
after what seemed to be a rather long time they beard
the Chinamen.
The villains thought they had been very foxy and that they sounds that indicated the approach of someone.
Having satisfied themselves that the two Chinamen must
had succeeded in getting up clcse to the camp without being
t<> inside one of the tents, Bender and bis pards were walking
observed.
softly toward the camp.
But in this they were mistaken.
Peering around the tent, Hop caught sight of them, and
After having caused them to leave in such a hurry Hop
when be saw the three pause and talk in whispers his face
and Wing did not relax their vigilance.
As they sat talking about what had happened and showing lighted up.
They were within two or three feet of one of the big fl.rehow much they r eally thought of each other, the two brothers
crackers he had hidden under some sand.
did not forget to keep a watch.
In placing the crackers, or mines, as they miglit be called
"My blother," Wing said, shaking his head as he ga~ed
<'ff in the direction the three men had taken, ·'maybe um bad he had concealed the fuse this time by covering it over with
grass and dirt.
. Melican men allee samee comee back pletty soonee."
Beckoning Wing to come to his side so he might see th<!
'' Me thlinkee lat, Wing," Hop answer ed, with a nod.
That much being settled, Wing did not offer to fall into a th.ree, he crept around the tent and then striking a matr:h
doz e again, but holding fast to bis rifle, began walking up and lit the fuse that led straight to the spot where th e three had
passed.
down after the fashion of a soldier doing guard duty.
There was a sharp hiss, and then here and there a thin
Hop busied himself by arranging things so he could be able
to treat Sam Bender and his pards to another surprise if they puff of smoke could be seen as the spark rapidly mad e its
way to the desired point.
sl,ould come back.
Bender happened to see one of the puffs, and with a startled
From the supplies be carried he took a couple of rockets
and planted them so they would shoot along the ground, one cry he jumped back.
But he was too late.
slightly toward the right and the other to the left.
Bang!
He knew that in case the men did come back they would
There was a loud explosion, and Chuck and Mills went stagc<•me from one way or the other, for directly in front of the
camp was an open stretch, and It would be impossible for gering backward as if they had been hit by bullets.
"Hip hi!" yelled Hop, without showing himself. "You allee
- anyone to sneak up without being observed if they came that
samee fools. Pletty soonee you die."
way.

r
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"Lat allee light, my blother, ·• Wing retorted. "Maybe me
Bender had a gun in his hand, and being the first to recover himself. for he had not been affected by the explosion do somethling, too ...
Then they fell to arguing over it, and Bender, helpless a nd
a!'l much as the others, he fired a shot toward the tents.
suffering from the pain of his wound, Jay upon the grou nd,
Hop heard the hum of the bullet, and so did Wing.
and no doubt wished he had never seen such a person as
"Shoot ee, my blother!" Hop exclaimed, excitedly.
Then Wing took a deliberate aim and pulled the trigger of ·oung Wild West.
his rifl e.
Crang!
CHAPTER X .
As th e report rang out Bender leaped in the air and then
THF. END OF THE IIU~T.
dropped upon his back.
It was fully three hours after they had left the camp to go
"Me hittee him, Hop," the cook shouted, delightedly. "Me
In search of the wild hor ses when Young Wild West and
shootee allee samee stlaight l!kee Mister Wild."
Amazed at seeing their leader fall, the other two r an a few those with him came back.
They had no little trouble on the retu r n, since the three
s•eps, and then stopped in a hesitating sort of way.
But it seemed that they felt as if they must avenge the captured animals proved to be obstinate and vicious.
But when they finally arrived with them they felt that they
fall of Bender, for both drew their revolvers and began firing
bad been well paid for the time that had been spent.
n,pidly.
Hop and Wing had heard them coming, of course, and th e
Two or three bullets went through the tent, but fortunately
moment they appeared the two ran toward them excitedly,
none of them hit the two Chinamen.
both waving their hands.
Crang!
''What's the matter with you two heathens?" Wild called
Wing fired again, and this time Chuck threw up his hand
out, for he could tell right away that something unusual must
aiid dropped.
Mills had enough of it, for when this happened he uttered have occurred.
"Misler Wild," cried Hop, "me makee velly muchee fightee,
a yell of fear and turned and ran swiftly to the spot where
so be. Um thlee bad Melican men comee here two timee.
the horses had been left.
gittee killee and we gottee one a plisoner. Um other bad
He got there without anything further happening, and un- One
man gittee 'way."
Melican
mounting
tying his horse he left the other two there, and
"What's that?" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, looking
rode swiftly away.
amazed, for he had got sight of Bender, who was lying on the
Wing's first shot had done nothing more than to wound ground close to the larger of the two tents.
Bender in the calf of his right leg, but his second shot had
"I reckon he's telling us the truth, Charlie," the young
killed Chuck almost instantly.
deadshot spoke up, nodding to the surprised scout. "If I a m
When Bender found that he had a good chance of living for not mistaken that's Sam Bender over there."
3, while he rolled over and succeeded in getting behind a
"It sartinly is," and then the scout lost no time in runni ng
rock.
tc the spot.
Both Chinamen saw him do this, but in spite of the fact
"You sneakln' coyote!" he exclaimed, making a move as
that Hop told Wing to shoot again he did not do it.
if he intended to kick the helpless scoundrel. "What ar e you
"We makee plisoner," he said, nodding his head, for he was doin' here?"
quite cool. "Comee, Hop. Me no 'flaid of bad Meli can man."
"Hold on, hold on!" Bender almost screamed. "I'm tied,
"Me no 'flaid, my blother, '' Hop retorted, and then he drew an' I've got a bullet In my leg. Dtln't hurt me, don't."
tent.
the
behind
from
tis big pistol and started
·'I oughter kick the life out of yer. So you got shot In t he
Wing followed him, and when he saw the two approaching, leg, eh? Who done that?" '
to
decided
Bender
him,
each with a weapon pointed toward
·· One of the heathens done it. The other feller set fl res,1rrender.
works an' sich things off at us an' we didn't h ave no chance.
shoot.
"Don't
excitedly.
"Hold on, heathens," he called out,
We jest come here to try to make friends with you folks. We
I've been hit, an' you oughter let up on a man what's didn't know the heathens was here alone."
wounded."
"You tellee lie," spoke up Wing, angrily. "You comee her e
"Holdee uppee you hands!" commanded Wing.
and my blother makee two bigee bang and you go away velly
obeyed.
and
Bender quickly got into a sitting posture
muchee quickee. Len pletty soonee you comee some more.
"Now len, my blother," Wing said, smiling blandly, "you Hop makee another bigee bang, and len me shootee two times,
tie the bad Melican man."
You velly muchee bad Mellcan man."
•· Allee light, Wing,·• was the reply. "Me do lat velly muchee
"Bender," our hero said, as he stepped up and folded his
quickee. •·
arms across his breast, "you're one of the most sneak ing vilHop was quite sure that Bender would put up no furt her lains I ever came across. So you came here to r ob the ca.mp,
did you?"
fight, so he put away his pistol and quickly ran up to him.
"No, no," protested the villain. "Don't think we would
The first thing he did was to relieve the villain of his
weapons, and having done this he lost no time in producing a do anything like that, Young Wild West."
"But I do think yo u did it. Quite likely you were watching,
stout cord with which he bound Bender's hands securely beand when ycu saw us all go away and leave the two Chinahind him.
Then he turned his attention to the silent form which lay n,en here you thought you would have an easy time of It.
I am glad you got shot. Who was it who got away, fo r from
a short distance away.
what the Chinamen say there must have been one?"
"He allee light, my blother, ., he said, nodding to Wing.
.. It was Mills," Bender cried, as if he thought by telli ng th e
"Lat too bad, Hop,'· was the reply, as the cook stepped up
and found that the man was dead . ''Me no likee killee Meli- truth h e might better his chances.
"It was, eh? How <'Md he come to make Ills escape? "
c:in man."
"I don't know. One of the heathens shot me, an' that's all
"Killee bad Meli can man allee light."
T know about it. We didn't have a chance to say anything to
"Me knowee lat. But me no llkee justee samee."
"Lere go um other Melican man!" Hop exclaimed, sud- 'E>m the second time we come.''
"But what did you come back for after they had driven you
denly, pointing off to the left.
Wing looked, and sure enough could see Mills riding as if away?"
"Jest to try an' tell 'em that we didn't mean no harm the
be was being pursued by a band of savage Indians.
time we come."
first
exclaimed.
Hop
·· Shoo tee! ''
''He tellee muchee lie, Mister Wild," Hop spoke up. "You
But Wing shook his head.
"Me shootee, ·• insisted the clever Chinee, and then grab- listen. Me tellee you allee 'boutee."
·' Go ahead, Hop," and the boy turned to him a nd nodded
bing the rifle from the cook's hand, he placed it to his shoulder
for him to proceed.
aud taking a quick aim, pulled the tri8ger.
Then in his own peculiar way the clever Chlnee related
But the bullet went wide of the mark, and Mills galloped
th e whole circumstance, though probably he took more credit
cu, untouched.
Hop fired again, but with the same result, and then be- upon himself than he deserved.
But since Wing did not offer to contradict him in wha t he
P.oming disgusted, turned his attention to the prisoner, and
said, it was taken for granted that he had told the story just
assisted him to his feet.
Wing helped him, and Bender was half dragged to the a& it occurred.
''Well, boys," Young Wild West said. as he turned t o his
camp.
''Lere!" Hop exclaimed. "Now, Jen, when Mister Wild two partners and the cowboy, ·'we had pretty good luck In
hunti ng wild h orses this mor ning, so now we'll turn our
comee back he say me velly smartee Chi nee."
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YOUNG WILD WEST SWINGING A LARIA'l'.

His revolver was taken from h im, and then he mounted his
nttcntion to some two-legged game. One of the three rascals
when Charlie told him to do so.
horse
and
up
hurry
We'll
him.
get
to
duty
got away, and it is our
''Now, then," Wild said, nodding to him, "just ride on to
fi x it so the three wild horses won't have a chance to get
you, so don't think you have got a
away or make trouble while we're gone, and then we'll get a our camp. 'We'll follow
away."
get
and
oat
light
to
chance
escaped.
who
fellow
the
after
hustle on ourselves and ride
•· I won't try to git away, you ltin be sure of that,·• w.as the
If they had not come here twice during our absence I wouldn't
and the scout knew that there was no
bcther with him. But I feel that it is our duty now to catch reply, and our hero
so.
doing
his
of
likelihood
Of
lesson.
.
good
a
given
bim, for he certainly ne eds to be
Mills rode back to tbe camp, and when they were just about
course I don't mean to take him a prisoner and convey him
quite cool.
to some sheriff or other person who is authorized to take care riding into it he had become
"Hello, Bender!'' he call cu out. ''I've come back to take
of such fellows. I want to get him so he can look after this
West says you got shot in the leg,
wounded fellow and bury the one Wing shot. Now, then, we'll care of yer. Young ·wild yer. ·•
an' that I'm to look f.fter
r;ee to the horses first of au."
"You're a putty galoot, you are," Bender retorted, angrl~y.
As Bender heard this he brightened up somewhat, for eviaway for after you seen me git shot?''
dently he had expected that he would either be hanged or ·'What did you ru11
"I thought you was dead, an' I didn't want to die, s::i I lit
shot fo r what he had done.
The three wild horses were soon tied securely, and then cut."
'·Mills." our hero said, nodding to the prisoner they had
Young Wild West nodded to the scout and said:
and try and fix up that fellow's
''Charlie, I think you and I will be enough to go after the brought in, .. get off your horse
fellow who got away. Jim and Bill can stay here with the lE.g."
.. Right away," was the reply, and two minutes later he was
girls. If th ey tak e a notion to they can try and break one
n:aking an examinatio n of the wound.
of the wild horses while we are gone."
Wild told Charlie to give him what was necessary to help
''We v.'on't do anything like that while you're away, Wild,"
Dart spoke up, shaking his head. "Go ahead. We'll stay here, him out, and the scout did so.
When the wounded leg had been attended to the young deadthough, if you want me I'll only be too glad to accompany
~iiot then bRde Mills to bury the body of Chuck.
you ."
Hop furnished him with the necessary implements , and the
"Charlie will be enough, Jim."
until he had formed a shallow
That settled it, and the next minute the young deadshot and man worked away diligently
Cheyenne Charlie were riding swiftly from the spot on the grave.
After it had been clone Wild questioned Mills and learned
trail of the villain Mills.
with them in the way of
Our hero fe lt that it was hardly likely that the man would about what the three had brought
go very far away, since he knew his two pards had been shot. supplies.
They did not have much of an outfit, that was certain,
He was right in this, for they did not have to go more than
a mile before they came in sight of the villain, who was sit- unless the man lied about lt, so the young deadshot ordered
t ing on a rock looking at his horse, which was grazing upon Wing to fix them up, and then told Mills to assist Bender
to the back of his horse, which had been caught by Jim Dart
a spot of rich grass.
He hear d them at about the same time they came in sight a short time before the prisoner was brought in.
"I reckcn by the time your wound heals you will have had
cf him, however, and uttering a startled cry, leaped to his
a chance to think over what you have done, Sam Bender," the>
feet and ran for his horse.
"Hold on,•· vVild called out, loudly, as he placed his rifle young deadshot said, as the two villains were ready to take
to hiG shoulder, "you attempt to get on that horse and it will their departure. ·'I won't tell you what I'll do to you If I
e,er run across you again. You can guess that."
be the last thing you will eve r do on earth."
That was quite el.lough to Mills.
''If you ever run across me agin, Young Wild West, an' I
If he had only had his way about it the second trip to the git the chance, I'll put a bullet through your heart," was the
camp would n ever have been made.
reply. "I may as well tell you 'jest how I feel about it, 'cause
He might have been ca!)ed a coward, or possibly there was l 'm putty sure that you won't do nothin' to me for doin' it.
m ore good in him than there had been in his two com- If I was to tell you anything different you wouldn't believe
me, anyhow."
p1inions.
But anyhow he did not attempt to get a.way when he saw
·· That's right. I am glad to hear you speak the truth for
t he rifle leveled at him.
once in your life. But don't make any more threats, for if
"I give in," he shouted, trembltng from head to foot. I've you do I may take a notion to change my mind about you."
been an awful bad man, an' I'm sorry for it. But I can't help
"I'll say somethin' afore T go, Young Wild West," Mills
it. If you're goin' to hang me I won't say a word."
spoke up, looking angrily at his pard. " Bender jest told yer
"You won't, eh?" Wild answered, as he brought Spitfire to that he wou ld shoot yer if he ever seen you agin an' had the
··well, that's very good in you. Most chance. I'll t ell yo u that if I'm close enough when he tri es
i;, halt near the man.
n•H1 would say a whole lot before they would be willing to be sich a thing I'll shoot you afore he kin do It. Now, then, I'll
bid you good-by. I'm off."
hanged."
.. T'm deservin' of it, so what's the use of sayin' anything?··
The two villains rod e on in the direction of where they had
he
as
''You sneak!'n' coyote!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
Cf.mped during the night, and satisfied that they had seen the
dismounted and went to the villain. "It's a shame that the last of them, our friends turned their attention to the horse3
Chinaman didn't put a bullet through you, too. He killed one th ey had captured.
or yer, an' shot the other through the leg."
Where the rest of th e herd had gone they did not know, nm·
.. Ain't they both dead? .. Mills asked, showing a little sur- dld they care, for that matter.
They had been successful in roping three of them, and this
:vrise.
"Bender is alive yet, an' we want you to take care of him was something r emarkable, since the days of wild horses on
the prairies of T exas were supposed to be past.
a!l' see to buryin' the other feller."
They spent the balance, of the day in trying to break the
"Ain't you goin' to hang me, then?" the wretch asked, his
animals, and before sunset the white mare had become quite
face lighting up.
" No,'' Wild retorted. "We are not lynchers, so don't think tame, though the other twq were just as vicious and w!ld as
r. nything like that. If we did the right thing we would take ever.
you to some settlement or town and have you locked up. But
But they all knew that in the course of time they would
that's altogether too much trouble. We have got other things rnbmit, and they were willing to wait.
to look for just now."
The next morning they broke camp and headed southward,
·' All right, if you're willin' to give me a chance I'll show yer intending to finally reach Buckhorn Ranch on the Rio Grande.
t -:eat I'll stick to what I say."
"What are you going to say?"
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
"I'll say that I'll never do anything like I've jest done
agin."
A CAMP; OR, THE SHOT THAT OPENED A
BOOMING
"You can say it all right. But the first chance you got you
wouldn't think of it, and you wou ld go right ahead and kill GOLD MINE."
a nd rob just the same as if you hadn't made such a promise."
Mills said nothing to this.
Elvidently he realized that It wo uld be useless for him to
try and convince Young Wild West t hat he meant t o lead a
better life.
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CURRENT NEWS
l

in the amphitheatre cheered and hissed him furiously,
according to their political sympathies, until he left the
ring. When tile people made their exit fighting between
the monarchists and republicans began outside the doors,
and as practically everybody in Lisbon carries a weopan
there was much shooting and many persons were wounded.
troops of the garrison were called out by the authorities
Onie OYerall, the once great pitcher, has reported to The
succeeded in clearing the field.
eYentually
and
Overall
years.
the Cubs, after being out of baseball for t"·o
weighs 235 pounds, but said he would be down to his proper
An announceme nt of vital interest in the world of elecweight within two weeks and ready to pitch. He has
science _was made at the meeting of the American
trical
developed a "spitter" which he says he will practice hard
l Society the other afternoon. Dr. Michael
Philosophica
to perfect.
I. Pupin, of Columbia University, inventor of the famous
coil," informed the . avants pre ent that he had
"Pupin
Perhaps the highe.:;t price paid for a sermon goes every produced a machine which, by overcoming the absorbent
year to a German preacher, who c1iscourses on the good qualities of the atmosphere, would trengthen the feeble
deeds of a French baron named Favart, who c1ied in Elber- wtn·es of wireless telegraphy messages and thereby facilifeld in 1690. Favart left money for this purpose, and the tate long di tance communicati on. It was the first news of
interest now amounts to $4,600 per annum, which goes to his discovery given to the public. Dr. Elihu 'l'homson, in
the preacher as his reward.
charge of the General Electric Company's plant at Lynn,
Mass., thought it meant the possibility of sending messages
Four military aeroplanes, piloted by Lieutenants Reim- completely around the globe in the near fu'ture.
bert, Cheutin, Jolain and Benoist, of the French Army,
arrived at Biskra, Algeria, on April 17, after a 500-mile
A premature explosion of dynamite occurred on April
round trip over the Sahara De ert. One of the machines
carried Colonel Boutteaux as a passe11gcr. The entire 1 D, bebreen the Pedro Miguel locks and the Miraflores
I locks of the Pa.nama Canal. Three men were killed and
fiight wa made without an escort.
twenty-three wounded. About 21,000 pound of dvnamite,
harles Smith, a painter, nearly died in the vault of the filling ninety-six· drill holes, ".Jet go" from 80me unknown
only
new South Korwalk Savings Bank, South ~n1;alk, the cause. The electric 'l'l·ires were not aitachccl, and the
this
at
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a
that
be
to
seems
explanation
bolts
the
other afternoon. He accidentally shut the door,
at
just
occurred
explosion
The
heat.
generated
had
point
released
be
not
could
it
that
so
set
fell and the time lock
until the following morning. lt took three hours before the moment that notification hacl been sent to the foTeman
bank officials ancl experts could be brought and the vault tha t eYcrything was ready for tl1e blast. The material
been
opened. Smith was found helpless on the floor . He was 1broken up consisted mostly of hard clay. Had it
Tho
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been
have
would
gang
rock
the
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were
deep
So
marl.
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physically a wrec-k, having almost
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no
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not
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kno1Yleclge tl,at he ha l heen missed or that any attempt and nearby places.
·
was being made to get him out.
Tailors are receiving orders from their customers that at
one a:;besto. pocket be placed in every suit and every
least
1888,
12,
On the ni~ht of the famous blizzard of )larch
the:: make, a a re ult of the new "no-smoking"
overcoat
4H
.
:Ko
of
Shaffer,
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)Irs.
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1
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placed in the pocket. It smokes '."Cry l ittlo, and there is no
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the cause of desperate rioting.

Through Seibert's wonderful pitching the :Midshipmen
easily defeated Cornell at Annapolis, Md., on April 9, by a
score of 4 to 0. J. ot a hit was made off his delivery and
not a man reached first base,' while, in addition, he struck
out thirteen men.
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DICK DONNELLY'S FORTUNE
-OR--

THE BOY RANCHMAN OF TEXAS
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XV (continued.)
"Yes," answered Dick Donnelly.
'.'I thought he perished on the plains, in the cave, somewhere in the stampede, or somehow."
"No, the soldiers rescued him."
Then Snelling gave vent to some expressions more forcible than elegant. He was in the height of his rage and exciteIJ}.ent when there came another person upon the scene,
who had evidently just arrived.
'
"Hello, Snelling! What i the :matter?" demanded the
newcomer. "I have just arrived, and :find the whole ranch
in the wildest confusion and hubbub."
"That infernal boy, Dick Donnelly, you sent out here,
is in the prison trying to release the prisoners."
"Well, were you not enough to do him up?" asked Roberts.
"No. He bas outwitted us all."
Benny by this time had fully regained his wits, and was
growing desperate. He crept to a side window, while Dick
Donnelly clOBed an iron blind, and from the side window
opened fire with his little 32 revolver. In a few, seconds
-he had badly wounded three of the outlaws, and among
them was Mr. Roberts himself.
Dick, having barred the windows with the iron blind so
they could not hurl any more :firebrands ins1de the room,
ran to Benny, and asked:
"What have you been doing here?"
"I was merely shooting a few of the biggest rascals."
A single glance out into the yard, which was now illuminated with torches and lanterns, showed that Benny
had been doing some execution among them.
"Benny, you must not fire without orders. Load quickly
and save your ammunition."
But Dick soon learned that the shots fired by Benny had
a wholesome effect on the attacking party. They had retired to a safe distance from the house, and were a little
wary about approaching too near to any of the windows.
"I tell you, Mr. Snelling, there are more than one inside
there," said one of the men. "Here we've got six men
disabled already. Three knocked down with some kind of
a piece of iron bar and three shot. It looks as if we would
have tot use some precaution, or we will all be wiped out
before we know it."
"But we can't let those :fellows to escape. If they should
get off with the prisoners, you know we would hang for
what we have done." .

"Yes, that's true; but we will never let them escape."
"Then why don't you rush in and take them?"
"Because the man who does so will get his brains
knocked out, or shot out, and none of you have any to
spare."
It was _plain to be seen that the gang was intimidated.
They held a short discussion in which it was decided that
they would keep a clo~e watch on the stone house and the
parties within, and send out to the ranchmen for reinforcements to carry the prison by storm.
Mr. Roberts, who had a bullet in his hip, was taken to
the dwelling, and some one who seemed to be a surgeon
was set to work dressing the wounds of the men who had
been struck bv Dick's iron bar and Benny's pistol:
Dick, who from the narrow window had listened to all
that was said, and had observed as much as could possibly
be seen from the prison, saicl to Benny:
"After all, Benny, I think it was a pretty good thing
that you did send a few shots among those fellows. They
have become a little more cautious now, and we will have
a better chance to investigate the prison and the prisoners.
Suppose you stay here on guard while I pursue the investigation?"
"I will," Benny said, "but don't be gone long, Dick, for
I tell you that I get awfully lonesome when I see all them
big fellows out there, and think that I am only a little tad
up here all alone."
"They don't h."Ilow but what you are a giant."
"Yes, I suppose they may think I am a dozen, and so
long as they do, I will be all right; but I am afraid that
they will some time discover their mistake."
Dick asked Benny if he had any more matches left, and
Benny gave him a dozen, saying he still had some more.
"These will do for the present," said Dick, and he went
into another room, which seemed to be an interior department, and struck one. Dick found himself in a chamber of about twelve by fourteen feet square. It was almost
bare of furniture. The walls were bare. On the mantel
was a candle-stick with a half-burnt candle in it. He
lighted the candle, and then surveyed the apartment more
carefully.
On a nail on the wall hung a bunch of keys. There
was a secretary in the room, which made him believe that
it was an office of the jailer.
He took the keys with him when he went into the hall,
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and di covered a flight of steps descending to some aparL- had been told that the other prisoner was a man, and he
might make quite an acquisition to his force. He said to
ments below.
Dick carefully e:xaminecl every apartment on tbe upper Ivir. Snelling:
"What arc you going to do with me i_f I do come out?"
floor, but could find no one.
"Oh, you'll not be harmed. You have hurt some of the
thought,
he
downstair:-,"
woman
"They have taken the
pretty bad, but we won't hold any malice against
boys
steps.
stone
the
down
quickly
went
ancl
At the bottom he paused to put up an iron bar across the you."
"I must talk to the,:e men who are with 111e first," said
great front door, which would make it difficult for any
one to break in there. He then began a search irom room Dick. "I can't do anything without con :ulting them."
"How many have you there, Dick?"
to room, and pas.age to passage, for the pri oners. At last
"There are several; they won't let me ten how many."
I
door.
he heard a so.rt murmur in a room which had a strong
This slight prevaricatio"u had a yery who some effect
search
to
began
and
keys
of
bunch
He quickly produced his
for one that would fit the lock. The mystery which had upon Dick Donnelly's enemic'i'. He could see ,m shrink
..,arnecl
so long bothered him 1,eemed about to be cleared up . Re a little farther from the stone house. They h
ws
h
strike
could
within
found a key at last which fitted, and inserted it. 'I'he lock by sad experience that those
'µming
straight.
shoot
and
turnecl and the strong door opened.
"Let me haYc a little time to consult with these _
Dick entered and saw the same woman whom he had
seen on a former occasion. While she was thirty-five years lows," said Dick.
or perhaps forty, she was still beautiful.
1'hen followed a whispering among the ranchmen, and
· "Oh, you have come to give us our liberty\" she cried.
finally consented.
1 they
"Yes," he answer cl. "r['ell me who you are?"
" ~ow, Benny, do you keep a close watch up here; I am•
"My children ! 11y children!" she inter~·upted. "What going to release a man prisoner, and we will have an accesha Ye they done with them?"
sion ,,-ith him which will be of some advantage to us."
"Let us release you .first, and then we will look after
"All right, Dick; I will do the best I can up here," said
them."
Benny. "Don't be gone long, for it's my opinion that we
"But I mu t haYe my darling children. Oh, it has been are soon going to have the doggoneclest big rough-andso many years since I saw them, I wonder that I don't go tumble fight ever heard of in a lifetime."
mad!"
Dick sped down the slonc steps as rapidly as his feet
Dick now heard a groan from some other part of -the could carry him, and in a few moments was the door of
stone building, and asked:
the apartment where h e had beard the man groaning.
"Is there another prisoner in this building?"
Ile began earching among his bunch of keys for one
"Yes, yes!" he gaped, eagerly. "Give him his liberty, that would fit the lock. He did not haye to look long, for
too, and do it at once. Ile is a good man, and can saYe he soon found one that turned the bolt, and, flinging open
us_"
the door, saw a man about fifty years of age, with long
"I will, or lose my life. Xo11, madam, be very quiet, and hair almost white, which nearly reached his shoulders. His
don't say a11ything. Wait here until I call for you. We beard had not come in contact with scissors of razor for
are all in great danger."
many months.
At this moment Dick heard Benny calling him at the
"Who arc you?" asked Dick.
head of the stairway.
"I am William Lemmons, the man who owns this ranch.
-"Come up here, Dick! Corne quick!"
cruel ranchmen, headed by i.hc OYerseer, have formed
.1Iy
He wqnt bounding up the stainnty two steps at a time,
a plot to rob me, ancl have put me in this prison."
and was soon at the narrow window.
"I am your nephew," said Dick.
"What is it, Benny?"
"Arc you Dick Donnelly?"
"They want you out there; thc_v arc calling you."
''I am ."
"Dick Donnelly! Dick Donnelly!'' called the voice of
"Oh, Dick, I am so glad to see you!" cried i.he old man.
one whom Dick recognized as no other than ~Ir. Snelling.
tears of jo_Y came into his eyes. "Haye you come
while
",Yhat will you have?" asked Dick.
to relieYe me from my sufl'erings ?"
"I order you and all who arc with yon to come out of
"Uncle Will, I have come to release you and save your
that building at once."
life .. ,
"Is not this my ranch?" asked Dick.
"How did you happen to know I wa here?"
"Yes, but under the will you arc not in full po. session,
'' I uicl not; I only guessed at it, " saicl Dick, "and I have
and I order you to come out oI there immediately."
·
to sa vc your life."
come
"Are yot; going to do it?" whispered Benny, who
him how he had been told by Attorney
told
he
Then
crouch ed at Dick's side.
Roberts that he was dead, and had made a will leaving a.11
"Not much!"
his pi operty to Dick, if he hould find the children of Mollie Potter, who hacl married :\fax1vell.
CHAPTER XVI.
" [ clicl make such a \vill," deplored the pri oner. "I
THE BOYS IN JEOP_\RDY.
dicl make the will , but I am not dead."
Dick was silent for a moment, -thinking how he cot1ld
(To be Continued)
best delay matters, and release the other prisoner. He
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
A "BACK YARD" FRUI'l' FARM.
A hobby that is novel and useful occupies the odd moments of Dr. Fnd Hatch, who lives at Thirty-ninth Street
and Troost A ·enue. His sizable back yard is a smalJ
orchard. Twe>e trees are planted there, each of which
hears several ·r.arieties of apples. One of the most unique
is a tree on which J onathans, Early Harvests, Winesaps
and Ganos are grown. Several of the other trees bear three
nuieties of irnit. Dr. Hatch obtained the bu9s from one
of the best orchards in Jackson County. His experiments
have beei6. entirely sucess:ful. Before Dr. Hatch came to
Rtudy" surgery in Kansas City he lived on a farm at Peru,
. Kal)J.. The greater part of the farm was an apple orchard
and Dr. Hatch is recalling his boyhood in his backyard
_____
"fruit farm ."

the little craft will leave Chicago, pass down the Mississippi, through the Gulf of Mexico, and so through the
Panama Canal and up to San Francisco. 'rl1ere is something very appropriate in the suggestion; for it was in the
search for a westward passage to Inp.ia that Columbus set
out on his classic voyage . On the last of his four voyages,
he reached the Isthmus of Panama, and his name is commcmorated at Colon. The vessels made the passage over
the stormy Atlantic Ocean and it is not asking too much
that they should cross the Gulf of Mexico and sail up the
western coast to San Francisco, always supposing that they
have been m:::intained in good repair during their long sojourn at Chicago.

A RAILROAr> CLERK PEKSIONED.
Forty-three years of constant service in the employ of a
big corporation was rewarded in the pensioning 0°f one of
BOATS SPEEDIER IN DEEP WATER.
Unacco11I1talile though slight deviations in the speecl of the Illinois Central Railroad's oldest employees-a woman.
boats led an English admiral to the supposition that the For the last time in nearly a half century of labors Miss
depth of water might have something to do with it. He Jane Fairman, one of the first women in Chicago to volunmac1e his first series of experiments in water which was tarily accept a business life instead of a domestic one, says
about 45 feet deep, and the second investigations in water the Inter Ocean, dusted off her desk the other day and
about 250 feet in depth. Varying the speed of his boat walked from the accounting department at Twelfth Street
from 17 to 34½ knots in both series, he has established to resume life as a woman of leisure in her home on
to his satisfaction that the cleptb of water plays no part Monroe Avenue. Miss Fairman's record is one unique for
in determining or diminishing the speed when it is greater faithluJness. · R er name was the first one of a woman to
that 50 feet. Experiments made in Denmark with a be entered on the pay rolls of the Illinois Central. In actorp@'Clo of 105 tons displacement and a maximum veloqity corc1ance with the regulations of the railroad Miss Fairman
of 20 knots showed that 12 knots was made at a depth of will be made the possessor of an annual pass over all lines
10 feet and 15 knots at 18 feet. 'l'he influence of the of the company and in addition to this she will be the
I recipient each month of a pension which, it is said, will he
water's depth on boats was not perceptible at 50 feet .
1musually generous.
A CLEVER SCHEME.
A keeper recently awakened to the fact t11at in the silent
watches of the night some of his pheasants were being systematically purloined. Footprints were always discernible;
hut, as there was nothing remarkable about any of them,
they were of no value for detective purposes. They served,
however, to suggest a. plan. He went to the local cobbler
ancl offered him a generous reward for the performance of
a very simple task. When three suspected persons sent
their boots for repairs, the nails or tackets were to be placed
in the soles according tq different designs· which the keeper
would provide. The son of St. Crispin agreed to the
proposal, ~nd it was carried into effect as opportunity offered. 'l'he result was that a charge of poaching was proved
against two of the three men through the distinctive impressions made by their boots in the retentive soil. The
cobbler's connivance in the keeper's little scheme was, of
course, kept a strict secret.
COLUMBUS' SHIP MODELS TO BE EXHIBITED.
It is stated that the three models of Columbus's ships,
built in Snain and sailed here and exhibited at the World's
Fair at Chicago in 1893, are to be exhibited at the PanamaPacific Exhibition in 1915. If the plans are carried out,

NEED DOCTOR FOR ARCTIC.
The George Borup memorial Crocker Land expedition,
which is to leave New York on July 3 to discover a new
continent north of AlaRka, is in need of physician and
surgeon . Dr. Donald B. MacMillan, leader of the expedition, has issnecl a call for volunteers. Dr. MacMillan had
believed that the entire party-five men-was complete.
He hac1 selected a surgeon, Dr. E. A. Vickery, U. S. N.,
now stationed at the United States Na val Hospita1 in
Brooklyn. Dr. Vickery had agreed tentatively to be of the
party, and Dr. MacMillan was congra.tulating himself upon
having obtained the best man in the :field, when Dr. Vickery sent word that he would be unable to go. It was- announced that when the party starts north, on July 3, it will
take three passengers. They are Frank Patterson and
J uclge Carrol\ H. Sprigg, of J?ayton, Ohio, and A.. C. Bent,
of Taunton, Mass . Mr. Patterson is a son of the bead of
the National Cash Register -Company. Mr. Bent, who is
an ornithologist, was selected by the Smithsonian Institution, in "\Yashington, to complete Captain Bendire's "Life
Histories of North American Bircls," which was halted by
the author's death, a few years ago. He is making the
trip to study the birds of the top of the world.

a
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FIGHTING WITH GOMEZ
-OR-

TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XVI (continued.)
"Then it was a decoy, and she played it well, too," Jed
rcrnarkeLl. Then he had to explain it to the girls. They
"·ere simply horrified. 'l'he girl was so beautiful they
hated lier for that alone, though neither hau ~poken a word
to her.
1
" 1'i'hat will yon do with her, senor?" Christabel asked.
" ] can do nothing with her. Weyler would have her
shot, lrnt Americans never do such things. I shall send her
a1ray. }[ay I fetch her into the house?"
" Yes, senor, if yon wish to do so."
"l wish to be comteous to her, and try to find out somethiD!!; of tlie game £he played us."
" Do yon wi~h us to invite her in?"
'· Yes, se11orita, if you do n ot object."
"\re do not under the circumstances."
Th two sisters had all the curiosity of true t1aughters
of l•;ve .
"Then come out with me, please, and invite her in."
'l'lwy both 'went ont with him. The young worn.an, for
such ,;he pro\'ed to be-not a girl-looked up at tl1em and
1ose to her feet, her eyes flashing defiance at the young
Texan.
'· Senorita, will you come into the house and rest?"
Christabel asked her. "El Capitan tells us that you have
had a l'ery rough ri<le."
"'l'hauk you," sbe replied; "if I have permission of El
Capitau to do so."
";-;e11orita is free to go whither she pleases," J ed replied.
She ga,·e him a quick, inquiring glance, as if not quite
sure she had heard aright.
"If we were Spaniards, senorita," he remarked, "you
wouln be shot immediately. But we are Americans. You
are free ."
She was almost speechless wifh astonishment. She
glared at him like one in a dream.
"\Yill .·ou come into the house, senorita?" Christabel
again sa id to her.
"Si, Eenorita," and she darted to the house with the two
sisters. After going about ten paces she stopped, looked
back at J ed, who was talking to Tom Huff, and then
walked back to him, seized his hand, pressed it to her lips,
and said:
"Pardon, Senor Capitan! Pardon me my sin against
you!"
" X ot against me, senorita, but against Cuba," he replied,
·
"Are you a Cuban?"

"Si, Senor Capitan."
"Then may heaven forgive you!" he exclaimed, turning
away from her,
She covered her £ace with her hands for a few brief moments, and then turned and wended_her way to the house,
joining the two sisters at the spot where she had left them.
'11 hey went into the house, and she was taken to a room
where she might rest and arrange her toilet after such a
rough ride. An hour later Christabel told J ed she was a
woman of twenty-eight or thirty years of age, and probably
married.
"She is a brave woman," he remarked, "and dangerous.
I am glad she was not armed."
"How do you know she was not, capitan ?"
"Because she did not use any weapon," he replied. "She
had none."
It was true.
"She won't tell us her name or anything else," she remarked, "but has asked a thousand questions a.bout yousays you are the bravest man she ever met, and the most
perfect gentleman."
"I hope she tells the truth, senorita. But I consider
her so very dangerous I cannot accept any fl.atterings from
her. Has she expr essed a wish to leave?"
"No, capitan. She wishes to see you again, and has
asked us if she could.''
Just tben the major commanding the Cuban foo-ce
joined them. He was slightly wounded, but was in high
spirits over the victory he had gained. He grasped ,Ted'r
hand and shook it warmly, saying :
"We gave them a good thrashing."

CHAP'rER XVII.
• THE RA.SH OFFICER.

.Ted agrE_:!ed with the major that they had given the
enemy a good drul;ibing, and gave him the credit of it.
'·We should lrn,;e had to keep on the 11111 to get rid of
them," he added, "if we had not met you here. Where are
you going now?"
"l think we had better push on after them. Once defea t ed, an enemy is demoralized and seldom makes a vigorous resistance."
"I shall have to remain here till I have carried out the
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''Every one of them, enor Capitan."
"You know the captain-o-eneral ?"
e
" .
1, seuor."
"What ,rill yon tell him of your failure to lead us into
his trap?"
'"l 'hat you were t oo a1er t t o be cauglit that way, and too
much of a gentleman to harm a woman, though she be
captured in active service."
"When do you ~ish to return?"
"As soon as it is your pleasure for me to do so."
"You can go whenever you so de ire."
She looked around at the Texans out in the groye, across
the road that ran by the place.
"Your horse was left behind when we retreated," he explained, "but others were captured afterwards. You can
have your choice of those."
'"l'hanks, Senor Capitan. I shall leave that with you."
"I shall order one selected for you, then," and he did "o.
Half an hour later 'l'om Tuff a sisted her into the saddle, and she rode away, kis ing her little brown hand at the
·
entire camp.
She is a daring woman," J eel remarked to Christabel,
when she had passed out of sight.
"Do you eyer want to see her again?" Christobel asked.
"I don't think I ever shall," he replied. "I admire
womcn of courage, but there is something about her I don't
like. I could never fall in love with such a woman."
"She is beautiful, though."
"Ye, very beautiful, but it is a mere animal beauty."
'l'he next day was to see the return o-f the Spaniard from
Havana, and Jed had his men on the lookout for him. He
"'as seen at noon about five miles east of the Manola place
accompanied by Juan Delmar. Jack 'l'aylor and Joe Bled~
soe rode forward to meet them.
"Where are the others?" the Spaniard a ked Jack.
"They are waiting for yon at the :i\1anola place," was the
reply. "I hope you are well, senor?"
"Si, senor; well, but worried. I wish my mission ended
here."
. "I kno": of n_othing that requires you to go any farther
if you don t desue to do so, senor."
"I must see my two companions. ~ e must all return
together."
"'l'h en come on w1'tl1 us, anctJ we' 1l soon join them."
" enor 'l'aylor, this is Senor Delmar, who is to go to
the camp of General Gomez."
Jack saluted the distinguished looking Cuban, and then
rode forward, leaving them to follow him. Joe brought up
the rear, and an hom ]ater they reached the Manola place .
'l'here the host and two daughters welcomed the strangeronly he wa no trani,;er to them. It was a cordial greeting
they gaye him, and Senor Manola in his joy at seeing him
free again, extended an invitation to the three Spaniards
to remain as his guests as long as they could.
rita."
But the three held a hurried consultation and decided
"It cannot be, Senm· Capitan. I promise to call on you to leave at once. They claimed that affairs demanded their
when the war is ended. and thank you again for your great presence in Havana, and wanted to leave immediately.
kindness to me."
'l'hey were evidently very nervous. But Jed saw them off
"Where do you live?"
and watched thJm till they were out of sight.
She shook her head and miled.
(To be Continued)
"Do you know the leaders of the Spanish in Cuba?"

g~ne~al' orders," Jed remarked . "I upposc you know the
nsk m pursuing an enemy ,rho is 11ot in sirrht."
"I think I do, but what do you think the 11sk i ?"
"An ambn h-ahray. a risl; in a country ]ike Cuba."
"Bah! 'rhey are scattered and flying £or their liYc !"
"Yet, if their officer knov; anything about making war
they ca11 check puruit very ca ily."
The major laughed and hurried awa_v to put himself at
the head of his men. Jed looked at him, and shook his
head.
"You don't approYe his course" the young girl asked.
"Xo. He wi11 come to/grief if the panish officers know
bow to make war."
" 'iVhy don ·t you tell him?"
"He is my superior officer. It would be presumptuous
on my part."
'l'he Cubans were sooa 011t of . ight, and Jed turned to
the fair hristobcl :
"I am ready to sec the unknown senorita if she wishes
it."
She led him to a seat on the piazza and went into the
house. He waited there ome fifteen minutes ere she returned with the fair unkno,rn. As the latter appeared he
was radiantly beautiful. A few deft touches here and
there in her toilet had enhanced her marvelous beauty tenfold . In the kno,-rledge of what the fair Christabel had
told hi'm he readiiy saw that she really was not the young
girl he at first thought she was. But she was a vision of
loveliness all the same, and such is the power of female
beauty over the heart of man he involuntarily rose to his
feet to receive her.
"Senor apitan," she said, as she approached hirn, "I
have been deceiYec1 . I was told that the insurgents and
their friends were lemons who sought the utter ruin of
Cuba-to make the island like Hayti and. San Domingo."
"You were indeed deceived, then, senorita," Jed replied.
"The Cuban army is led by able generals, who try to conduct the war for the independence of Cuba just as other
civilized people do . Spain shoots prisoners, murders
wo1nen and children, and burns down their homes just as
the savages do in Central Africa. You would haYe been
shot by them had you done for them what you attempted to
do for us."
"I am sure I would, and I expected death when I was
captured. But I shall never serve them again. I was
promised so much if I would lead you into the trap they
had prepared for you."
"Will yon give me your name, senorita?" he asked.
. "No, Senor Capitan. I would ha.ve to leave Cuba if it
were known to your people. You will succeed in the end.
"You think we hall win?"
"Si, Senor Capitan."
"So do I. But I would like to know your name, eno-
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TIMELY TOPICS
The i;trikc for equal suJirage ended in most of the industrial town of the provinces of Belgium on April 26. Competent economists reckon the money loss caused by the
. trike at $20,000,000 which the Socialist leaders declare to
haYe been well lost if the country has thereby won equal
suffrage.

The last of the Chinese pheasants have dis'appeareo. iron1
Salina County, Kansas, according to reports from the
farmers where the birds have been staying foT the last
several years. The State game department placed several
hundred of these birds in this county six yeaTs ago, and f,,r
a time they increased in numbeT. There was a fine of $2fi
imposed on any one who killed one of the pheasants, and
so faT as can be learned none was ever killed, but for' the
last three years the birds have been decreasing. The severe
winter last . 'ear further decreased the number, and it is
now reported that not one of the fowls has been seen since
last summer any place in this county. Reports from other
counties indicate that the birds haYe disappeared there as
well as in this county.

Ocean pressure has burst the bottom of the great caisson
wl1ich had been sunk for the construction of the Pearl
Harbor Dry Dock, Honolulu. There were no fatalities, but
1.he loss in machinery was heavy. The loss of the caisson
also rendered useless years of work in the attempt to build
a firm foundation for the huge clock. Several engineers
said that the bursting of the c,1isson indicated that the soil
conditions of the site selecte<l would make impossible the
construction of the dry dock at that point, and that another
Denial of the printed rcpoTts that only 45 out of 219
site must be chosen.
candidates for the Naval Academy passed the entrance
examination was made by the Navy Department on April
In one Philadelphia hotel r ecently 1.GOO persons were 26. It was declared that 155 candidates had passed and
dining at one time. 1'here were four large banquets m that tbe indications were that the number passing the menprogress in different p:irls of the great building. No one tal examinations would be a little larger than the usual
of them conflicted with any other, and none of tl1em dis- percentage, one reason being that the examination this year
turbed tlie lnmdrecls o.l: regular guest or in fact was seen was easier than usual. Because of the expiration on June
h:v them. Orc11c, tral m11Pic and singing in one banquet 30 oi the law allowing SenatoTS and Repre~entatives two
ball did not pcnclrai.e to the ears of those dining in an- appointments to the Naval Academy, the Secretary of the
otlier. Sixteen hundred persons Tequirc many hundreds of _ T aYy has directed that an additional examination foT encooks and waiters, so that there was the equivalent of a trance be held June 5, in order to fill as many vacancies as
good-si?.ecl town all dining comfortahly and even luxurious- possible after· the results of the last examination have been
]~, under one roof and all as exclusively a if occupying determined. McmbeTs of Congress will be notified immeseparate hotels.
dia tely after it is known theiT candidates have failed. Under the law no cancliclate who has once been examined can
RaTe pre~ence of mind am1 a mouthful of tobacco juice be examined al!"ain for entrance with the same class unless
let loose at the pTOper moment were the mediums that it is recommended by the board of examiners at the Naval
James \\'illiamson, a resident of l\fontgomery, Ohio, claims Academy.
saved him from being lrnggEd to death by a huge bear
that had escaped from a private estate. Williamson enThe Congo Reform As. ociation has prepared a memorcountere<l the bear about a mile from the ramp. IIc ,Yas andum stating that in its belief the conditions in the Congo,
unnrmerl :rnd starte,1 to nm, but bruin sooi1 canght up to except in one fli,:trict, a re infinitel.'· impr9ved at the present
him. Williamson \Yresilcd with his opponent for Re\·cral time 0Yer those which prevailed dUTing King Leopold II's
momoPt3. 'rhcy rolled and rolled until they finally fell pernonal administration. "S.vstcmatized, officially directed
illto the creek. \V11cn the heaT sought to ki, s him he spat ancl inspired enslaYemcnt of the people," say the memoranthe mouthful of tobacco in its rye. lnstantly the bear let dum, "accompanied bv hrubli,tics, Yiolcurc and. torture as
loo:,e of its prey and startcrl to run.
a fi ·erl. definite policy for purpo~es nlikc of publi c reYenue
and pri1alc profit, has disappeared from firc.:sixths of the
After ne::irh· two clcradcs o( ,:ilence the XorLh Pacific Congo. The country is hein g no longer run at a profit, but
Orran ha;-; yielded the srcrei of (he cfo;appearancc of the at a <lircct loss to the Belgian exchequer. ''That 1.besc re: merieail :schooner 8,vlic P. C'aller of Ban Francisco. snits are clue to t\Jc lcftrling pflrt played by his majesty's
'1~alter McC'raY, n 'J'a('Ollla r1ivcr, luts lo<'ni ed ilie battered go,·ernment and b_y the people of this conntrv in a wholly
]1nll of the stane:h three m:i.ster i11 sixty Jcet of water near unselflsh effort to restore to 1.hc unrepresented races of the
Chignik Lagoon, in AlnRka, aml expects to rerf>vcr ap- Congo the libcrtie:, anc1 rights of which they hall been deproxi111ai.cly P;;20,000 in salvage <luring the summer. Mc- pri l'ccl histoTy will bear ll'ttncss.'' Ono part of the Congo,
Cray was putting clown a fish trap at the lagoon last July areorc1ing to the me.moranc1urn, is still subject to the old
and in imc$tigati11g an ohstrudion came astride the influcnres, and the a.,sociation SU!:\"6 ests that the Belgian
s1.:hooner's rail. Scratching awa:v the arc umnlntion of bar- administration should ~encl an experienced and trusted ofnacles be wns al:lc to mn.kc out the nnme. lio founcl that ficial to this region with the British consular officer in order
the srhooncr ha(l been lo:-;t ahont eighteen years ago while to i11Rurc 1.be immediate adoption of proper measures to
stop the abuses.
carrying tin bullion from San :Francisco to Alaska.
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left his home one afternoon and vanished. The police and
private detectives searched the country and seemed to make
it clear that the missing general could not have been murdered, but voluntarily left his family without giving any
reason. Traces of him have, it is supposed, been found in
Brussels and also in Aix-la-Chapelle. In spite of his age
General Dumas was at the disposition of the Minisier of
War, and if he is still living he has committed a serious
u:ffensc in not letting the military authorities know his
whereabouts. Meanwhile his pension is accumulating at
the War Office. The general opinion seems to be that he
is hidinO' abroad, although no reason is assigne<'I for his
voluntary absence . The case will soon be brought before a
military tribunal on the ground of the ill egal absence of
the vanished general. Ile had a brilliant career, haYing
sened with distinction in the Franco-Prussian War and
also in the Tonkin, Sudan anu Dahomey campaigns. He
is a grand officer of the Legion of Honor.

Clinton Hiller, twenty years old, of No. 67 South 'treet,
~ewark, ~- J., died the olher night in the Citx Hospital
GlUNS A~D CIIUCI{LES
as tlie result of injuries Tecei1·cd while playing baseball.
:Mrs. Fibwell (socially inclincd)-}fy dear, I harn
He was practicing with the ball team of SL Luke·s Church
and was hit on the head with a pitched ball. At the hos- picked out a husband for you. Her daughter-Very wrll;
pital it was found that his skull was fractured. He died but I tell you emphatically that when it comes to buying
the wedding <lres , I'll select the material myself.
wi1ile being carried to the operating room.
'rhe key was one of the first things i1wented by man .
The primitive key was probably thorn or splinter. Afterward fish-b<;mes seem to have come iuto use. ..Wooden pegs
followed these. In modern times, the process of manufacturincr keys is very highly developed. Fifty ye:i.rs ago
there were only some hundred varieties of keys, each having
.!"us special name and distinct use. To-day they are legion.

a

Famous Sci_entist (excitedl)')-Something nnd be
done to slop the ~prnad of Lhe opium habit arnon 6 women .
Great Editor (calmly)-Very well, i;ir. I'll put in a
paragraph saying that a hankering for opium is a sign
of old age.

Visitor-I understand that .yo n. had an amateur dramatic performance in the Town Hall last nio-ht? 1 ~ atiYe
-YeB, the Sock an 1 Buskin Club pla)·ed "Little il'L8C; or,
The parcel post is being hailed b? tra'veling men as the rrbc i1t01mtain :Mystery.'' "Ah.! And what was the mys"first aid to the knight of the grip." Instead of struggling tery?" "As near as T could makP ont, the mystery was
toward hotels, sagging under the weight of heavy bags, how the audience stood it till the ]a~t act wa over."
many drummers are now seen strutting jauntily along with
little bundles under their arms. 'rhese salesmen send
The following story illustrate · the disadrnntages of ha.clothing home by parcel post, to be wa ·hed. The postage
ing
an article in common use caHed after one·s own name.
is less than a laundry bill, the traveling men say, and the
The chief of the clan McIntosh once had a dispute with a
clothes last longer.
cabman about his. fame. "Do you know who I am?" indignantly exclaimed the Highlander. "I am the McIntosh ."
When Governor Bleese left his office for a moment on "I don't care if you are an umbrella,'' replied the cabby,
April 26, James Johnson, a notorious yeggman, known as
"I'll haYe my rights !"
"Portland Ked," paroled the ·other day from a ten-year
term in the State penitentiary for robbing a safe in 1902,
From America comes the story of a Scotsman who, while
walked into the corridor and disappeared. A goYernment
Yiewing
the statue of George Wa.sbington, was approached
officer was waiting in the adjoining office with a warrant for
by
an
interested
American. "I th.ink you will agree with
his arrest, charging him with robbing the Plymouth, N C.,
me,
sir,"
said
the
American, "that he was a. great and good
postoffice in 1898. Governor Blease granted his 627th
parole to-day to a school teacher, who, with another wo- man-a lie never passed his lips." "Wee],'' eaid tho Scot,
man's assistance, killed her husband with an axe while he "I suppose he talked through his nose, like the rest o' ye."
1;lept.

A cunning young man, unm11.rried1 attended
One of the most mysterious cli appearances on record i~
recalled by the sale at J)ublic auction of. tho effects of
General Alexandre Dumas, a relative of tho great novelist1
who has not been seen for o.bout fi year aJ:Jd a half. In
October, 1911, the general, who was i;i.xty.ei$'ht years old
and liYed quietly with his wife m the suburbs of Paris,

11

wcdc1ing

anniversary in the co·nntry tho Qthor oven ing, :rnd, niter
the ceremony wn~ ovor, ho suggo;1tod to n young lady
present that ho and sho sing "More b:, Follow.'' The
young lad,Y, howevc:·, ~r.id :;he 1mifcrrerl to i,ing ' Just As
l am." Th~ }Oung man rcmitlned qulct tho rest of the
ereniug.
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then glancing at me I saw that he gaYe a start of surprise.
.\gain umwing another of tho e long, suppressed breaths,
I saw his hands slowly rise, saw his fingers begin to twitch
convulsiYely, to writhe and squirm with that strange, snaky
By Col. Ralph Fenton.
motio11 so common among demented persons.
·w1iat conld it mean? How had I roused his anger?
I will premise by stating that I, a few weeks ago, received
"8h ! Charlie, control yomscl f," again said his keeper,
foe notification of the death of an uncle, as one of whose
unseen by his charge motioned me energetically to
ancl
antl
opening
the
at
desired
was
heirs-at-law my presence
along out of sight.
h1!rry
reading of his will.
it best to comply, I passed by. A suffocated
Thinking
This uncle was an old bachelor, reputed wealthy, an
caused me lo turn and look back, and I saw
anger
of
cry
}I. D., notcrl for years for his exceptional talent in treating
preYented by the keeper's embrace from
only
Charlie
thi.
on
known
cases of insanity. In fact, he became so well
.
account that for many years prior to his death, he hau been springing upon me.
of ma levorage,
fiendish
of
look
the
forget
I
lmll
ever
~
at the head of the faculty of - - Insane Asylum. ,
but now
repose,
in
handsome
face,
that
on
stamped
lcnce,
"\Yell, I atteuued the reading of his will, .found myself
distortion.
its
in
horrible
the dcvisee of a comfortable sum, and in addition was preSomewhat alaril).ed, as I will frankly confess, I lost no
sented with his library, together with some manuscripts of
in getting out of sight, and just at dusk returned to
time
my uncle's, in which he hau outl in ed many of the most
place, a large house almost meriting the '
poarcling
my
peculiar cases o.f insanity which hacl come under his obhotel.
of
name
, ervation.
I ha.cl not been in my room more than a quarter of an
And from these manuscripts I intend to draw a few
when I ·wa informed that a person was below who
hour
rascs for onr readers, leaving everything described as nearly
to see me.
wished
as possible in the language of my uncle, save the cutting out
being shown up I recognized the m:miac's keeper.
his
On
of occasional technical medical terms, which arc difficult to
he said, a,nd his voice actually trembled as he
"Sir!"
value.
particular
no
o.f
understancl and
spoke, "your resemblance to another man nearly cost you '
.
·
your life."
Never shall I forget my first encounter with a maniac.
so?"
"How
At college, I had stood at the head of the class in neu"You resemble in a marked degree the man who blighted
rology, or nervous diseases, of which insanity is one.
In fact, I hacl received a medal for a supposed excellent Charles Leroy's life and unsettled his reason. He was derlescription or diagnosis of the stages passed through by a cei rnd b_v the resemblance and but for my timely intervention and your leaving at the right juncture he would have
f'ane mind in Yerging towarcl insanity.
yon limb from limb."
torn
"I al ways imagined I should be cool ancl collected in
''What is the hi tory of the case?" I inquired, not withthe presence of a human being o affiicted, bnt ah! how
out curiosity.
sarlly I was mi taken, as you shall sec.
"Charles Leroy loved a \\"Oman, fair as an angel but false
I graduated in June, ancl having worked hard up to the
hades. She cncounurnd him to believe she loved him m
as
very day of graduation, I determined to pass the summer
but she was only playing with him. Of a sanguine,
return,
father
my
with
in the country. So, after a few days spent
and mother, I packed my trunk and went to '11::nrytown on pass ionate, l1opcful nature Leroy was translated to a heaY•,
enly existe111•c, and when told that this woman encouragea'
the Hudson.
I was walking on "the hill," the prettieRt $ertion of the other mt>n would not believe it; she told him that it was
village, in- the cool of the ernning, when I not iC'ed two men 1mtruc ancl that was enough. Like a thunderbolt from a1
~ky the trnth at la. t became known to him. He went to
approarhing me.
One waR young, not more than twenty-on e or two. with her honP.e at once and she mocked his love, laughed at his
11 hand ome face, and hair clustering about bis head in impa ~ioned e11treaties aml dismisEcd him with the cruel
ringlets . . He waR elegantly dresscu, evidently belonging words: 'Oo, sir, or I will call my intended husband and:
have you put out.' You see he had importuned her until
to a family of weallh.
The other was au olcler man, more plainly dressed, and ~he was beginning, perhaps, to become aware of her perfidy.
"Leroy then tmderstood her character ior the first time.'
seemed to have charge of the younger.
arose and rushed away in a towering passion. He reHe
As we clrew nearer, I divined the reason, for I caught a
glimpse of tho restless eyes and settled melancholy on the mained houRc<l closely nfter that, a scltled melancholy desc:e11d i11g on him.
youn_g man's fare.
"They tried to rouse him, but in vain. He began lo act
He was not in hi right mind.
Harmless now, and generally, I guessecl, but snhjrd to strangely, lmt they little imagined that he was actually
occasional violent fits which nece~sitaied a man to k -ep mad 1inlil ilte l!aY the fair but false one was married. In
ihe rnilldle of the marriage service Leroy rushed into the
watch over him.
,re were within several feet of each other before the church, and upbraiding lhe wornau, firell again and again
upon the man who had-as he belieYed-won her from
yonng man appeared to notice me.
'fhen I saw him start, saw his face change its color for a him, hut who had iu reality been engaged lo her before she
fo,icl hue, and between his lightly closed teeth he sucked in met Leroy.
"'l'he man fortunately escaped with his life, so wildly the,
a long breallt with a pee11liar hissing, disagreeable sound.
"Quiet, Charlie, q ulet l" said his keeper, soothingly, and shots were .fired.
A MANIAC'S MIST AKE.
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"Leroy was taken home, and I was engaged ·as companion and keeper for him. He afterwards quieted down
and is generally tractable, unless he hears either of their
names spoken, when he gets in a violent fit. Consequently
we are careful that they shall never be alluded to in his
presence.
"'rhis couple lately returned to Tarrytown to spend the
summer, and I am satisfied that he had some knowledge of
it, though he cunningly hides it :from me.
"Now, sir, I would warn you to be careful. He never
goes out save at the hour you met us, and by avoiding the
hill at that time an unpleasant scene may be avoided."
"Poor :fellow!" I could not help saying. "And can nothing be clone for him?"
"Nothing. Money has been spent without stint, the best
physicians employed, but his malady remains incmable.
But I must go. You, sir, will be careful to avoid a meeting, for ms sake, for YOur own sake?"
"I will," I answered, and bade the man good-night.
As I was rambling around the next day, my steps led
me to the monument erected on the spot where Andre vrns
captured by the patriots while on his way to New York
after the meeting with tllat traitor to hi& country, Benedict
Arnold.
I saw several ladies there, and was surprised by hearing
one of them call me by name.
A quick glance at her and then I exclaimed :
"Ah! I am delighted at this encounter, Miss--. But
l:!ola, I believe you arc married, and I should consequently
say Mrs. - - " and I paused.
"Brooks," she said, la~1ghingly.
In former years we had known each other intimately, but
had drifted apart, as I plunged into study and gaYe up
society, and for three years past I had not seen her.
"You must come and see me," she said, after having introduced her companion . "Make 011e of our present party
and return to tea. My husband is in the city, but will be
home on a late train, and I would very much like you to
meet."
"Why ?" I inquired.
"I think you'll recognize each other," she replied with a
light laugh.
Her words puzzled me at the moment, but I soon forgot
them, for the present, at least.
I accepted the invitation and. wei1t to her house to tea.
Having shown me into a room where I could enjoy a
cigar, my hostess excused herself while she went to dress
for the evening.
I took a chair and fell into a reverie presently, interrupted finally by the sound of stealthy steps.
I was in the act of turning when the person made a
catlike spring.
'rhen came a shrill elfish cry, aucl the maniac-for he it
was behind me-flung a strong cloth over my head, and
exerting his stren th, pulled it tight and hard O'!Ar my
face, strangling my cries ancl sn:fl'ocating me.
Oh, the ao-onies of the moment which followed!
He had taken me at a disadvantage, and I could not
budge from the arm-chair.
I flung up my hands a.ud tried to tear away the cloth,
but it was useless.

I struggled-oh, how harc1-whcn I felt my brain reeling-when I felt the excruciating pains of suffocation dart
through my chest.
But the pall of insensibility-perhap s of death-settled
over my brain in spite of all I could clo, and the world
drifted from my grasp.
"\That happei1ed then I d_on't know, but I recovered consciousness presently to find myself lying on the floor, my
hands and feet bound tightly together, while the house was
filled with yells and cries of fright, terror, dismay and
:fiendish exultation.
· A moment later I saw Mrs. Brooks dragged into the
room by Charles Leroy, on whose face rested the expression
I had seen there the evening before.
"Ila-ha! Come on-come on, you false-hearted woman !
You murdered my love, now I hall slay yours !"
"Mercy, mercy ! Help! Help!"
"Hush up! Why do you cry for help? None dare
come!"
Shrinking, screaming, the lady was dragged nen,r me.
All at once it flashed upon me. She was the fair woman
who had driven him crazy, and it was her husband the
maniac mistook me for .
That explained her words : "I think you'll recognize
each other!"
"Prepare for death I" h.;issed the maniac,. turning his
lurid, vengeful eyes on me. "Ha! fiend, you robbed me of
her, but you shall die for it."
With an n,ppalling sl1riek he forced her into a chair so
placed that she roust see what passed, and then brai1dishing
the knife, he faced me.
Cruel as the tiger who sports with his victim, the maniac
stooped a little, a11d waving the hand clutching the knife
slowly before my vision, he crept toward me like a beast of
pIG)'.

Heaven only knows what I sufi'ered during the nex:t
minute. It wa. a relief even when he bounded at me with
a demoniac yell, with knife raised to strike.
He had aimed at my heart, but missing it, the blade
entered me shoulder.
He now fl.ung himself upon me, gnashing his teeth, anc1
once again raised the knife.
I closed my eyes, and1t was perfectly terrible to hear the savage yells and
oaths which followcd.
His keeper had at that moment rushed in and arrested
the murderous hand of the maniac in time to save my life,
In a second other assistance came; Leroy was overpowered, and I was released.
I rose to my feet, bathed in perspiration, just as Mr.
Brooks entered the room.
He was near enough like me to have been my brother,
and I no longer. wondered at the Maniac's Mistake.
Poor fellow! He died in an asylum shortly after.
That Mrs. Brook~ does regret, and will regret to her
dying clay, the coquetry which crazed Leroy, I am sure.
But-I 11ever desire to see her again.
It would too vividly recall that morning when, lying on
the floor, I saw the fatal blow about to be struck, and I a
victim of a Maniac's Mistake.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
expired. Mr. Wicks took the doll borne to the baby Sahirclay afternoon. The child gurgled with delight, and, babylike, put its tong ue to the brilliantly colored shoe. Mr.
and Mrs. Wicks noticed that tbe dye came off, but the
ch ild showed no ill effects and they did not consider the
matter serious. To-clay, while the mother was singing to
the tot, its head suddenly dropped forward . A moment
Walter J ohnson, the great right hander of tl1e Washing- later the baby was dead. A physician said the dye had
ton Americaus, is going to be the highest-priced twirler in affected the heart.
baseball next season. Johnson's contract calling for $7,000
a season runs out this year, and the bi.g Swede has made it
Mahlon W. Newton, former proprietor of Green's Hotel,
known that he intends to win such a number of games this Philadelphia, is coming across the Atlantic to buy the finest
year that the club owners will ham to make his yearly siip- specimen of the Pomeranian obtainable to keep his daughulati011 !J,10,000 in the future.
ter from grieYing and to replace Trix, a four-pound dog,

The famous race horse 11Thite Knight was sold to a
foreign buyer £or $200,000-nearly a record price for a
horse. He was one 0£ the greate t stayers of the last decade. He won the Ascot Gold Cup twice, al o the Goodwood Cup. White Knight was the joint property of W.
R. Wyndham and Colonel Kirkwood.

:\iultiple-gun turrets are certainly in favor just now; for
the French authoritie. have decided to adopt four guns in
each turret for their four ships of the "N ormandie" class,
which are to be laid clown this year. Thei-e are three turrets, one forward, one amidsh ips, just abaft the smokestacks, and one on the quarter-deck. These ships are 574
feet long, cl7.7 inches broao. and displace 25,200 tons on a
28-foot 4-inch draft 'J1 hc armament consists of twelve
J 3.4-inch guns and twent:v-fonr 5.5-inch guns. The armor
belt in 121/:i inches in thickness.
All availll.bl ships of the Atlantic fleet were orc1crcd to
take· part in the dedication of the Maine memor ial monument at N' ew York on May 30. 'J1 he bnttlc.'11 ips which
will be mobilized at the naval station in the Xori.h River
will include the 1Vyom i11g, tbc Florida, the X ortb Dakota,
the Delaware, tl1e Yermont, the Sonth Carolina, the Xew
Hampshire, the Kansas, the Yirginia, the Georgia, the
New J ersey and the Rhode Js)and. Secretary Daniels announced that he cou ld not i-encl the ~awl Acaclcm:I" midshipm en to take part in the cledic:1tion bccau,c they would
be in tl1e midst of their examinations.
Extensive coal deposits have bern dis<'overed in F<1i,
Southern Xi!Ieria, "\.\'est Africa. Tl,e test carried out by
the British authorities and the analyses at the Imperial
Institute in London are said Lo ha,c giYCll res ults equal to
two-thirds that 0£ the hcst 1Y0l~h co:11. A sun'ey to c-ounect
this coal field with the river port o £ Onitsha i~ being rarried
out. The impor tance of the line, as a:ffonling cheap fuel
to the two Xigerias, would be very g reat. It would assist
the development of tlic trac1e oJ llrn L rich dislrict and the
settlement o:f internal c1isputes among the iiaii Yes of tile
hinterland. The lignite deposits to the west of the Xige r
are also a.id to be valuable. Those at Okpanam vary fr om
15 to 20 feet in thickness.
A tiny reel shoe on the foot o.E his first doll caused tile
death of Robert, the six-months'-old child of Mr. and Mrs.
S. W. Wicks, of St. Paul, on Aprll 21. Poisonous clye
which faclod from the shoe was swallowed by the infant,
and, without a moment's warnlng to the parents, he

valued at ~250 a pound, which broke its neck when it fell
down an e]crator shaft. Recently the dead Pomeranian
had a rnagni ficent burial at the Newton home at Atlantic
City. The fot1! pounds of dog was placed in a silver trimmed rosewood coffin and was covered with a silken shroud
before it was buried beneath a tree on the Newton Place.
Martin Seibold, aged nineteen, son of Louis Seibold, a
Xew York newspaper man, accidentally shot and killed
himself at the home of a relative in Washington on April
20. T he young man was examining a pistol which had
been brought out on a false alarm of burglars. Young
Seibold, who has been visiting his uncle, Frederick Seibold,
of this <'ity, was th e guest at dinner of Sherly Downing.
Dnring the meal a noi8e from the next hou e ]eel to the
belief that burglars had broken in there. Mr. Downing
procured hi pistol, and, accompanied by young Seibold,
i n,e. tigatrcl the premises, but £ound no sign of robbery.
On their return Seibold a:;kecl Mr. Downing to let him
examine the gun, and as he took it fro m his hand it exploded, Lhe bull et striking the young man in the tem ple.
E. C. Benedict, ex-Commodore of the New York Yacht
Club, who has made many yachting trips in South Ameriran rirers, sailed recently for a trip up the Amazon. It
will be a 12,000-mile trip and will last two months. Mr.
Ilenedirt will travel in hi 200-foot yacht, the Oneida,
,vhich once belonged to John Hays Hammond. Amon()' the ,
guests on the Oneida will be Mr. and Mrs. Colgate Hoyt,
and :\ir. and Mrs. Richard Ryland Sinclair. They will
have the mm nal experience of pcnclinrr their hone:vmoons ,
on the Am:1zon. His other guest are Mrs. Siebert, Edward
Beers and John J olles. On the way to the Amazon, the
One id a will touch Barbados, Rio Janeiro, and Buenos
Ayres. 'l'he Yacht will go up the Amazon for 400 or 500
mi lcs, retmning to the city on June 21. Commodore Benedict's last trip in South American waters was made on the
\ Tirgini a with a ship's company of forty-four persons, The
Yirginia went more than 1,000 miles up the Amazon, and
the party returned with photographs of country never be.fore seen by white men, The Virginia returned to thi11 I
city on Jan. 30, 1905,
'
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
LARGE CONSUMPTIO~ OF CIGARETTES.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue reports that
dming the :fir. t . even months of the current fiscal year
, 8.500,000,000 c.:igareties haJ. been consumed, 2,250,000;ooo
more than in the same period last year, and 12,000,000
pounrl s oE chewing anJ. smoking tob,acco in exeess o( la ·t
· Jear. In the i:-even months 38,864:,000 barrels of I.Jeer were
con sumed, an increase of 1,800,000 barrels.
SCOTLA:N"D'S JURIES .
In criminal cases in Scotland the petty jury is represented by the eTiminal assize. 'I'his jury has al ways con1 siRted of iifi.eeu per.ons, ::mcl the jurors are chosen by ballot
!b:v the clerk of the court from the list containing the names
of the special and common jurors, firn from the pecial,
ten from the rommon . Each side has fiye peremr tory
challenges. of which no more than two may be exercised
upon specifl1 jurorn. The challenges for cause are without
limit. The verdict need not be unanimous . l1. majority
suffices. 'rhree verdicts are permitted-guilty, 11ot guilty
and not proved.
POPCORN IN p Ams.
Americans hose been ·rejoicing recently over the opening
by a young countryman of an exclusively American candy
'shop, where real popeorn can be had fresh for the fir t
t ime in the history of Paris. 'the "popper" is wielded daily
by a white-clad cook in a conspicuous position j-ust insid
the window, anc1 a large number of visitors have already
1been attracted. The "popcorn shop," as it is called, has
been decked out in charming fashion, American artists
of the Latin quart1{ having contributed decorations for
posters and designs for candy boxes, lamp shades, and the
1sign board. American candy and other home delicacies
will be supplied a.'3 well as tea, while Welsh rarebit, a
dish unknown to French people, may be had eYery night.
In a few days American pancakes also v.ill be provided.
The proprietor of the "popcorn store" is a young writer of
short stories from Portland, Ore., who has been in Paris
only a few months. He explains that running the shop
will enable him to give a large part of his time to study
here.
ATHLETIC TRAINING.
In view of the astonishing preparations that are being
made for the Olympic games by both the peoples and the
governments of Sweden, France, Germany, and America,
t he English Amateur Athletic Association has worked out
a scheme for facilitating the training of English athletes
for the games in J!)16. After pointing out that the Swedes
have engaged an American trainer at a princely salary for
expert instrnction, and that the Germans are sending a
specia,l ist to America in order to study American training
methods, the report of the English A. A. A. says:
"It is realized that we really haven't the least idea of

the art of a great many of the Olympic events. For instance, among the Americans and Swedes there are dozens
of men who not only beat our best pole jumpers, but by an
outrageous margin. 'l'he athletic advi. ory committee con siders our running spoiled hy what is called the Oxford
stride as opposed to the Stockholm stride. In hammer
throwing our athletes improveJ. by thirty feet after a little
instruction from American athletes, and similar impro,ement.; can I.Jc achieved in other events."

ARMY POST FIRES.
Perliaps the low percentage of fires in the army is directly due to the fact that guard duty is nerer suspendeu.
Tn daylight and <lark, during peace or in time of war,
armed sentries walk their posts, scattered eYerywhere over
the garrisons. Falling asleep while on guard is a serious
offense. Therefore the guards are al ways alert. Xever iB a
sentry mounted on a post without a caution to look out for
fires. One of the first charges of a guard's general orders is
one in which he is cautioned to keep a sharp watch for fire.
His first duty in case a building is occupjed by humanity
is to warn the occupants. Next he turns in a general
alarm. And when the fire call is blown by the trumpeter
at the main guardhouse every male member of the garrison,
exeept the guard, is compelled to hurry to the scene of the
fire, no matter where it is and no matter how he is dressed.
It is not necessary that a man hould be in regulation
uniform to respond to a fire call. Military foes do not wait
for antagonists in full dress parade costume, any more than
city fires procrastinate while the members of the department make careful toilets. Once a week, sometimes oftener, in every military garrison, large or small, throughout
the country-and there are several himchec1 at home and
in our possessions-a fire drill is held. Not a soul save tl1e
commanding officer is adYisecl of what hour of the day or
night or on what day of the week a fire call will be blown.
As fires do not give warning of their coming, it is obviously
advantageous that a fire drill shoulrl be as uncertain. When
the fire call goes, either for drill or for a fight for life
and property. the soldiers rush out of their quarters, lea Ye
their posts in the company kitchens and on the drill
grounds, p{cking up fire buckets and fire axes as they go
in the race for the fire station. Some may be hatle;is,
some coatless and others shirtless. But it is an honor to be
among the first to take hold of the fire equipment. All the
officers dash for the firehouse, too, and the highest ranking
officer present assumes the duties of fire chief. A run is
macle with chemical engines and hanc1 drawn hose ca1i'
and hook and ladder trucks for a building de ignnted as
the scene of the fire. When the equipment is out for a
fire drill the men take ac1 vantage of the occasion and pla v
water on the windows of buildings, givinp; them a good.
cleaning. 'rhe amount of fire fighting apparatus furnished
the posts by the government for their protection is regulated, of course, entirely by the size and needs of each post.

-,,OB POWDER.
Gee whl:t! ~'hat t.in
yeu can ha,·e wtth
tllla 1tutr. Mul1ten tho
Up ot your nn,;er, tap

it on the content• c,t
the box, and a little
l.>lt will 1tlck.
Then

::kd,
!~Jn1
do:~n1: eack~
a mlnuto h o wlll

...

f eel as If he had th•
seven years' 1tch.
It
wlJl blak),. b.lm aeratcll, roar, 1qu1rm and
111ake tacca. But It I• perfectly h a. rmle11a, aa
It 11 mada from the aeeda or wild roaea. The
horrible itch etopa in a few minutes, or can
Ile checked Immediately by rubl>lng the 11101
wltla a wot cloth. While It la work ing, :,eu
will be apt to laugh your 1uapender buttent
ea. Tbe - I joke e! all. l'rlco lG conu a
llex. 11¥ ma.II. peetpa!d.
WOLFI,' :NOVELT'li CO,. 29 W. 26th St,, N. Y.
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Remington- UMC .22 00.t.
cartridges have broken
.J
Tlae l1mldton•UIIC
mah I lid
two records in two years.
The present world's 100-shot gallery re;~d,- 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with thesi{ hard hitting .22's.
They will help you, too, to br~ik your best shooting records.
Remington-UMC .22's are made, too, with hollow point bullet,.
This increases their shocking and killing power.
-V

<•••

Cl.A.CHOO 011. SNEEZING POWDER.

-~~f':~":u~

X•BAY WONDER
This la a wonderful little
optic~! illusion. In use, you
apparently eae the bones tn
your hand, the hole In a
pipe-stem, the lead In a pen•
ell, etc.
The principle on
which it 1s operated cannot
be disclosed h ere, but It wlll atrord no end ot
tun tor any 1,>er1ori who ho.a one. ~rice. 15
c~nta each, b )'...rt° ail, postpaid.
H. F , LAN«;l,' 1816 Centre St.• B'Wyn, N. Y.
THE SWJlllMJNO J-'Il!IH
Here 1a &. fine mechanical
toy. lt Is an Imitation gold·
nsh, about 4¼ inches long,
and contalna a water-tight
compartment which will not
allow It to sink. To ke&p It
tn a natural position, the lower t'ln Is ballasted
with lead.
To make It work, a sprlni, Is
wound up. You then throw it 1n the water,
and the machinery lnelde causes the tall to
wiggle, and propel It In the moot ll!ellke man•
ner. When It runs down the flab t'loats until
lt ta recovered, and it can then be rewound.
Race• between two of th ese fishes are ver:,
intereating. Price, 25 cents each by mail, p oat
paid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

Remington- UMC-the perfect shooting combination

REIIINGTOi'tl ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO,
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l aughter.
'l'he per!ormer says to the audience
tnat he requ'.res some
, eggs for one of his ex ...
.,,., periments. As no Ypec-

ta.tor

carries

any,

ho

calls ht1 aestatant. taps him on top of thu
head, he gags, and an egg comes out ot: his
mouth. This ts r~peatetl until stx eggs are
produced. It ta an easy trk'\< to perform, once
you know h ow, and always 1nakes a hit. DI~
rectlon1 given ! or working it. Prl~e. 25 centa

by mall, p os tpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1816 Centre St,, B'ltlyn,

,

CARTE:tt AEROPLANE No. 1.
Will ny on a. horizontal
line 160 feet! Can be flown
in the house, and will not

Injure Itself nor anyth ing
in the room. The most perfect little aeroplane made.
The motive power ts fur nished by twisted rubbe r
bands contained within the
tubular body or the machine.
It le ac tuated by
a prop eller at each e nd r evolvin g in o pposite
directions,
Variation In height mttY be ob tsJno d by moving the planes and the balance
weight
It can be made to fly either to the
right or the left by l)'iovlng the balance sidew ise bot pre It ts r eleased for lll!l"h t,
Price,
Boo each, deltvered.
L. &enarou, S47 Wlntbrop St., BrooklYD, N. Y,

299 Broadway, New Yorl Cl!,

WE SHIP 0NIPPROVAL

iRA VELLINO JCH~;J·
Yards upon ' y ards of laughs.
Don't m iss It! , Everyone falls for
this one. It ,i;;oJl~ists o! a nice little bobbin afound which Is wound
a spool ot threa.d.
You pin the
bobbin under the lapel or your coat,
and pull the e nd of the thread
through your button hole, then
watch your friends try to pick the
:pi ece or thread orr your coat.
Enough said! Get one! Price, 1%c. each, by
inall. Postage stamp• taken same as money.
H. F. LANG. 1816 Centre St. , B'klyn, N. Y.

•ith r,uJ a ,,nt dtjJoslt, prepay t.~c Creleaat
and allow 10 DAYS f'REE TRIAi..
IT ONLY C09TS one cent to leant. OIIII
unlsta'1'd "f j>rius and '"""'dous o§w6

r

oa highest e-rad, 1918 model blcyc.lcs.

FACTORY
PRICES fb1~;:1:":
a. pair of tires !rom a,.,on.t at a,u, Jric.•
~:~~la~:
:u~t!!:~,~1J!;~!,~~i!~~
satnple bicycle a-olnc to yowr towa.
RIDER
AGENTS ::rr:~"'~l;
money exhibiting and sclllDI' our blcyc:les..
We S•II cheaper than any other factor)flt

INDIAN FINGER TRAP.
A couple can be jolnec'i
together and their struggle to be released only
~makes matters worse. It
""b. will hold them as tight
as a rat-trap, and the more they try to pull
away, the tighter It grips.
Our traps ar&
extra. long. Price, l0e. each; 3 !or 25c, by
rna.11, postpaid.
0. BEK&, 150 W. 62d St.. New York City.

SNAKES IN THE GRASS
Something entlral7
new, consisting o! six
la rge cones, each one
nearly ona inch i n
height.
Upon 111,\'hting one or these cones
with a match, you see

4

LAUGHABLE EGO TRICK
'l'hls Js lhe !unnleat
tr!clc ever exhibited and
always produces roars ot

-#,. _..,

The World's
Record Holders

L. Senarens, 347 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

,b!~• ![t&t~t
ot thto :,owdar, wllen blhn
in a
r4trtn, wtll co.u11&
evoryone to sneeze w1U1.eut
&n¥ono kno1"1ing- where it
e•mes trom. It le very light, wMI deat tu tlle
air :C•r 1Jme time, ahd penetrate every neok
amd ceH1er et a. r•em. It ie pert~ctt:ly llarmleu. Ca, bo Is :,ut up In b 0ttlea. and •n•
bottle conta\na enouch to bo used from 10 te
U ttme1. Price, by rn,ul, 10c. each: 3 tor !li<t,
WOLFF NOVll:LTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

.:,-_

Accuracy ·
Penetration

r:~i~d

1

-.

Sure Fire

GOOD LUCK BANKS.
Orn=ento.l a.a we!l , o.a uaeful.
Made Cl! highly nlokeled bl'&H.
lt holdr: juot ene Do1lo.r. When
1
'~n11r~~~1!~· fcanRb9..rn::,~d
a1 • ·~watchobarm,
Mon'eY retuaded It net 1atl1t'led.
l'rloe, l~e.
by mall.

t

I

"ffilO<,".,.:-

0

~

r

~.,...,

ahake hand1 with 70ur

something similar to
a 4th of July exhlbl·
t ion or fireworks. Sparks fly in e v ery di r ection, and a.s the cone burns down it throws
out and is surrounded with wha.t appears to
be grass; at t11e sn.m~ tim e a large s nak e
uncoils himself from the burning cone and
lazily stretches out in the grass, which a t
last burns to ashes but th e snake r emains as
a. curiosity unharmed.
They are not at all
dangerous and ca.n be Eet off. in the parlor
I! p laced on somo metal surface that wlll not
burn.

An ordinary dust pan answers the pur-

poee n icely. Price of the six cones, packed in
sawdust, 1n a strong wooden box, only lOc ••
3 boxes for 25c., 1 dozen boxes 75c., sent b)"

TIRES, Coaat er-Be--.1ke rearwh•~t ..

Dm,p1 rcp&1rs and a.11 5uadrles at ha!/ usual ;ri.lC6.
Do N0t Walt; write tqday for ou.r st,#'fUfJ off,,..
UllAD CYCLIE CO., Dop• Pl 8 8 QHIC~

Whard Repeating

LIQUID PISTOL
Will stop the most -vlo•
lono dos (or man) with•
out perm.anent lnln1·y.
Perfectly 11ate to carry wlthou t danger
ot leAkage. Fires ana recharges 01
~!~t'!i;:~e~r~f!.,e.{' o~i~a;lxrri~t:~r,

~~~~~t!':

!r~l'i,""J1~~!·r~:,.'1:.'a!i\:!~~~/;:;~; ..~~~h{g~~er
mouey order. No posta.j{e sta.mpe or coins accept~4.
PARKER, STEARNS&. CO., 273 GEORGIA AYE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

f~4

BLlJE ENAMELLED
FREE
FLAG PU[.
A
letter hand
or

engraved, and •

catalo.: of Badge Plns, Je1Y~ lr1,
'l'rlcks, Jokes and Puzzles. Bepd
T'\V {} cents to pay for postage an4
hand ling

BEVERLY NOVELTY CO•
.208J Beverly Rond, Brooldy11, N. T.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME
Ventriloquist Double Throat .
Fits roof of mouth; always invieiblc; irreate91
th ins ret. A.3tonisR ar.d mystify yo ur friends.
Neiah like a ho1n; whine like a poppy; 1ios
lik e a canary, und lmita1e birds and beasts ot
the field a..nd fon-,t. Loa ds ot tun. Wondt::r•
ful invention. Thousands sole\. Price: only
10 cen.ts; 4 for ZS cents, or 12 for 50 crnts.

m)i'. \'~s~~~T,IGA:S, 419 W.

56th St., N. Y.
- EGGS- OF--P }IARAOll'S SERPEN~
A wonderrul and startling
Double Throat Co.Dpt. i Frenchtovin,N ..&.
noveJty ! "Pharaoh's Serpents"
a.re produced fr on1 a small egg,
Do you wish to e:nn $LOO a day
no larger than a pea. Place one
of the1n on a plate, touch fl.re
for wor king one or two hours ?
to tt with a common match, and
Send us YOUR NAME on a POS•
Instantly a large serpent, a yard
TAL and we wlll TELL you HOW,
a~d
or n1ore ln length, slowly unHALJE SALES ASS'N,
coils Itself from the burning egg.
200 Claremont Ave,,
Eacn. serpent assumes a dtfferant
A-53
NEW YORK,
position. · One will appear to be
g·lld Ing over the ground, with
JAPANESE TRICK KNIFE.
head erect, as though spying
danger; another will coll itself up, as If preYou can show the knl!e a.nd
Pl'rl11g for the fntal spring upon lts victim,
in stantly draw It across your
finger, apparently cutting deep
::;ijoo;~~;g 1/~l i~~';,\chnoooi;,td~~zl~~p.ap~;',;: I
Into the Uesh, The red blood
I medlatelv after the egg stops burning, t h e I
appears on the blade of the
' serpent hardens, a nd n1ay aft~rward be kept 1
knife, giving a. startling etrect
, n,:J an amusing curlostty. T;-iey are put up In
to the spectators. The knife
wooclen boxes, twehe eggs tn a box. Price,
is removed and th e finger 11
Sc., 3 boxes for 20c,; 1 dozen boxes fo r 60c.,
found in good condition. Quite an effective
sent by· mall, postpaid.
I Ulusion.
Price lUo. each by mall,
1
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,. 211 \V. 26th St,. N. Y, WOLF1'' NOVELT}'. CO., 29 W, 20th St,, N, 1{,

-

BOYS

GIRLS

:n~\~

1

~
IXl'TLE RIP'S TS1( Pll'(8,
In e1Lch •« there are
ten pina and two bowl•
In&' ball•, packed In a
bea.uU!ully ornamented
box. With one ot theH
miniature aeta you can
play ten-ptn1 on your
dining -room tablo juot
•• well aa the game
·-·
can be played Jn a regular alley. Every ga.m•
know:i to professional bowlers can be worked
with the•e plna. Price, 10c, per box by mall.
postpaid.
!I, F. LANO, 1813 Centre St., B'kl.YJI, N. Y.
0

iJil'ANESZ WATER FLOWERS
Without exception, the
moat beautiful and to ..

j

tere1tlnt:" thine• on the
They con1lat
ot a dozen dried-up

~

7

WfilSTLE.
DUPLE X BICYCLE
1
,;h~~~l~: ~;_~:
du~~~: 1~u"a
0
monJous sounds, entirely ditter•
ent from ordinary whlatles. It
ta just the thing for blcycllat1
or oportsmen, lt1 peculiar double
and resonant tonea at once at ..
tractlng attention. It lo an Imported w h I • t I e , hand•omely
nickel plated, and will be tound
a very useful and handy pocket
Prlce, 10c.; 8 tor
companion.
25c.; one dozen, 75c., ~ant by
mall, postpaid.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St.• N. Y.

t:t:

BUBBLE BLOWER.
With this dnlce, a
continuoua • e t 1 e I ot
bubble• can be blown.
It ts a wooden, clear ..
shaped blower, enca1lng e. •mall vial, In
which there 11 a piece
ot soap. The via.I 11
filled with water, and a peculiarly perforated
cork 11 ln1ertod. When you blow In to the
mouthpJece. it 1et1 up a hydraulic pre111ure
thrOU&'h the cork per!ore.tlona and cau•e•
bubble atter bubble to come out. No need o!
dipping Into water once the little bottle 11
ailed, Price, 10c. each by mall, po•tpe.ld.
(l. BEHR, llSO W. 62d St,, New York OltJ',

HALF MASKS.
mile l
a
beaten
Fe.lse-tace1
There are 7 In a set and represent
an Indla.n, a Japanese jlrl, a
1
o"~';;y F1~1i?:e.~~ge.,.. :n Au~~::,~~
Be&utl!ully llthographed
blllat.
1n handsome colors on a. durable
quality ot cardboard. They have
eyehole11 and string pertorattona.
Price, 6c. each, or the full set ot
7 !or 25c •• DOstnal~
111, V. GALLIGAN,
419 W, 116th St., N. Y.

J

MYSTIC PUZZLE
The newe1t and moat
novel puzzle on the
market. It consists ot
a. flat piece ot wood
l¾, x a Inches, neatly
covered with Im It aT h e
leather.
tlon
cross-bar and rtng 1n
the hole are nlokel-ple.ted. The object Is to
&'et the ame.11 ring ot! the bar. It absolutely
cannot be done by anyone not in the secret.
More tun to be had with It than with any
other puzzle me.de. It Is not breakable &nd
ca.n be carried In the vest pocket.
Price 10 cents ea.ch by mall, post-paid
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kJyn, N. Y.
-

market.

apr!Jr•. neatly encased
Jn ha.ndsom el y decora..ted envelopee, juat a.1
they are imported rrom

Ja.pa.n. Place one sprig
\n a. bowl of water,
and It beclns to exu<le
Yarlou1 brlt;ht tint•, Then It 11owly opena out
Into va1 toua abapea of exquisite flower•. Tbe7
are of all color• o! tho rainbow. It la very
a1n111tng to ,vatch them take form.
8mall alse, prtee 5 cent• ; large alze, l .O
cent• a packa&e, b7 mall, po1tpald.
.. lll. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 66th St., N. Y.

I

HUMA.NATONE.
The Improved Hu•
manatone. This flute
will be found to be
the most enjo,-able
article ever ottered;
nickel plated, finely
polished; each put
up In a box with tull
instruction how to
Price,
use them.
18c., po•tpald.

WOLFF
NOVELTY CO.,
20 W. 26th St., N. Y.
LITTLE CHECKER BOARDS.

wort;lce 20 cents each, by me.II. post-paid
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 211 W, 26th St,, N. Y.

JAPANESE TWIRLER.
A wonderful Imported pa-per
By a simple manipunovelty,
lation of the wooden handles a
number ot beau ti tu I figures can
be produced. It takes on 1everal
co m b 1 n at 1 o n s of magniftcent
Price, l0c., poatpe.ld.
colors.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

DOUBLE CLAPPERS

@c::::::::::::::::::@~-~-~e:They are handsomely made or white w ood,
6 inches long, with carefully rounded edgea.
On each si(le a 1teel spring ts secured, with
not lee.den discs at the end•. They produce
a tremendous clatter, and yet they can be
playAd e,·en better than tht\ most expensive
The ftneat article
bones uaed by minstrels.
of Its kind on the market, Price 7 cent,, e.
pair, postpaid.
!If. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56th St., N. Y.

'l'HE FLUTTER-BY.
Thia mechanic..,. l'lylng

TABLE RAIISING TRICK

MUSICAL SEAT
The best Joke out.
You ca.n have more
circus,
a
than
fun
with one ot th e s e
All you
novelties..
have to do Is to pl&ce
one on a chair seat
(Hidden under e. cushion, It possible). Then
tell your friend to sit
An unearthly
down.
•hrlek trom the little round drum will send
your victim up In the air, th~ most puzzled
and astonished mortal on earth. Don't miss
getting one of these genuine laugh producers.
Perfectly harmless, and never misses doing ita

This cigar 11 mo.de In
exact Imitation ot a. good
one. It I• held by a rubber cord whi c h, with the
attached safety pin, la
fastened on the Inside ot
the sleeve. When otrered
to a friend, as It 11 about •o be taken, tt will
1natantly disappear.
Price, 10c. each by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR, lGO W. 62d St., New York Clt:r.

SPRING TOPS
Something new for. the
A top you cnn
boys.
5,pJn without a string.
This is a decided nov-It Is ot large
elty.
size, me.de ot brass, and
has a heavy be.lance
PrJce "i cents each by 1nall. They are mado
The shank conrim.
ot durable colored card board, told to the •lze
ta.tns a powerful spring
of 6¼ x 3¼ Inches, and e.ro so handy In size and has an outer casing.
The top o! the
that they can be carried In the pocket. They shank has a milled edge tor winding It up.
contain 2f red and black checkers, and are When wound, you merely lltt the outer cas-Just aa serviceable aa the most expensive lng, and the top spins at such a ro.pld speed
boards made. The box a.nd lid can be fastened
the bale.nee rim keeps It going a lo ng
together in a moment by mean~ ot patent that
Without doubt tho hands omest and
joints In the enda. Full directions printed on time.
top on the market.
best
each box.
F>rlce 12 cents each, by me.II, post-paid
H. F. LANO, 1815 Centre St., B'k!yu, N. Y,
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

-

The most my1tltyln&'
trick ever done by a
The p e rmai:lclan.
f ormer shows s plain
light table, He places
bis hand flat upon Its
The table cllnrs
top.
to his hand as It glued there. He may swlni:;
it In the air, but the table will ndt leaYe hi•
hand until he set• It on the floor age.In, Tho
table ca.n be Inspected to show that there a.re
DO 1trln&'s or wires attached.
Price 12 cents each, by m&ll, post-pa.Id
M. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. ll6th St., N, Y.

Also known as &
Japanese butterfly. A
pleasing novelty enclosed lo an envelope.
When the envelope Is
opened Flffl will fly
out through the a.Ir
for B eve r a 1 yards.
Made ot colored paper
to represent a. butter-Price, lOo.
fly six. inches wide.
M. V. GALLIGAN, 410 W, 110th St., N. Y,

LITTLE ACCORDEONS
'I'he smallest, cheapest,
and best sounding mus-tea.I instrument for the
price. This perfe ct little accordeon has four
keys and elgh t notes, a
s ea. II=!, upon
complete
which you can play alIt is
most any tune.
about 6 x :?¾ inches In size, and is not a. toy,
but a. practical and serviceable accordeon Jn
every respect; with ordinary care it will last
tor years, and produces sweet musi c and perAnyone can learn to play it
fect harmony.
with very little practice.
Price 12 cents each, by mall, post-paid
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N, Y.

~~h~~Tn~~P~~rkf1 l~~k~

like a beautiful butter•
l'ly, about 9 Inches wide,
In action tt1 wing movements a.re exactly Hko
It wlll travel
those ot a live butterl'ly.
through I.he air about 26 feet, In the moat
Aa ftylnc toya are all the
na.tural manner.
rage, this one ehould be a source of profit and
Price,
amuaement to both old and young.
18c. each by mall, postpaid.
H • .1,·, LA.NG, 1815 Centre .St,, B'klyn, N. :11.

LIGHT!l'"ING TRICK BOX.
A startling and r,leaslng lllu·

A

alon ! "The we.ya ot the world are
devlou1/' says Matthew Arnold,
but the ways ot the Llghtnln&'
Trick Box ,yhen properly handled
are admitted to be puzzltng and
You take on: the• lid
uncertain.
and •how your friends that It Is
lull ot nice candy. Replace the
lid, when you can solemnly assure
your friends that you can Instantly emvty the
box In their presence without opening tt; and
taking orr the lid again, sure enough the candy
Or you can change the
ha11 disappeared.
candy Into a piece ot money by !ollowlng the
directions sent with each box. Thia ls the
.,

nei~t~~' a;n~ybi0~.~h3e~~r t2~~~, ~:r1~d~~~~1~~id.
l\l, V. GALLIGAN, U9 W. 56th St., N. Y.

TIIE NEW FROG JOKER.
Bushels ot !un ! .. Froggy" haa
got a very croaking and rasping
voice, and when held in the hollo w of the hand and made to
lool<a
instinctively
one
croak,
around tor a. bullfrog. An amusing joke can be played on your
friends l v passing the ratchetwheel ot the frog down th e ir
coat-sleeve '>r the back of their
coat. The ripping, tearing nojse
gives then1 .. a severe shock, ana

t~!~

~';,'a,v\:e.t"1~~ef/ ~f~~i;e.W1!.~~
sound and whole as be!ore. A good Joke Is
to make a gentle1nan's or lady's wat ch a
stem winder. With the frog concealed In your
band, you take the ste m ot the wat ch beween your thumb and finger, and at the
liame time allow the ball ot your thumb to
pass over the ratchet-wheel o! the frog, when
to the company you wlll seem to be winding
the watch, but the noise wtll startle them, for
'twill sound more like winding Barnum's
steam caliope than a watch , and you can keep
Th~ possessor o( on&
winding indoflnitely.
ot these Frog Jokers can have any amount
ot tun with It. It Is ma,Je of bronze mete.I
and will never wePr out. Do not ta.ti to send
5
1
mall, J)Oat::·,e!p~~:a:
! ~~d~n~~e
. · H. F . LANG, 11115 Centre St., U'klna, N. Y.
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